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ABSTRACT
Phishing is one of the many types of cybercrime targeting internet
users. A phishing message is sent with the aim to obtain information
from a potential victim. One of the reasons phishing is popular has
to do with the connectivity that the internet provides. A message can
be spread to thousands of recipients with little e�ort and at negligible
cost. A successful phishing attack can lead to identity the� and loss of
money for the victims. When an organisation is targeted, phishing can
lead to, among other things, compromised network security and stolen
intellectual property.
Phishing is highly scalable. On the other side of the scalability spectrum are less scalable modus operandi. We categorise less scalable
methods as “�shing for information”. In this thesis, we aim to explore
the spectrum of scalability. �is thesis uses a socio-technical approach
by describing both experiments and technical perspectives to “�shing”
and phishing.
�is thesis starts by exploring de�nitions of phishing in literature
and analysing their concepts. �is provides us with a foundation of
what constitutes phishing. Following on the de�nition, we explore
two modus operandi that are less scalable than phishing, using ���
keys and �� codes. We focus on measuring attack e�ectiveness on the
boundary between the physical (i. e., objects on the �oor) and digital
world (i. e., getting a computer virus.) By quantifying the e�ectiveness
of an attack using experiments, we investigate the feasibility of less
scalable attacks. �en, we investigate the thought patterns that potential
victims use in order to assess a phishing email. �e thought patterns,
or heuristics, determine whether a recipient of phishing becomes a
victim or not. Knowledge on people’s thought patterns can be used
to improve user training. Subsequently, we created a anti-phishing
training to be provided to children. We show that training children is
feasible and increases their ability to detect phishing on the short term.
Finally, we performed a large-scale analysis of phishing emails in the
Netherlands. We discuss patterns in terms of both attacker behaviour
as well as recipient behaviour. Our results demonstrate the e�ectiveness
of phishing with di�erent degrees of scalability. Less scalable methods
of attack require more e�ort on the part of the attacker, but provide
higher e�ectiveness. More scalable attacks provide lower success rates,
but require less e�ort than scalable attacks. �e contributions in this
thesis allow researchers and security professionals to better understand
the dynamic nature of phishing.
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SAMENVAT TING
Phishing is een van de vele soorten cybercrime die zich richt op internetgebruikers. Een phishing bericht wordt verstuurd met als doel om
informatie van een slachto�er te verkrijgen. De goede connectiviteit
die het internet met zich meebrengt is een van de redenen dat phishing populair geworden is. Een enkel phishing bericht kan eenvoudig
en vrijwel gratis naar duizenden ontvangers tegelijkertijd verstuurd
worden. Een succesvolle phishing aanval kan grote gevolgen voor de
slachto�ers hebben, bijvoorbeeld door identiteitsdiefstal of diefstal van
geld. Echter, wanneer een organisatie doelwit is, kunnen de gevolgen
nog veel groter zijn door diefstal van bedrijfsgeheimen of het platleggen
van een bedrijfsnetwerk.
Phishing is goed schaalbaar. Aan de andere kant van het schaalbaarheidsspectrum zijn de minder schaalbare modus operandi. Deze
minder schaalbare methoden scharen we onder het “vissen (of hengelen)
naar informatie”. In dit proefschri� verkennen we dit spectrum van
schaalbaarheid. Hiervoor maken we gebruik van een socio-technisch
perspectief, waarbij we door middel van zowel experimenten en techniek het “vissen” en “phishen” naar informatie benaderen.
Het proefschri� begint met een onderzoek naar de verschillende
de�nities van phishing in de literatuur. Uit deze de�nities worden de
belangrijkste concepten gehaald. Hiermee bepalen we hoe phishing
gezien wordt, iets dat de fundering voor de rest van het onderzoek is.
Na de de�nitie-analyse bekijken we twee niet-zo-schaalbare manieren
om een phishing aanval uit te voeren, namelijk door het gebruik van
��� sticks en �� codes. Hierbij richten we ons op het meten van de
e�ectiviteit van een aanval die zich bevindt op het raakvlak van de
fysieke (een object op de vloer) en digitale wereld (een computervirus).
Door middel van experimenten bekijken we de haalbaarheid van aanvallen die minder schaalbaar zijn, bijvoorbeeld een aanval waarbij een
��� stick op de grond gelegd wordt. Hierna zoomen we in op phishing
door te kijken naar de denkpatronen van potentiële slachto�ers van
een phishing e-mail. Denkpatronen (ook heuristieken genoemd) bepalen of de ontvanger van een phishing e-mail slachto�er wordt, of niet.
Kennis over deze denkpatronen kan gebruikt worden om anti-phishing
trainingen te verbeteren. Vervolgens kijken we naar een anti-phishing
training die speciaal voor kinderen ontwikkeld is. We laten zien dat
de training werkt en dat kinderen phishing e-mails beter herkennen
na de training. Daarnaast laten we zien hoe lang het duurt voordat
deze kennis weer wegzakt, waarna nieuwe trainingen nodig zijn. Als
laatste onderdeel van dit proefschri� beschrijven we een analyse op
grote aantallen phishing e-mails die door Nederlanders ontvangen zijn.
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We beschrijven patronen in zowel het gedrag van de aanvallers (diegene
die de phishing e-mails sturen), als in het gedrag van de ontvangers.
De resultaten van dit proefschri� laten de e�ectiviteit van phishing
zien, voor verschillende gradaties van schaalbaarheid. Minder schaalbare methoden van phishing vereisen meer inzet van de aanvaller, bijvoorbeeld door fysieke aanwezigheid, maar bieden relatief hoge e�ectiviteit. Minder schaalbare methoden van phishing aanvallen zijn minder
e�ectief, maar zijn met minder inzet van de aanvaller uit te voeren.
De bijdragen van dit proefschri� stellen onderzoekers en securityspecialisten in staat om de dynamiek achter een phishing-aanval beter te
begrijpen.
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INTRODUCTION
Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby impersonation is used to
obtain information from a target (Chapter �). O�enders impersonate
governmental organisations, �nancial institutions, but also retailers and
service-oriented companies (Anti-Phishing Working Group, ����b). A
typical scenario includes an o�ender who sends out an email pretending
to be from a bank to its customers. Using a fake message, the targets are
deceived to perform a certain action, such as clicking on a link, calling
a number, or sending a reply with information. Phishing attacks hit the
news headlines on a daily basis. �e general public receives phishing
emails, companies su�er from attacks that started with a phishing email,
and even governments are targeted. Generally an o�ender expects a
bene�t, or return of investment, from committing a crime (Cornish and
Clarke, ����, ����). In the case of phishing, scalability is important to
obtain a bene�t. �e response rate to phishing messages may be low,
but due to scalable methods of sending phishing messages, a su�cient
number of targets can be reached. Email is such a scalable medium for
sending phishing messages. An individual can send thousands of emails
per minute using a single computer. Using botnets, a single person can
send messages to millions of targets almost simultaneously. A phishing
o�ender can send messages and monetise the obtained information
from anywhere in the world. �is leads to phishing being a �exible and
dynamic type of digital fraud.
Despite countermeasures such as spam �lters, blacklists and user
training, the general public still receives phishing emails (see Chapter �)
and continues to ‘bite the hook’. Indicating the prevalence of phishing
is di�cult. Phishing studies traditionally start by indicating the loss
of phishing in terms of money (e.g., Sheng, Kumaraguru et al., ����;
Almomani, Gupta et al., ����; Leukfeldt, ����; Hong, ����). However,
such statistics are o�en biased (Florêncio and Herley, ����; Moore and
Clayton, ����). Furthermore, people do not necessarily know they are a
victim. When a victim �lls in his information on a phishing website, or
replies to a phishing message, he does not necessarily realise the mistake.
When the information consists of credentials to a bank website, the loss
of money will likely alert the victim about the attack. However, when
other information is stolen (consider a copy of a passport), this may
not be clear to the victim. �e victim may realise what happened only
when his information gets misused later, for example, if the information
is used for getting a phone subscription and the victim receives the
bills. �e problem of such misuse of one’s information is known as
identity the�. According to expert interviews, identity the� is most
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o�en initiated with a phishing attack Paulissen and van Wilsem (����).
A representative survey of Paulissen and van Wilsem (����) found that
�.�� of the residents of �e Netherlands aged over �� experienced
identity the� in the last two years. Statistics Netherlands (����) found
that the number of phishing victims for the period ����–���� remained
stable at �.�� of the total population, and went down to �.�� in ����–
����. However, only people who are aware of their victimisation from
a phishing message are included in that number. Furthermore, victims
do not report the phishing attack at all, or report it to institutions
other than the police, resulting in under-reporting. A large survey of
Statistics Netherlands (����) on identity the� as a cybercrime (i. e.,
phishing and skimming) show that only ��� of the victims reported
having gone to the police in ����. In ����, the number of online identity
the� victims reporting to the police went down even more, to ��
(Statistics Netherlands, ����). In comparison, ��� of the Dutch victims
reported their victimisation to a �nancial institution in ���� (Statistics
Netherlands, ����). �is can be explained by phishing campaigns o�en
targeting banks, and victims being able to get their money back a�er
�ling a report. However, it does show that the willingness to report
victimisation is low when reporting does not lead to getting back money.
Due to the digital means of communication, cybercrimes are easier
to scale than their non-cyber equivalents. With the right knowledge
and skills, breaking in to several computers (hacking) can be performed
with little e�ort and low risk of being caught. �e non-cyber equivalent
would be burglary. It is arguably more di�cult to break in to ten houses
without being caught, than to break in to ten computers without being
caught. �is is primarily caused by the mandatory physical presence
for a burglar. Digital crimes have the advantage of not requiring physical presence. �is leads to the ability to target multiple victims and
simultaneously victimise them. �e ability to target multiple victims
and the speed of being able to target subsequent victims, are properties
of a crime’s scalability. Looking at crimes in terms of their scalability
has the advantage of going beyond the exact medium (i. e., cyber or
physical) that is used.
�.�
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�e concept of scalability can be conceptualised as a dimension, with
many gradations. To illustrate this, consider an o�ender who wants to
obtain bank account details from his victim. �e least scalable method
would be to meet in person and talk to the victim. �is requires the
o�ender to come up with a good story and convince the victim to hand
out the information. �is does not scale: if the o�ender wants to attack
multiple victims, he would need to talk to each of them. Bounded by
physical restraints, this requires lots of time and constant concentration.

�.� �����������

Furthermore, there is a non-negligible risk of being caught red handed.
�erefore, personally talking to the victim is not scalable.
An alternative for verbal communication is writing a letter. Sending
a message to someone could be done by writing it down in a letter and
sending a messenger to deliver it. An example of such a message is
the Nigerian advance fee fraud letter (Smith, Holmes and Kaufmann,
����; Edelson, ����). Using the postal system, or private messengers,
a letter can be delivered to another person. However, there is a fee
per letter, and deliveries are o�en infrequent or delayed. Letters are
more scalable than personal contact, because they can be sent to lots of
di�erent persons. However, sending large quantities of letters requires a
signi�cant investment in terms of time and money. Normal street-side
mailboxes would be insu�cient and too time consuming to use. Signing
a contract with a postal agency to handle so many letters would solve
the situation, but makes the o�ender trivially traceable. Sending letters
as modus operandi is not scalable, even though it scales better than
talking in person.
In the late ��th century, the mechanical telegraph emerged (Standage,
����). Using semaphore signalling, messages could be transferred at a
speed of up to � symbols per minute (Encyclopædia Britannica, ����).
With the introduction of the electronic telegraph, it became more e�cient to send messages regardless of fog or lack of daylight (Standage,
����). A message could be transmitted within minutes or hours, compared to days when sending a letter by post. And due to the large scale
deployment of the telegraph network, including a transatlantic connection, large numbers of people could be reached. Still there was a high
cost per message. From an o�ender’s point of view, this means a high
risk investment for running a large-scale fraud. Other ways of cheating
were used, taking advantage of the speed at which a telegram arrives.
For example, the results of horse races or lotteries could be transmitted
by telegram to other parts of the country, where the o�cial results were
not known yet and betting was still allowed. �e accomplice receiving
the telegram could take advantage by betting on the winner or choosing
the winning numbers (Standage, ����).
�e introduction of the internet, and more speci�cally email, was
another drastic change in messaging. An email server can process
thousands of emails per minute, thereby scaling even better than the
telegraph network. Additionally, apart from the need of an email inbox
and internet connection, sending and receiving emails is free of charge.
�e consequences of a large userbase, lack of a central authority and no
price per message are signi�cant. Merchants can send advertisements
to many potential customers at low cost. As with many new technologies, this simultaneously opened opportunities for o�enders as well. In
its core protocols, a receiving email server does not authenticate the
sender (RFC����). �is allows for unwanted messages and advertisements, called spam, to enter the user’s email inbox. Currently, many
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solutions against spam exist, but are unable to �lter all unwanted emails.
�erefore, email remains an attractive medium for sending spam (and
phishing) messages.
Besides email, other ways of sending phishing messages are being
used as well. For example, phishing messages can be distributed using ��� (Castiglione, De Prisco and De Santis, ����), or by sending
prerecorded messages over ���� (Jakobsson and Myers, ����). Furthermore, social media platforms like Twitter (Aggarwal, Rajadesingan and
Kumaraguru, ����; Chhabra et al., ����) and Facebook (Chhabra et al.,
����; Mills, ����) o�er a large number of potential targets. However,
whereas it is relatively easy to fake the sender of an email message, this
is harder for social media platforms. �is, in combination with the mass
adoption of email led to the situation where email remains to be the
most popular medium for distributing phishing messages.
�.�
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�ere is no single modus operandi, or employed method, for phishing.
Instead, o�enders choose a subset of the many available options for an
attack. Regardless of the methods and tools o�enders use, the essence
of phishing is simple. At some moment in time, the o�ender convinces
the target to provide information. Information can be almost anything,
such as credentials, identity information, or company secrets. �e offender uses a medium to send a phishing message to the target. If the
target falls for the message, he will return information to the o�ender.
�e information does not have to travel on the same medium as the
original message. For example, a phishing email could request people
to reply by clicking on a link.
In a typical scenario, the o�ender needs to take three steps: (�) setting up the attack; (�) sending messages and gathering information;
and (�) monetising the obtained information. In the setup phase of
the phishing scenario, the o�ender needs to arrange several things.
Foremost, he needs to cra� a phishing message, typically an email,
in which an organisation is impersonated. Typically, banks, package
delivery companies and webshops are good candidates. One of the
reasons for candidacy is that they are well known and o�en trusted.
On the technical side, the o�ender needs to obtain lists of email addresses. Furthermore, the o�ender should get capacity to distribute
many emails. O�en, this capacity is achieved using botnets or hacked
servers. Botnets are groups of computers with a virus infection, that are
under control of a botnet herder. �e o�ender can rent or create such
a botnet, and order the infected computers to send out the phishing
emails. Alternatively, the o�ender can break into a web server that runs
vulnerable so�ware (Vasek, Wadleigh and Moore, ����), and use it to
distribute emails. Finally, in the typical scenario, the o�ender needs
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to host a phishing website, o�en called a landing page. At this landing
page, the victims that fall for the phishing email, are asked to provide
information, such as access credentials to the online bank environment.
A compromised webserver may be used for this, to avoid linking the
attack to the o�ender.
Once the o�ender’s set-up is ready, it is only a matter of waiting for
victims to fall for the attack. Similar to �shing, the o�ender needs to
wait for an inattentive victim to click on the link. Once that happens,
the victim will go to the landing page, where the victim is requested
to login. When logged in, the credentials are sent to the o�ender, for
example by email. Next, the o�ender will proceed to the third and �nal
step, which is to monetise the information. Monetising can be done by
either selling the information (or credential), or using it. �e o�ender
can, for example, log in to the online bank website using the stolen
credentials. �en, he will transfer money to the account of a money
mule, who is an outsider that withdraws the money from his account.
What happens a�er varies a lot. For example, the money mule can send
the money via Western Union to the o�ender (Moore, Clayton and
Anderson, ����), or to an anonymous mailbox, or buy a gi� card and
email the code of the gi� card to the o�ender.
�.�
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Phishing attacks are continuously evolving (Hong, ����; Jakobsson and
Myers, ����). Countermeasures are implemented to mitigate the newest
phishing attacks, only to be followed by a di�erent attack later. �is is an
ongoing arms race. O�enders choose a modus operandi, as well as the
accompanying strategy for performing a phishing attack. �e chosen
modus operandi has a certain scalability attached to it. Together, the
modus operandi and scalability properties lead to a certain e�ectiveness
of an attack.
To clarify this in the present thesis, we want model the relation
between scalability and e�ectiveness for phishing modus operandi. �e
e�ectiveness is shown as the extent to which an attack is successful,
also known as the success rate. For example, when an attacker sends
���� emails, resulting in �� replies with information, the success rate is
��. We de�ne the scalability as one of three values: low, medium, or
high. For the purpose of our model, we de�ne low scalability as the situation where the attacker and the victim have a one-to-one interaction
(i. e., one attacker for one victim). Examples of attacks that are low in
scalability are face-to-face attacks and phone calls. On the other end
of the spectrum is an attack of high scalability, where one attacker can
have many victims. Highly scalable attacks are one-to-�, for a large
�. An example of a highly scalable attack is sending spam emails. In
the middle of the spectrum is a an attack which has a medium scalab-
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ility. For an attack to be medium on the scalability spectrum, there
should be a one-to-� relation, whereby � is limited by, for example,
physical restraints or the need for victim-speci�c information. For example, sending personalised phishing emails requires the attacker to
gather a lot of information for each victim, thereby limiting the potential number of victims. �e resulting model is shown in Figure �,
and in the following paragraphs we discuss the data points within the
model. Additionally, Figure � shows the distinction between Fishing for
information (i.e., a less scalable attack for information) and Phishing
(i.e., the scalable version). Methods that have a low scalability can be
categorised as social engineering (�shing for information), whereas we
consider high scalability methods as phishing.
���

‘Fishing’

��
E�ectiveness (�)

�

‘Phishing’

Personalised phishing email
Face-to-face

��
Phone calls

��
Phishing email

Low

Medium

High

Scalability
Figure �: �e e�ectiveness versus the scalability per modus operandi. Hollow
circles represent real world data.

�e model of Figure � was �lled with data points from the scienti�c
literature. Measurements on the success rate of phishing in the real
world are scarce. Most research analyses phishing in a lab setting. �ere
is some data of studies measuring phishing in the wild, or studies performing large-scale measurements on unsuspecting users. Mohebzada
et al. (����) performed two large scale studies (�=��,���) to measure
the success rate of a phishing email and found success rates of �.���
and �.���. A study of Jakobsson and Ratkiewicz (����) found success
rates of �� (±��) when the ��� was an �� address and and ��� (±��)
when the ��� was a domain name (�=���). Finally, Jagatic et al. (����)
found a success rate of ��� (±��) in an experiment with �� subjects.
However, they noted that the relatively high success rate could be due
to some contextual information in the email.
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Several measurements on phishing in the wild have been performed
as well. Notably, these include studies performed by Google and Microso� on a large user base. Garera et al. (����) found that �.��� of
the users who view a phishing page will become victim, based on toolbar data from Google. Furthermore, on average ��.��� of all visitors
to phishing pages that are hosted on Google Forms submitted data
(Bursztein et al., ����). �e numbers suggest a high success percentage. However, one must take into account that these are percentages
of people that have already clicked on the link in a phishing email.
�e actual success rate must therefore be lower. Florêncio and Herley
(����) analysed the browsing behaviour of a ���,��� users by looking
at data from the Microso� Live toolbar, and used these analyses to conclude that �.�� of the population is victimised by phishing each year.
If everybody receives only one phishing email per year, the success rate
would be �.��. One might argue that the real success rate of an average
phishing email must be an order of magnitude lower. For the purpose of
modelling phishing, we assume the e�ectiveness of a general phishing
email in terms of success rate to be between �� and ��� (Mohebzada
et al., ����; Jakobsson and Ratkiewicz, ����; Jagatic et al., ����; Garera
et al., ����; Florêncio and Herley, ����).
In terms of modus operandi with medium scalability, Jagatic et al.
(����) harvested information about students and their acquaintances
and used this knowledge to perform a personalised phishing attack.
�e corresponding success rate was ��� (±��) in an experiment with
��� subjects. Finally, in the low scalability area, we cite two studies
related to phishing. Firstly, telephone-based social engineering has a
success rate of ��� (Bullee, Montoya et al., ����) (�=���). �e second
study was a face-to-face social engineering study (�=��), with a success
rates of ��� (Bullee, Montoya Morales et al., ����).
O�enders weigh e�ort and risk against the potential reward (Cornish
and Clarke, ����). Our model shows the combination of the e�ort (by
modus operandi) and the potential reward. From the point of view of
an attacker, the ideal modus operandi consists of a highly scalable attack
that has a high e�ectiveness. However, such an attack may require more
e�ort. In the end, o�enders choose a modus operandi they consider
suitable for getting a return on investment.
�.�
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�e various forms of ‘�shing’ and phishing as a method of obtaining
information. As discussed before, one can try to establish the point at
which the non-scalable ‘�shing’ stops and the scalable ‘phishing’ starts.
However, even though many researchers have published on the topic of
phishing, there does not seem to be a central de�nition of phishing, as
further discussed in Chapter �. Obtaining data on the e�ectiveness of
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various scalable and less scalable attacks would be needed to discuss the
scalability and e�ectiveness properties. One may wonder whether less
scalable modus operandi have a better yield than the scalable versions.
In other words: how does a physical ‘�shing’ attack compare to a scalable
‘phishing’ attack? �is resulted in the following research question:
�������� �������� �: How does an attack’s e�ectiveness relate
to the modus operandi’s scalability?
Measuring the e�ectiveness of an attack is important, as is measuring
what in�uences the e�ectiveness. When discussing the topic of phishing, one commonly hears the phrase “I would never fall for a phishing
attack.” However, many internet users become victim of phishing, in
the order of �.�� of the Dutch population (Statistics Netherlands, ����).
When someone receives a phishing email, (s)he will decide at a certain
moment whether the email is legitimate or fraudulent. Knowing how
this decision process it performed, allows for the creation of better
education. �is leads to the following research question:
�������� �������� �:
an email is phishing?

How do people decide whether or not

Prevention is important to reduce the number of victims of phishing.
Many interventions have been proposed to inform the general public
and guide them into making better decisions when receiving a phishing
email. Some interventions are targeted towards groups of potential
victims, such as university students or employees of a certain company.
Children are o�en not considered potential victims, due to their limited
online responsibilities, such as (online) banking. However, they are active online, and therefore a potential target of phishing. Improving their
online safety is challenging. �erefore, the fourth research question is:
�������� �������� �:
phishing on children?

How can we reduce the e�ectiveness of

Providing statistics on the number of phishing attacks, or victims,
is di�cult due to the lack of an overview. Phishing occurs online and
therefore potentially cross-border in the physical world. Victims report
to the police, to their �nancial institutions, to non-pro�t anti-fraud
agencies, or they do not report victimisation at all. Attempts at victimisation are even harder to monitor. However, to describe a phenomenon,
or to reduce it’s impact by prevention, it is important to know the extent
of the problem. �erefore, our last research question is:

�.� ������������� ��� �������

�������� �������� �: What patterns can be found in phishing
campaigns in the Netherlands?
Answering these four research questions leads to a better understanding of phishing, and the answers will hopefully validate our model of
phishing.
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Figure �: �e outline of this thesis.
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�e outline of this thesis is shown in Figure � A�er this introduction,
we discuss what phishing is by looking at de�nitions of phishing. �is
is followed by four chapters that discuss phishing from various angles.
Finally, we provide our conclusions and directions for further research.
�e thesis is divided into the following chapters:
������������: �e current chapter provides the motivation for
our research, introduces the research questions and provides an overview of the thesis.
���� �� ��������� We discuss phishing as a phenomenon in
Chapter �. Using an extensive literature study, we compare phishing
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de�nitions from existing literature. Core elements of the phenomenon
are extracted from literature. Elements lacking a consensus in the literature are discussed in detail. �is eventually leads to a uniform and
consensual de�nition of phishing.
������� ��� �����������: �e scalability of an attack’s modus
operandi and it’s the e�ectiveness in�uence each other. To measure
this, we performed experiments in physical world, as described in
Chapter �. In the experiment, we dropped ��� keys and observed the
behaviour of the people who found the ��� keys. �is places the chapter
on the boundary between the physical (i. e., objects on the �oor) and
digital world (i. e., getting a computer virus.) Furthermore, we describe
a second experiment on the intersection of the physical and digital
worlds. In the second experiment, QR codes pointing to a phishing
website were distributed in a hospital. Both experiments explore the
risk taking of individuals and quantify the response to fraud cues in
the physical world.
���������� �� ��������: When someone receives a phishing
message but does not become a victim, (s)he will most likely have become suspicious at some moment in time. Whether it is the title, sender
or content that alerts the receiver, the person’s heuristics have prevented
victimisation. At the same time, those heuristics may prove ine�ective
against a particular message. Since these heuristics depend on the individual, studies are needed to detect these thinking patterns. Chapter �
describes a lab study where participants have to think out loud while
reading a phishing email. �e participants’ current knowledge about
phishing emails can be found by identifying the heuristics that the participants used while reading the email. With this information, training
and public awareness campaigns can be �ne-tuned.
�������� ���������: Many interventions against phishing, such
as training, �� commercials, or even games, are aimed at adults. �is
makes sense, since adults have more to loose in terms of money or
information. However, due to this focus, the adults of tomorrow are
o�en overlooked. In Chapter �, the results of a cyber hygiene training
tailored to children are shown. With a small intervention, children
score signi�cantly better. Additionally, we measured the decay of the
training over time.
�������� �� ��������: In Chapter �, we describe the prototype
of a system that was built to automate the analysis of reported phishing
emails. Over �.� million emails were reported by the general public to
the Dutch Fraud Helpdesk (Fraudehelpdesk, ����) between ���� and
September ����. �ese are emails that found their way to someone’s
email inbox and were subsequently reported. We show patterns in
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the emails in terms of phishing campaigns, as well as patterns in the
behaviour of the receivers of these phishing emails.
�����������: Finally, Chapter � will conclude with the answers
to the research questions and directions for future work. �e results of
our experiments provide insights in the phishing process from di�erent
perspectives.

��

2

TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF PHISHING �
�.� ����������
�e term phishing is currently widely used with thousands of mentions in the scienti�c literature, lots of media coverage and widespread
attention from organisations such as banks and law enforcement agencies. However, this prompts a question: what exactly is phishing? In
some publications, the phenomenon of phishing is explicitly de�ned;
in some, it is described by means of an example, while others assume
that the reader already knows what phishing is. Many authors propose
their own de�nition of phishing, leading to a large number of di�erent
de�nitions in the scienti�c literature.
With no scienti�c consensus, other sources could provide a standard
de�nition. �e �rst point of reference for �nding the de�nition of a
word would be a dictionary. Four de�nitions from prominent English
dictionaries are shown in Table �. Additionally, it lists the de�nition of
the Anti-Phishing Working Group (����), a non-pro�t foundation
that keeps track of phishing. �e ���� de�nition is rather lengthy
compared to the dictionary de�nitions. �e �ve de�nitions vary in the
level of detail and the scope of the phenomenon. For example, whereas
the American Heritage de�nition includes phone calls, the others do
not. In addition, the goal of phishing di�ers in the de�nitions, ranging
from �nancial account details (Collins, ����) to the more general
personal information (Oxford, Merriam-Webster, American Heritage).
�ere is greater consensus about the origin of the term phishing; it
was �rst used around ����-���� (Oxford University Press, ����; Khonji,
Iraqi and Jones, ����; Purkait, ����; James, ����) and is a variation on
the word ‘�shing’, something hackers commonly did (Oxford University
Press, ����; Purkait, ����; James, ����; McFedries, ����). In common
with �shing, phishing is about setting out ‘hooks’, hoping to get a ‘bite’.
�e lack of a standard de�nition of phishing has been observed
previously (Khonji, Iraqi and Jones, ����; Abu-Nimeh et al., ����; AlHamar, Dawson and Al-Hamar, ����). �is causes several problems
for scientists, practitioners and consumers. For scientists, it is di�cult to compare research on phishing in a meaningful way. Aggregating research consists of classi�cation (in which attacks are considered
phishing), and identi�cation (measuring how o�en it occurs). Furthermore, countermeasures against phishing cannot be e�ectively evaluated
� �is chapter is based on the paper “Achieving a Consensual De�nition of Phishing Based
on a Systematic Review of the Literature” (Lastdrager, ����) in Crime Science, �(�), ����.
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Source

De�nition

Oxford (��)

�e fraudulent practice of sending emails purporting to be
from reputable companies in order to induce individuals
to reveal personal information, such as passwords and
credit card numbers, online.

Collins (��)

�e practice of using fraudulent e-mails and copies of
legitimate websites to extract �nancial data from computer
users for purposes of identity the�.

Merriam-Webster
(���)

A scam by which an e-mail user is duped into revealing
personal or con�dential information which the scammer
can use illicitly.

American
(���)

To request con�dential information over the internet or
by telephone under false pretenses in order to fraudulently
obtain credit card numbers, passwords, or other personal
data.

���� (���)

Heritage

Phishing is a criminal mechanism employing both social engineering and technical subterfuge to steal consumers’ personal identity data and �nancial account credentials. Social engineering schemes use spoofed e-mails
purporting to be from legitimate businesses and agencies,
designed to lead consumers to counterfeit websites that
trick recipients into divulging �nancial data such as usernames and passwords. Technical subterfuge schemes plant
crimeware onto personal computers to steal credentials
directly, o�en using systems to intercept consumers online account user names and passwords – and to corrupt
local navigational infrastructures to misdirect consumers
to counterfeit websites (or authentic websites through
phisher-controlled proxies used to monitor and intercept
consumers’ keystrokes).

Table �: De�nitions of phishing from four dictionaries and the ����.

without knowing the extent of the phenomenon. Additionally, having
no standard de�nition is an indication of the immaturity of the �eld
with researchers re�ning their own de�nitions over the years (e. g., Kumaraguru, Sheng et al. (����) and Kumaraguru, Rhee, Acquisti et al.
(����); Moore (����) and Moran and Moore (����); and Hong (����),
Xiang and Hong (����) and Xiang, Hong et al. (����)). Institutions,
such as banks or governments, face problems understanding one another if their de�nitions of phishing are di�erent. For example, one
bank may consider a fraudulent phone call to be phishing, whereas
another bank will not, making a comparison of victimisation or countermeasures di�cult. Consumers may also experience the downside of
a lack of a standard de�nition. Persons who are less computer literate,
for example, may become confused when several awareness campaigns
describe phishing di�erently.
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We aim to clarify the de�nition of the phishing phenomenon by
analysing existing de�nitions, in contrast to most standard de�nitions,
which are developed using expert panels. �e resulting de�nition is
based on consensus drawn from literature, and is su�ciently abstract to
support future developments. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
attempt has been made to synthesise a de�nition of phishing.
In order to interpret existing de�nitions of phishing in the right context, one needs a theoretical framework. An initial exploration revealed
that phishing contains elements from criminal activities. Crime science theories are used for crime in the physical world, which raises the
question of their applicability in the digital world. Previous research supports the idea of applying crime science theories to digital crime (Reyns,
Henson and Fisher, ����; Pratt, Holtfreter and Reisig, ����; Yar, ����)
and there is limited evidence of its applicability to phishing (Hutchings
and Hayes, ����). �erefore, crime science theories are used to achieve
a better understanding of phishing and to provide us with concepts
to analyse it. �e focus of crime science is on the opportunity for a
crime, rather than on the characteristics of the criminal. �ree theories
on crime opportunity form the foundation of crime science (Clarke,
����; Felson and Clarke, ����): the Rational Choice Perspective; Crime
Pattern �eory; and the Routine Activity Approach. Each of these theories takes a distinctly di�erent approach to crime (Clarke, ����). �e
rational choice perspective o�ers a view on o�ender’s decision-making,
assuming bounded rationality (Cornish and Clarke, ����). An o�ender
is assumed to make a rational decision and commit a crime if the
perceived bene�t outweighs the perceived cost. Crime pattern theory
(Brantingham and Brantingham, ����, ����) focuses on the relation
between crime and the physical environment, in particular the crime
opportunities that emerge in the daily lives of the o�ender. According
to crime pattern theory, crime is not randomly distributed in time and
space. For example, a potential o�ender may come across opportunities
for crime during his regular daily commute. Finally, the routine activity
approach (Cohen and Felson, ����) states that a crime occurs when a
likely o�ender and a suitable target converge in the absence of a capable
guardian. Routine activity theory can be interpreted broadly (Reyns,
Henson and Fisher, ����; Pratt, Holtfreter and Reisig, ����) to include
crime without direct contact. For example, in the case of cyber bullying
an online chat room can be the location where an o�ender and victim
“meet”. �e focus on o�ender decision making within the rational choice
perspective makes this theory less suited for reasoning about phishing,
since the o�ender is mostly unknown. Similarly, applying crime pattern
theory is di�cult for phishing, since it o�en occurs on the internet. �e
routine activity approach however, is applicable to phishing (Hutchings
and Hayes, ����) with concepts such as o�ender and target, especially
useful.
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To elaborate upon the routine activity approach, crime scripts (Schank
and Abelson, ����; Cornish, ����) can be used. Crime scripts describe
the sequential steps that lead to an o�ence, much like a �lm script.
Using crime scripts allows for interpretation of de�nitions of phishing in such a way that the act of phishing is decomposed into several
steps. An example of such a step is “Victim receives an email”. To fully
understand each de�nition, we decompose each step into several key
concepts. To structure the identi�cation and classi�cation of these concepts, we use the �� model (El Helou, Li and Gillet, ����). �e �� model
is an activity-centric framework that provides three categories: Actors,
Assets and Activities. In the context of phishing, actors are humans
(e. g., the o�enders) who conduct activities (e. g., send a message) to
achieve their goal. �e goal itself could be to obtain an asset (e. g., credentials). �e routine activity approach together with the tools of crime
scripts and the �� model, are used to identify relevant concepts within
each de�nition.
�e goal of the literature search is to �nd scienti�c de�nitions of
phishing. We formulated the following research question: How is phishing de�ned in the research community? �ree steps are taken to generate
a de�nition. Firstly, relevant literature is selected and de�nitions of
phishing are extracted. Secondly, the concepts of phishing are extracted and scored according to their occurrence. Finally, concepts that
are found in most de�nitions are selected and a standard consensual
de�nition is developed from these concepts.
�.�

������

�.�.� Selection of Literature
To obtain data on the existing de�nitions of phishing, a systematic study
of the peer-reviewed scienti�c literature was performed, following the
guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters (����). �ree digital libraries were selected for the search: ACM digital library, IEEExplore and
Scopus. �e �elds relevant to phishing, such as computer science and
various social sciences (i. e., psychology or criminology), are covered
by these three databases. �e literature search (see Figure �) resulted in
���� publications up to August ���� that used the word ‘phishing’ in the
title, abstract or keywords. We �ltered the publications based on our
exclusion criteria: studies had to be written in English to be included
in our selection, so that we could run a syntactical analysis on them,
and had to be peer-reviewed.
A�er �ltering, the literature set was narrowed down to ��� journal articles and ���� conference papers. Since it was not feasible to read all publications, we created a subset of the literature to be reviewed manually.
Journals generally have less strict review deadlines than conferences,
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Figure �: Search, selection and review of the results.

resulting in longer reviews and possibly higher quality. In addition,
generally journals have higher limits on the number of pages, resulting
in more in-depth articles. �erefore, we included all ��� journal articles
in the review. Turning to the ���� conference papers, we note that in the
�eld of computer science, publishing in conference proceedings is generally favoured (Freyne et al., ����), whereas journals are preferred in
other �elds. For the conference papers, we used the number of citations
as an indication of quality and based our selection on this criterion.
�is resulted in the inclusion of ��� conference papers with more than
�� citations each. However, the selection based on citation count may
exclude high quality conference publications that have recently been
published and thereby have not yet received many citations. �erefore,
we included all �� recent conference papers from ���� (from January
to August) and the �� newest from ����.
All ��� eligible publications were manually searched for de�nitions
of phishing by performing a case-insensitive search for the word ‘phish’,
so that abbreviations within the paper would also be covered. If a de�nition was present, it was extracted for further analysis. Studies were
excluded if they: (�) did not include a de�nition, or at least a clear and
concise description, of the word phishing; or (�) merely cited a de�nition of others. If an included paper cited the de�nition from another
peer-reviewed publication (� occurrences), the cited publication was
included in our dataset. �e approach involved considering not only
explicit de�nitions but also descriptions of phishing in terms of concepts. De�nitions had to be one or two sentences in length, but longer
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de�nitions were included if they were clear and to the point. However,
publications giving only a speci�c example, such as an anecdote, were
not included.
Since the search was performed by a single researcher, the extraction
of de�nitions was re-evaluated by a second researcher by randomly
selecting ��� publications from the dataset. �e second researcher then
manually reviewed each publication to identify a de�nition. �e two sets
of results were compared and the inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa)
was found to be � = �.�� (p < �.���) with a ��� con�dence interval
of (�.���, �.���), indicating substantial agreement and supporting the
feasibility of the method.
Careful analysis of the ��� extracted de�nitions resulted in the exclusion of �ve of them as non-cited duplicates. Among the duplicate
de�nitions, we selected the de�nition that had been published the earliest and excluded the others. �is reduced our dataset to ��� unique
de�nitions, all of which can be found in the Appendix A.
�.�.�

Identi�cation of common words

We initially analysed the de�nitions in a purely syntactical way (i. e.,
without context) to obtain an overview of the most commonly used
words. �e analysis consisted of a simple frequency count of all words
to establish which ones occur most o�en. Although a frequency count
removes all contextual information from the individual words, it does
give an indication of the relative importance of each word compared to
all the others. In addition, words that appear throughout all de�nitions
are probably important to phishing. All de�nitions were �rst processed
by removing all punctuation, putting all words in singular form and
merging di�erent spellings. For example, ‘credit-card’ became ‘creditcard’, ‘�� the�’ became ‘identity the�’, and ‘web page’ became ‘webpage’.
Multiple occurrences of a single word were counted only once per de�nition to avoid biasing the frequency count. All adverbs were removed,
since they give no additional information in a frequency count. Finally,
the word phishing itself was removed from all de�nitions, as counting
its occurrences would not give any insights. �e resulting list of de�nitions contains normalised words (i. e., singular form, one spelling, no
punctuation), which was analysed to get some basic understanding of
the concept of phishing. �e result of the frequency count was plotted
in a ‘word cloud’ (McNaught and Lam, ����) as included in Figure �.
In a word cloud, the font size of the words represents the number of
occurrences relative to other words, i. e., the word that is mentioned
the most, is set in the largest font.

�.� ������

Figure �: A word cloud of the phishing de�nitions. �e font size represents the
number of occurrences.

�.�.� Identi�cation of concepts
In order to make sense of the set of de�nitions, we need to identify
concepts by combining words with common meaning. �is is required
since the results of the frequency count are insu�cient for words that
refer to the same concept. For example, an attacker, criminal, crook,
conman and variations thereof are all types of o�ender. In a simple
frequency count, such as a word cloud, these individual words would
occur in low frequencies, but the overall concept (o�ender) would
occur less frequently.
Firstly, we drew a random sample (�=��) from the set of de�nitions.
By analysing this sample and highlighting words, we established which
of them were relevant in each de�nition. We used the theoretical framework (crime science, crime scripts, ��-model) to determine whether
a word is relevant to phishing. �e routine activity approach states
that phishing requires a motivated o�ender, a suitable target and the
absence of a capable guardian. In the context of phishing, the motivated o�ender initiates the phishing attack, the suitable target is the
intended target, and no capable guardian (such as a phishing �lter) is
present (Hutchings and Hayes, ����). For each de�nition, we tried to
identify these actors. �en, we identi�ed the phases of phishing that
each de�nition assumes. Hong (����) identi�es three phases: (�) potential victim receives a message; (�) the victim takes the suggested action;
(�) o�ender monetises the information. Others identi�ed phases of
phishing from the viewpoint of the o�ender (Bose and Leung, ����),
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or with more detail about the methods (Forte, ����). Essentially, these
phases are all high-level crime scripts. Using the phases of phishing
as a framework, we identi�ed in what way the de�nitions structure a
phishing attack. In each de�nition, we highlight the words that could
relate to a particular phase of phishing, even when the authors do not
identify the phases explicitly. For example, Herzberg (����) de�nes
phishing as ‘Password the� via fake websites’, whereas Amin, Ryan and
Dorp (����) state that phishing is ‘email soliciting personal information’.
Herzberg focuses on the way passwords are stolen, not on how potential
targets are drawn to the websites. Amin, Ryan and Dorp, on the other
hand, identify the method of attracting potential targets, but do not
explicitly state to whom the personal information is sent, or how this is
done. Furthermore, a�er having highlighted words from the theoretical
framework and words relating to the phases of phishing, any remaining
words (i. e., nouns, verbs or adjectives) used to de�ne the process of
phishing are highlighted as well.
�e result of the identi�cation of important words in the sample of ��
de�nitions is a list of nouns, verbs and adjectives. In several iterations,
synonyms and words referring to the same concept are merged. For
example, the words ‘creditcard numbers’, ‘credentials’ and ‘sensitive
data’ refer to the concept ‘information’. In each iteration, we tried to
�nd which words were related in an attempt to merge them into one
concept. �is resulted in �� concepts, categorised as � actors, � asset and
�� activities (see Table �). All �� remaining de�nitions were analysed
using these �� concepts to see whether they can be described as a subset
of them. A second rater re-evaluated the extraction of concepts. Since
the data are based on the output of the raters, Kappa is not the correct
statistic to calculate the level of agreement (Feinstein and Cicchetti,
����). In this case, the proportion of agreements (agreements divided by
non-agreements) was used, which was �.��. �is substantial agreement
supports the applicability of the method and indicates the clarity of the
theoretical framework for the raters.
�e results of the frequency count, as shown in the word cloud,
together with the theoretical framework, were used to label the concepts
with the most commonly used terminology.
�.�.�

Analysis of concepts

All de�nitions were scored on the �� identi�ed concepts that were extracted. Together with the meta-data for each de�nition (i. e., year of
publication, �eld and country of a�liation of �rst author), the results
were entered into a data �le. Frequency analysis was used to determine
which concepts were the most important. �is frequency analysis consists of establishing whether there is consensus within the set of de�nitions on whether to include or exclude a concept. For each concept,
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we determined whether the de�nitions agree on either inclusion or
exclusion by calculating whether the number of de�nitions that use
the concept di�ers signi�cantly (p < �.��) from ��� by using Pearson’s chi-square test, the results of which can be found in Table �. �is
results in three categories: (�) concepts that are used in signi�cantly
fewer than ��� of the de�nitions; (�) concepts where there is no clear
consensus; (�) concepts that are mentioned in signi�cantly more than
��� of the de�nitions. Concepts where there is consensus are either
included (category �) or excluded (category �). �e remaining concepts
from category �, where there is no consensus, are considered in the
discussion section.
Finally, we calculate the Pearson’s correlation between the year of
publication and each concept, to identify evolution of the de�nitions
with respect to the emerging concepts.
Validity
One of the threats to the validity of our study is that the review was
conducted by a single researcher. However, subjective decisions are mitigated by following a systematic protocol and discussing this, and the
results of the exercise, with senior researchers. Additionally, a second researcher replicated the method. Cases where the second rater disagreed
with the initial rater were discussed, which led to the inclusion of six
de�nitions that had previously not been included. For the extraction of
concepts, di�erences were discussed, leading to no changes in the ��
included concepts.
By including peer-reviewed scienti�c literature only, we were able
to search systematically for all publications on phishing in three digital libraries. Due to the goal of this research, i. e., �nding out how
phishing is de�ned in the research community, only scienti�c research
was included. Our design su�ers from a publication bias, since all included de�nitions are peer-reviewed. �ere may be very comprehensive
de�nitions beyond the scienti�c domain. If this were to be the case, we
assume that a large number of research papers would reference this
de�nition.
Although our approach of selecting publications covers a large set of
the available literature, there is the possibility of not including a relevant
publication. However, we minimise this potential bias by selecting
based on citation count (i. e., �� or more), source (i. e., all journals)
and including recent conference papers (i. e., from ���� and the latest
�� from ����). If a de�nition of high importance to the �eld has been
established, it is likely to have been cited by many. In addition, if an
included paper cites a de�nition from another publication, the cited
publication is included in our dataset, thereby further decreasing the
potential of missing of a key de�nition. Finally, due to the large number
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of de�nitions, it is unlikely that the results would have been di�erent
by including a small number of additional de�nitions.
�e extraction of concepts was based on a sample of the de�nitions,
which could result in certain concepts not being included. We mitigated
this by comparing all de�nitions against the identi�ed concepts, to �nd
out whether any de�nition had a di�erent concept. Additionally, as
mentioned before, another researcher reviewed a random sample of the
publications. A consequence of a consensual de�nition is that is it based
on concepts that are used in the majority of the source de�nitions. We
did not conduct any quality assessment of the publications. �e quality
control was implicitly performed by including all journal articles and
highly cited conference papers.
�.� �������
�e total sample of selected publications consisted of roughly ���
(�=���) of the available peer-reviewed literature. �is subset of the
literature covers highly cited publications, journal articles and recent
publications. �e selection covers, in our opinion, most of the important
literature on phishing. A�er review, ��� distinct de�nitions were extracted from the peer-reviewed literature. �e de�nitions were analysed at
the level of words and concepts.
�e word cloud (Figure �) shows the results of the frequency analysis that was used to analyse the words. �e �ve most-used words are
information, website, user, personal and email. From the �gure, we can
identify the actors, assets and activities. Actors are user, victim, attacker,
bank and business. �e assets that were found are information, website,
email, password, creditcard, username and account. Finally, activities
such as an attack, social engineering, identity the� or spoo�ng are most
o�en used.
Eighteen concepts were extracted from the de�nitions (Table �). Two
of these concepts are common to the routine activity approach: an
o�ender and a target. �ere is a weak relationship between usage of the
concept social engineering in the de�nition and the year of publication
(r(���) = .��, p = .���). �is indicates that recent publications refer to
social engineering more o�en than older publications. �e presence of
other concepts and the year of publication were not related, giving no
evidence of evolution of the de�nitions with regard to other concepts.
�e concepts that are used most frequently in the de�nitions lead
to the following phishing crime script. First, the o�ender sends a communication to the target, which �� of the de�nitions state. Typically,
the o�ender sends the target an email (�=��) or sends a message using a method that is not speci�ed (�=��), occasionally using other
methods such as websites (Olurin, Adams and Logrippo, ����; Hodgson, ����; Levy, ����), social spaces (Piper, ����), instant messages
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(Verma, Shashidhar and Hossain, ����; Ali and Rajamani, ����), text
messaging (Hinson, ����) or even letters (Workman, ����). �en, the
target may reply by sending information to the o�ender, which is mentioned in �� of the de�nitions, mostly through the use of a website
(�=��). �e information that is transmitted, according to ��� de�nitions, can be categorised as: (�) authentication credentials (�=��); (�)
identity information (�=�); (�) sensitive information (�=��); or (�)
personal information (�=��). Variations or combinations account for
the remaining types of information.
Type

Extracted concept

�

2

Asset

Mentioning information*

Actor
Activity

���

��.��

Mentions a target*

��

��.��

.��

Phishing is digital*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Phishing is internet-based*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Using deception*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Communication from target to o�ender

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Communication from o�ender to target

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Phishing is a criminal activity

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Using impersonation

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Phishing uses websites

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Phishing uses messages

��

�.��

.��

Actor

Mentions a trusted third party

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Phishing is fraud*

��

�.��

.��

Actor

Mentions an o�ender*

��

�.��

.��

Activity

Using persuasion*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Mentions the later abuse of information*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Related to identity the�*

��

��.��

.��

Activity

Related to social engineering*

��

��.��

.��

2 -test

p
.��

9
>
>
>
>
=

Consensus

>
>
>
>
;
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=

No consensus

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
=

Consensus

>
>
>
>
>
>
;

with df=�. �=���. Boldfaced concepts are included in standard. * p < �.��

Table �: Concepts used in the phishing de�nitions: 2 -tests are used to determine whether the frequency of use of a concept is signi�cantly more or
less than ��� of all de�nitions.

�e results of the analysis of concepts are shown in Table �. In the
literature, there is a consensus that the concepts of deception (�=��), a
target (�=��), information (�=���), being digital (�=��) and internetbased (�=��) should be mentioned in a de�nition. Furthermore, the
concepts of fraud (�=��), an o�ender (�=��), persuasion (�=��), the
abuse of information (�=��), identity the� (�=��) and social engineering (�=��) should not be included according to a signi�cant majority
of the de�nitions. �ere is no consensus for the remaining concepts.
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Figure � shows the number of publications per year that de�ne phishing, indicating several peaks in the number of de�nitions within particular years. Partly, this is due to the criteria used in the literature
selection. For example, the peak in ���� is due to the inclusion of all
recent conference papers. However, that does not explain the decrease
of de�nitions in ����, and the increase therea�er. Such changes could
indicate emerging consensus about the de�nition, so that authors start
citing earlier de�nitions they consider useful, or, where there is a rise
in the number of de�nitions, a change in the phenomenon might be
developing, requiring rede�nition.
�e research �eld and a�liation of the �rst author show that mostly
researchers located in the USA (�=��) or in the �eld of Computer Science (�=��) de�ne phishing. Other countries in which the �rst author
is located include the UK (�=�), China (�=�), India (�=�), Canada
(�=�) and Australia (�=�). �ere is a signi�cant correlation between the
year of publication and the �rst author being a�liated within the USA
(r(���) = -.��, p < �.���)), indicating that recent de�nitions originate
more o�en from countries other than the USA. Almost no de�nitions
originate from research �elds other than Computer Science, with Psychology (�=�) or Law (�=�) as largest contributors. For �� authors, it
was not possible to establish the research �eld (for example, when the
�rst author is a journalist). A possible reason for the large number of
computer scientists who produce their own de�nition of phishing, is
that they feel more inclined or capable to de�ne phishing, whereas researchers from other �elds would rather use another author’s de�nition,
or none at all.
Number of de�nitions

��

��
��
��
��
�
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Year of publication

Figure �: Number of publications with a de�nition of phishing, till August ����
(�=���).
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�e present study identi�ed concepts of phishing according to the peerreviewed literature. �ere is a consensus on most concepts, with seven
concepts present in approximately half of the de�nitions. We discuss
each of these concepts and consider whether they should be included
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in the de�nition. However, we �rst observe that the concept ‘internetbased’ is a subset of the concept ‘digital’ and therefore, one is redundant.
As internet-based is the most precise concept, arguably it should be
included in the de�nition. �is, however, leads to the discrepancy that
instant messaging through an internet-based application on a phone
can be phishing, whereas a regular text message on a phone cannot
(not internet-based), even though both methods are essentially the
same. In our view, phishing was made possible due to the ability to
mass-distribute messages. Whereas the internet has served as a catalyst, in facilitating communication cost e�ciently, it is not the only
way to do so. We propose to replace the concepts of internet-based
and digital with scalability. Being scalable refers to the ease of scaling
from a single occurrence to hundreds, thousands or millions. Whereas
digital speci�es the encoding used for the channel (in bits, ‘�’ or ‘�’)
and internet-based is a speci�c channel, scalability only requires the
channel to support mass-distribution.
We decided to exclude the concept of ‘mentioning a trusted third
party’ (included in �� of the de�nitions) in favour of impersonation
(�=��), since deception through impersonation by abusing the target’s
trust implies the existence of a trusted third party. �e communication
between a target and an o�ender is mentioned in slightly over half of the
de�nitions (�=�� and �=��). However, we decided to exclude the explicit mentioning of communication, as this follows from the exchange
of information from a target to an o�ender. Using websites (�=��) or
messages (�=��) as speci�c channels for phishing were not included
since these are absent from a signi�cant majority of the de�nitions.
Phishing as a criminal activity is not included in the list of essential concepts, even though �� of the de�nitions mention this, as it is included
in deception and furthermore depends on legislation in a particular
jurisdiction.
Consequently, the concepts of deception, impersonation, target, information and scalability are the most important aspects of a phishing
de�nition. �erefore, we propose a de�nition of phishing that comes
out of the synthesis of literature and includes all the important concepts
that existing de�nitions have in common:
Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby impersonation is used to obtain information from a target.
A �rst observation is that our de�nition provides a high level of abstraction, compared to most alternatives. �is derives from the method
used. �e consequence of this is that there are no details about speci�c
methods (such as email or websites) required to perform a phishing attack. By comparing our de�nition to those in Table �, it can be seen that
our de�nition is su�ciently abstract to be compatible with the dictionary and ���� de�nitions. �e Oxford, Collins and Merriam-Webster
de�nitions can be mapped entirely onto our de�nition, as they are more
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speci�c. For example, our de�nition does not include the o�ender’s
misuse of the obtained information, such as identity the�. �e ����
de�nition is compatible as well, although it is much more speci�c to
what is considered phishing. For example, the ���� de�nition speci�cally mentions ‘technical subterfuge’ schemes that tamper with a target’s
��, such as installing a virus, whereas our de�nition – being broader –
states that deception and impersonation are used. Whether or not this
is followed by, or consists of, technical subterfuge, is not mentioned.
�erefore, we consider the ���� de�nition to be compatible to ours.
Finally, the American Heritage de�nition is the only one that is not
completely compatible, since it mentions the use of a telephone, which
does not scale well.
�e methods employed in phishing could be used long before the
internet became popular. However, the term phishing only arose around
����-���� (Oxford University Press, ����; Khonji, Iraqi and Jones, ����;
Purkait, ����; James, ����), indicating that mass-communication is
one of the foundations of phishing. Another factor contributing to
the success of phishing on the internet is that it is cost-e�ective for
mass-communication (i. e., spreading millions of messages). Although
both are potential forms of mass-communication, letters and telegraph
messages are more costly to employ on a large scale, whereas sending
emails over the internet is cheaper. �is contributed to the success of
the internet as a channel for phishing. Other channels, such as telegraph
messages or text messages, can be scalable, apart from the potentially
high costs of sending millions of messages.
Only one indication of the evolution of phishing de�nitions was
found: the tendency to refer to Social Engineering in papers that are
more recent. However, there could still have been evolution within
the literature on the act of phishing. For example, authors may have
identi�ed speci�c methods of phishing throughout the years, which in
our analysis were mapped onto the same concept. Additionally, recent
publications that de�ne phishing more o�en have a �rst author with
an a�liation not in the ���, whereas early de�nitions originate mainly
from the ���. �is could indicate that authors from outside the ��� feel
the need to rede�ne phishing because of local di�erences, or indicate
more international interest in phishing. However, this could also be a
result of the inclusion criteria (i. e., publication in English), or more
interest or funding in the United States for phishing research.
�����������
�e goal of this chapter was to identify a consensual de�nition of phishing from the literature. In the literature search, ��� di�erent de�nitions
were found, indicating that many researchers have thought about a
de�nition of phishing. We identi�ed the core concepts which the re-
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search community agrees are part of phishing, resulting in a consensual
de�nition: ‘Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby impersonation
is used to obtain information from a target.’
�e principles of phishing were used by o�enders long before the
advent of the computer and the internet. Before computers became a
consumer product, these principles were considered a type of fraud.
Digitalisation and mass-communication through networks provide
new channels to exploit the same human vulnerabilities on a larger
scale. �e internet opened many opportunities for new types of fraudulent behaviour, such as phishing. Phishing on particular channels is
sometimes named di�erently, such as ���ishing (channel is ���). We
consider these types of phishing if they �t the consensual de�nition
that we developed.
�e implications for other de�nitions are mainly caused by the concepts scalable, deception and impersonation. Phishing must use deception by impersonation in order to be called phishing. When no
impersonation is used, for example just asking for information, the
act cannot be called phishing. Furthermore, it should be easy to scale,
implying that one-to-one communication, such as a phone call, is not
phishing. Spear phishing, which is phishing with a single target, is
possible, as long as the employed method supports scalability.
�e main theoretical contribution of this chapter is threefold. Firstly,
we validated the �ndings of Hutchings and Hayes (����), Reyns, Henson and Fisher (����) and Pratt, Holtfreter and Reisig (����) that the
routine activity approach, developed for explaining crime in the physical world, can be applied to the digital world. Within the context of
phishing, routine activities include, for example, giving one’s email
address away, time spent on the internet, time spent on email. Such
routine activities could lead to more opportunity for victimisation.
Additionally, we suggest the notion of crime facilitation to be relevant to cybercrime, and speci�cally phishing. People can deliberately,
negligently or unconsciously facilitate their own victimisation by placing themselves at special risk (Sparks, ����). �e second theoretical
contribution of this research is the development of a consensual de�nition of phishing. Yar (����) states that networked communications
act as a force-multiplier and that the impact is further increased by a
space-time compression, whereby actions can occur almost instantly
in di�erent locations. �erefore, he argues that new theoretical notions
are required for theorising about cybercrime. We believe these notions
are manifested in the concept ‘scalability’ of the consensual de�nition
and therefore constitute the third theoretical contribution.
�is research adds a consensual de�nition of phishing to the body
of existing de�nitions so that others can be weighed against the concepts with consensus within the research community. Research can
be aligned by using a common de�nition, thereby avoiding misinterpretations. Researchers who de�ne phishing di�erently can relate their
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de�nition to the consensual one, thus positioning better which actions
they consider phishing. Furthermore, meta-studies on phishing are
better facilitated with our de�nition. Institutions, such as the police
or banks, bene�t from a consensual de�nition as well. Collaboration
and data sharing between di�erent organisations is easier if both have
a common vocabulary. Organisations labelling phishing incidents according to a consensual de�nition will �nd it easier to compare the
e�ectiveness of countermeasures.
Future research could focus on translating and interpreting the consensual de�nition into other languages. �e consensual de�nition can
be related to the de�nitions that practitioners use, thereby extending
this study into the non-scienti�c domain. Furthermore, a discussion in
the research community should establish more clarity on the concepts
where there is no consensus at this moment. We believe that the lessons
learned in crime science and the theories and tools that crime scientists
developed, should be applied to phishing. In particular, we suggest
studying the notion of crime facilitation in cybercrime, in addition to
crime opportunity. Ultimately, a collaboration of crime science and
computer science could help in reducing phishing victimisation and
avoid reinventing the wheel.
Having established what phishing is, we now turn our attention to
the scalability and e�ectiveness of phishing in the next chapters.

3

FISHING FOR INFORMATION �
Obtaining information can be the goal of a cyber attack, or just part of
the reconnaissance. When an attack has a speci�c target, it is important
to achieve a high e�ectiveness. In such cases, scalability is less important
than e�ectiveness. Scalable methods, on the other hand, are distributed
on a large scale in order to raise the expected bene�ts. �e e�ectiveness
on a single target can be low, as long as the expected bene�ts on a large
scale are good. Less scalable methods, such as an attack on a speci�c
target, cost more when applied to a single target (or to few targets).
However, the expected bene�t for such attacks is much higher. In a
less scalable attack, the o�ender is �shing for information, rather than
phishing. In this chapter, we discuss attacks that are less scalable, and
could be considered ‘�shing’ for information. To illustrate a less scalable
attack, we consider the documented attack on Mat Honan as an example
(Honan, ����).
In the Mat Honan attack, two o�enders gathered some basic information from him using his personal website and other publicly accessible sources. �en, the o�enders called the support of online retailer
Amazon to add a (fake) creditcard to the account of Mat Honan, something that can be performed without much validation. In the next step,
one of the o�enders called Amazon’s support again, this time asking
for a password reset. When asked for the last four digits of a creditcard of the account for authentication reasons, the o�ender provided
the digits of the creditcard that he added himself in the previous call.
Subsequently, the Amazon support employee reset the password of the
account of Mat Honan and informed the caller what the new password
was. Now, the o�ender could login to the web interface of Amazon and
see the last four digits of all creditcards: the fake one he added himself,
as well as the creditcard of Mat Honan. As the next step in this attack,
the o�ender went on to call technology company Apple, asking for a
password reset for his Apple �� account. To verify that the caller was
really Mat Honan, he had to provide the last four digit’s of his creditcard.
Since the o�ender obtained the last four digits of the real creditcard of
Mat Honan from the Amazon account page, the validation was trivially
passed. With help from Apple Support, the o�enders got access to the
Apple �� of Mat Honan and issued a remote wipe of all his devices.
� �is chapter is an extended version of the published paper “Applying the Lost-Letter
Technique to Assess �� Risk Behaviour” (Lastdrager, Montoya et al., ����), which was
published in the Proceedings of the �rd Workshop on Socio-Technical Aspects in Security
and Trust, New Orleans, ���. ���� Computer Society. Part of this chapter is based upon
joint work with Henry Been, Jurgen Kleverwal, Matthijs Gielen and Wouter de Vries.
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Such an attack is an example of social engineering, which is f ishing for
information, rather than phishing. Social engineering attacks using
personal contact are very e�ective. For example, in an experiment of
Bullee, Montoya Morales et al. (����), employees of a university were
asked to give away their o�ce keys to an unknown person, something
��� of the employees did. �ese kind of attacks are e�ective, but are
less scalable than phishing attacks.
In Figure � (from Chapter �) a relation between the scalability of the
modus operandi and the e�ectiveness was hypothesised. We start by
elaborating on this relation with a discussion on the literature of the
e�ectiveness of several modus operandi. �e e�ectiveness of phishing
is an o�en discussed topic. Many methods of quantifying success of
phishing can be used. For example, one can measure the monetary loss
of the victims, the income of the o�ender, the number of victims that
click on a link, or the number of victims that provide their information.
�ere is no single best measure for phishing, due to the changing modus
operandi and ways to monetise the information (Moore and Clayton,
����). �e monetary loss resulting from surveys is o�en exaggerated
due to outliers, especially when the results are extrapolated to the entire
population (Florêncio and Herley, ����). When there is no or little
monetary loss (e. g., what is the cost of losing personal information?),
the pro�t gained from a phishing attack is smaller than the damage
caused by it (Herley and Florêncio, ����). �e income of the o�enders
is another measure that could be used to determine their business
model, and their return on investment. However, this is both di�cult
to measure, and, considering the phishing ecosystem, the pro�tability
for an o�ender is sometimes questioned (Herley and Florêncio, ����).
Phishing e�ectiveness in terms of monetary gains or losses by itself
is therefore not a reliable measure. Other means of measuring the
e�ectiveness are needed.
Instead of measuring the expected bene�t to the o�ender, or the
cost for the victim, one could measure the success rate of a phishing
message. Consider a typical phishing attack, where victims get ‘hooked’
by a phishing message (i. e., an email), click on a link and �ll in their
information on the phishing website. �e e�ectiveness of a phishing
message in practice is hard to estimate. However, experiments can
establish the success rate of a phishing message. For example, Jagatic
et al. (����) have shown that using personal information in a phishing
email, such as sending it from a target’s friends, works much better
than non-personalised emails. A normal phishing email had a response
rate of ��� and a phishing email that pretended to be from a friend
lead to a response rate of ��� (Jagatic et al., ����). In comparison,
Kumaraguru, Cranshaw et al. (����) found that between ��� and ���
of their untrained subjects clicked on a link, and ��-��� provided
information to a phishing website.
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In all experiments, however, the content of the email is important
(Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����). Distributing emails with relevant
content, pretending to be from a company that is relevant to the receiver, is much harder on a large scale. Experimental results are likely
to overestimate the victimisation rates. At the same time, surveys show
that victimisation rates are just a few percent (�.��� up to ��) of internet users are victimised yearly (see Herley and Florêncio (����) for
an overview and a discussion on the unreliability of these statistics).
However, since many emails are caught by technical means of blocking
unwanted email, such as spam�lters or blacklists (Purkait, ����), it is
di�cult to determine the actual success rate of sending out phishing
emails.
Another way of measuring phishing is by looking at the success rates
of the phishing websites that users get directed to, a�er clicking on a
link in a phishing email. One way of measuring the success rate of a
phishing website is to analyse the log �les of the webserver that hosts it
(Moore and Clayton, ����). In the study of Moore and Clayton (����),
the log �les of ���� phishing websites were analysed. A typical phishing
website in their sample gets information of about �� persons per day for
the �rst �� hours. A�er that, about � persons per day continue providing
information to the phishing website. Together with the average time a
phishing website is online (�� hours), this suggests that a single phishing
website gets about �� victims (Moore and Clayton, ����). Victims who
fall for a phishing email, click on the link and subsequently go to the
phishing website, do not always �ll in their information. Bursztein et al.
(����) show that on average ��.�� of the visitors of such as phishing
website �ll in some kind of information. �e worst performing phishing
websites still obtained information from �� of the visitors, whereas the
best sites misled ���. Based on statistics of phishing websites, Herley
and Florêncio (����) estimate that �.��� of the internet users in the
��� provide their credentials to a phishing website annually.
For the other modus operandi listed in Figure �, namely �� code
phishing and using ��� keys as an attack vector, empirical data on their
e�ectiveness is only sparsely available. Experimentation can provide
such data. In this chapter, we describe two experiments that measure
e�ectiveness from a di�erent point of view. Both experiments were performed in the real world (i. e., not in a lab). Firstly, Section �.� describes
an experiment where ��� keys were dropped within a university building. Each dropped ��� key was observed, and it was measured how
many people would return the picked up ��� key to a nearby service
desk. Individuals who pick up a ��� key and subsequently use it, put
their devices at risk of a virus infection. From an attacker point of view,
dropped ��� keys can be used to obtain access to an organisation by
infecting a computer within the network with malware. In the second
experiment, �� codes are used to perform a phishing attack on a large
organisation, which is described in Section �.�. �� codes pointing to
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phishing websites were included on posters and distributed within the
organisation. Finally, Section �.� gives concluding remarks.
�.�

��� ����

Cyber security is an important topic on institutional and personal
agendas. To reduce the impact of information security breaches, coste�ective ways to protect against attackers must be �rst identi�ed. Some
risks might be mitigated by implementing information security policies.
To test the compliance with such policies, data is required. Within
social sciences, many data collection tools which can be adapted to
information security are available. Methods to collect data include
surveys, interviews, observational research and examining existing
materials. Although surveys and expert interviews are o�en used for
obtaining data about information security, there is always the question
of the validity of the results. During an interview or in a questionnaire,
a person may state to follow the information security policy, but in
practice fail to follow it. �erefore, we explore the feasibility of using
observational research methods as a tool for collecting data, since in
general this will yield more reliable data.
One of the methods of observational research is the lost-letter technique (Merritt and Fowler, ����; Milgram, Mann and Harter, ����).
It consists of dropping stamped letters in the streets, thus pretending
that the letter was lost before it could be posted. Members of the public
who see such a letter have the choice of posting the letter, keeping it
or not picking it up. �e researchers measure the number of letters
that are received at the destination address. By varying the addressee’s
characteristics, one can measure the people’s attitude towards certain
topics. For example, by addressing letters to di�erent political parties
and measuring the return rates of the letters, one can establish popularity of the parties (Shotland, Berger and Forsythe, ����). It is assumed
that supporters of a particular political party will feel more inclined
to post the found letter than non-supporters, even if they are aware
that they are participants of a lost-letter experiment (Fessler, ����).
In a similar way, the public opinion on various other subjects, such
as gay marriage or racism, was measured by changing the addressee
(�eodore Montanye, Ronald and Kenneth, ����; Ahmed, ����; Forbes,
TeVault and Gromoll, ����; Waugh, Edmund and Rienzi, ����; Bridges
et al., ����). In other studies, (fake) money was put in the envelope
(Simon and Gillen, ����; Farrington and Knight, ����, ����; Gabor
and Barker, ����), the importance of the letter was indicated on the
envelope (Simon, ����; Deaux, ����) and the in�uence of the neighbourhood on the return-rate (Holland, Silva and Mace, ����) was measured.
Whereas in the standard lost-letter experiment only the in�uence of
the victim’s characteristics on the return rate is measured, researchers
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may decide to observe the dropped letter and note the characteristics
of the person picking the letter up (Farrington and Knight, ����, ����;
Gabor and Barker, ����). �e lost-letter technique has been shown
to be adaptable to modern techniques, such as the lost-(car)key technique (Forbes, TeVault and Gromoll, ����), the lost-email technique
(Stern and Faber, ����; Vaes, Paladino and Leyens, ����; Bushman
and Bonacci, ����; Tykocinski and Bareket-Bojmel, ����) and the
lost-smartphone technique (Symantec, ����).
We propose the lost ��� key technique to measure the attack e�ectiveness of ‘�shing’. ��� keys are important for information security
modelling as they may cause issues such as data leaks (�e Guardian,
����; �e Canadian Press, ����) or the infection of a computer network with malware (for example Stuxnet (Falliere, Murchu and Chien,
����) or malware that is located on ��� keys found in public transport
(Ducklin, ����)). Some of these issues can be mitigated by technical
means, such as data leaks which can be prevented by requiring users
to use encryption. However, as technical solutions do not mitigate all
threats, other means are needed to reduce certain risks. People who
�nd and use a lost ��� key put their computer at risk of a virus infection
(Tetmeyer and Saiedian, ����) and therefore form a threat to networks.
For example, malware infections through ��� keys may be prevented by
forbidding persons to use untrusted ��� keys. �ese solutions are o�en
implemented as policies within organisations and require compliance
of the users. For example, Carnegie Mellon University has a clear policy
(Carnegie Mellon University, ����) on found ��� keys: “Avoid plugging
an unknown ��� into your computer or a cluster computer. When a
��� drive is found unattended, please give it to a cluster consultant, the
Computer Services Help Center, a residence assistant (��) or to Carnegie
Mellon campus police.” �e lost ��� key technique allows organisations
to quantify the user’s compliance with an information security policy.
�e resulting data may be used as input for modelling users’ behaviour
or testing the e�ectiveness of interventions. Furthermore, the results
can in�uence changes in information security policies, such as disabling
��� ports to prevent people to infect a system with malware.
�e lost-letter technique and its variations are used to measure altruism (Merritt and Fowler, ����), but whether or not a person steals a
��� key is also in�uenced by factors other than personality, such as the
context. �eories of crime opportunity (Felson and Clarke, ����) can
be used to explain the context of the lost ��� key pick up. �e Routine
Activity Approach (Felson and Clarke, ����; Felson and Boba, ����)
states that a crime is likely to occur if a likely o�ender meets a suitable
target in absence of a capable guardian. �e Routine Activity Approach
lists three types of people who can prevent a crime from occurring.
First, a handler might convince the o�ender not to commit a crime.
Such a handler may accompany the person picking up the ��� key and
convince him/her not to steal it but to return the ��� key as lost and
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found instead. �e second type is the aforementioned guardian, who
watches the target. A guardian could be the owner of the target or a
person close by who watches the situation. �e third type is a place
manager who is responsible for the setting. An example of a place manager is a receptionist or security guard. Applying this to the lost ���
key technique, implies that a subject (i. e., person who picks up the ���
key) will converge in space and time with a target (i. e., ��� key) in
absence of a guardian or place manager and without a handler to hold
the subject back. In the lost ��� key technique, the target is a ��� key
that the victim is the alleged owner of.
To investigate whether the� of a lost ��� key is related to the victim,
subject and situational characteristics, an experiment was performed in
a university setting, by dropping ��� keys near service desks. We used
the methodology of Farrington and Knight (Farrington and Knight,
����, ����), who look at the e�ects of the victim’s characteristics, and
adapted it to use ��� keys instead of letters. �is allows comparison of
our results to their lost-letter experiments. Farrington and Knight used
two groups: a control group consisting of unsealed letters containing
no money and an experimental group with unsealed letters containing
money. �e control group in our experiment consisted of ��� keys in
their original box and the experimental group consisted of ��� keys that
were labelled to indicate usage. We hypothesise that ��� keys from the
control group get stolen more, as they do not contain data and have no
risk of a virus, therefore the victim does not lose any data. Alternatively,
the resell value might drive the� of brand new ��� keys. �e ownership
of a brand new ��� key is not clear, making it a relatively easy target.
�e ��� keys from the experimental group are labelled to indicate
the sex of the alleged victim and the importance of the contents. We
hypothesise that the victim’s sex does not make a signi�cant di�erence,
similar to the observations from Farrington and Knight. We expect
��� keys with important content to be returned more (Deaux, ����).
For the subject characteristics, we hypothesise that subjects who are
alone, casually dressed, young or put the ��� key in their pocket will be
likely to steal the ��� key and that males are more likely to steal than
females (Farrington and Knight, ����, ����). Apart from the variables
from Farrington and Knight, we note whether the subject was walking
in the direction of a service desk prior to picking the ��� key up. We
hypothesise that subjects who are walking in the direction of a service
desk, will be more likely to return the ��� key
In this section, we explore the feasibility of the lost-letter technique
to assess risky behaviour in relation to �� security. �e contribution
is the identi�cation of situational and personal characteristics of the
subject and victim that contribute to the the� of a lost ��� key. �e�
and consequent use of a ��� key represent a security threat that organisations are in need of quantifying. Observational research provides a
method of objective measurements.

�.� ��� ����

�.�.� Method
A �eld experiment was conducted by using an adapted version of the
lost-letter technique that uses ��� keys instead of letters. �e design
was based on the experiments from Farrington and Knight (Farrington
and Knight, ����, ����), who dropped letters in the streets and observed
by whom they were picked up. Teams of researchers dropped ��� keys
and observed whether they were picked up and, if applicable, by whom.
�.�.�.�

Design & Concepts

In the experiment, the concepts of victim and subject are used. �e
victim is the alleged owner of the ��� key and the subject is the person
who picks up the ��� key. �e target is the ��� key itself.
�e experiment used a �⇥� between-subject design. �e independent
variables were the sex of the victim and the importance of the data
on the ��� key. �e dependent (outcome) variable shows whether
or not the ��� keys were returned to the service desk. By varying
the independent variables, we aim to establish whether the subject’s
behaviour is in�uenced by the target’s characteristics. In the lost-letter
experiment, the recipient’s address is listed on the envelope. In the
case of a lost ��� key, it may not be entirely clear where to return
the device. In the lost-key technique (using car keys) by Forbes et al
(Forbes, TeVault and Gromoll, ����), this was solved by attaching a label
with name and address information. Similarly, a data�le containing the
owner’s information could be put on a ��� key. In our experiment, we
considered ��� keys to be stolen if they were not returned to the service
desk. �e ��� keys had labels on both sides to show characteristics of the
victim and contents of the ��� key. �e label on one side showed a male
(John) or female (Anna) �rst name and a surname, whilst the other side
showed its importance by labelling its contents to be either academic
(thesis, i. e., important) or recreational (music, i. e., not important).
Besides the experimental ��� keys, a control group consisting of ���
keys in their unopened box was used. �e person �nding a ��� key
from the control group could directly see that these did not contain
any data. Figure � shows several of the ��� keys that were used in the
experiment.
In order to make a comparison of the data, we measured the same
variables as Farrington and Knight (Farrington and Knight, ����, ����).
Additionally, we added the walking direction of the subject relative to
the service desk as a variable. A subject can walk to a service desk, away
from it or neither (e. g., in parallel). In relation to the continuous data
and the comparison with Farrington and Knight, the estimated age
was measured as a continuous variable and later categorised, so that
our study could be compared to both studies of Farrington and Knight.
Farrington and Knight’s ���� study uses a di�erent categorisation com-
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(a) Label with name

(b) Label indicating contents (PhD
thesis)

(c) Brand new ��� key

Figure �: Examples of the ��� keys

pared to their ���� study (ages �-�� and above �� versus �-��, ��-��
and above ��), but neither justi�es why these speci�c numbers were
used. �e number of companions was analysed as continuous data and
later categorised as alone versus accompanied, to allow comparison
with Farrington and Knight. �e concept behaviour refers to the actions of the subject directly a�er picking up the ��� key (e. g., whether
the subject puts the ��� key in his/her pocket or handbag). Clothing
was categorised as casual (i. e., jeans and t-shirt), average (i. e., trousers
and shirt) and smart (i. e., suit), similar to Farrington and Knight. �e
measured extraneous and independent variables are listed in Table �.
�.�.�.�

Setting

�e ��� keys were dropped in nine buildings at three Dutch universities.
Each selected building has a lobby containing a service desk with a
receptionist, as shown in Figure �. �e ��� keys were dropped in or
near the lobby area, but not within sight of the receptionist. �is was
done to prevent people from feeling observed and wanting to please
the receptionist by returning the ��� key, or from thinking that the
receptionist would pick the ��� key up and deal with it. In all buildings
that were used, the service desk was commonly known to be the �rst
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Characteristic

Explanation

Categories

Time

Time of drop o�

Time (i. e., ��:��)

TimeElapsed

Minutes elapsed

�,�,�,...

Type

Experimental group

Control (�), Experimental (�)

Sex of victim

Sex of the victim (label)

Female (�), Male (�)

Contents

Importance label

Recreational (�), Academic (�)

Clothing

Clothing of subject

Casual (�), Average (�), Smart (�)

Age of subject

Estimated age

�,�,�,...

Sex of subject

Sex of the subject

Female (�), Male (�)

Companions

Number of companions

�,�,�,...

Behaviour

Placed in pocket/handbag

No (�), Yes (�)

WalkingDirection

Relative to service desk

Towards (�), Away (�), Other (�)

Table �: �e independent and extraneous variables

point of contact for lost and found items. At the time of the experiment,
neither university had a policy about found ��� keys.

Figure �: Example of a service desk at one of the universities.

At each location, ��� keys were dropped on three ordinary Wednesdays in September and October ����, i. e., during term time. In all
buildings, the experiment was conducted during three time slots (��am–
��am, �pm–�pm, �pm–�pm). �ese time slots were used in an attempt
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to reduce the risk of somebody participating twice in the experiment,
since �nding a similar ��� key twice could make people suspicious.
Unused � �� ��� keys with a retail price of � euro were used for
this experiment. �e ��� keys contained no (executable) data. In prior
research, Merritt and Fowler (����) used a fake coin and Simon and
Gillen (����) and Simon (����) used play-money, which accounts to
no economic value, but can, momentarily, lead the subject to believe
that the letter contains something of economic value. Farrington and
Knight (����) used real money with values of between �.�� and � GBP.
�.�.�.�

Subjects

Subjects were self-selected from the population of people walking
through the lobby of one of the buildings. Typically, these include
either students or employees of the university, but also contractors (e. g.,
cleaning sta� or construction workers) and visitors. �e population of
potential subjects of each university is not representative for the population at large. For example, kids or elderly are unlikely to be walking
around at the locations of the experiment. In total ��� people picked
up a ��� key and therefore became subjects in the experiment.
�.�.�.�

Procedure

Twenty-seven groups of two or three researchers participated in the experiment. Before starting the experiment, we obtained permission from
the faculty’s ethical committee (see section �.�.�.�) and from facility
management, which runs the service desks and employs the receptionists. Six weeks before running the experiment, all receptionists were
informed about the experiment and who to contact in case of questions.
In the morning of the experiments, all receptionists were contacted by
phone to make sure that they were aware about the experiment and to
ask if they had any questions about the procedure. �e receptionists
were asked to behave as if they were unaware of the experiment and
asked to store the returned ��� keys separately from other found items.
We considered this procedure essential for running the experiment
correctly and for avoiding problems for the receptionist.
�e researchers were instructed never to interact with the subjects.
�ey were randomly assigned a location, time and selection of ���
keys. Five minutes before the start of the experiment, the students
introduced themselves to the receptionist. �ey would �nd a suitable
location close to the service desk, but not in sight of the receptionist
(see Figure �). One researcher would walk around and pretend to tie
his/her shoelaces, look around to see if anybody noticed him/her and
drop the ��� key before walking away, similar to the procedure used by
Farrington and Knight (����). Another researcher would observe the
��� key from a distance of about �� meters. �e researchers pretended
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Figure �: �ree researchers in action. To avoid detection, they went outside
and placed the ��� keys within entrance of the building.

to be working, reading papers or playing with their phones. If somebody
picked the ��� key up, a form was �lled in, taking note of the subject’s
characteristics and behaviour and of the situation at that moment.
�.�.�.�

Analysis

Fourteen subjects did not look at the labels of the labelled ��� keys,
or the observers were unsure, and were excluded from the results as
they were not fully exposed to the experimental conditions. For similar
reasons, Farrington and Knight (����, ����) excluded cases in their lostletter experiment. Subjects that picked a ��� key up from the control
group (i. e., not labelled) were all included. �e exclusion of �� cases
reduced our dataset to �� cases.
Farrington and Knight presented descriptive statistics and a univariate analysis (i. e., each individual variable in relation to the dependent
variable). For comparison, we carried out the same analysis, including
the extra variables (WalkingDirection, TimeElapsed and Content) that
are speci�c to the lost ��� key experiment. Additionally, several multivariate logistic regression models were developed. We tested whether a
multi-level logistic regression was needed to account for similar results
within the buildings (i. e., intraclass correlation). We found no signi�cant e�ect of the individual buildings and therefore for simplicity we
present the results of a regular logistic regression. A logistic regression
measures the amount of variance in the return rate explained by the
predictor (i. e., independent and extraneous) variables. Four models

��

Sex of victim

Victim

Walking direction

Behaviour

Companions

Sex of subject

Estimated age

Estimated age

Clothing

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

Walk holding object

��.� (�=��)
��.� (�=��)
��.� (�=�)
�.� (�=�)

Other direction
Unknown

�.� (�=�)

�.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)***

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=�)

��.� (�=��)

�.� (�=��)

�.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)*

Away from servicedesk

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)
��.� (�=��)

Towards servicedesk

Unknown

��.� (�=��)**

��.� (�=��)

Accompanied
Placed in pocket

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

Alone

Female

��.� (�=��)

�� or more
��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��-��
Male

��.� (�=��)*

��.� (�=��)

�� or less

��.� (�=��)*

��.� (�=��)

�� or more

Average/smart
�� or less

��.� (�=��)
��.� (�=��)

Casual

��.� (�=��)
��.� (�=��)**

�.� (�=��)
��.� (�=��)
�.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=��) **

Lost ��� key

Recreational

��.� (�=��)

��.� (�=���)

��.� (�=��)**

F&K ����

Academic

��.� (�=��)

Male
Female

��.� (�=��)

Experimental

F&K ����
��.� (�=��)***

Control

Category

Table �: Non-return rates (percent) per characteristic, compared to two lost-letter experiments

Note. �=��. Farrington and Knight (F&K) values from Farrington and Knight (����, ����). Signi�cance
( 2 ): * p < �.��; ** p < �.��; *** p < �.���

Subject

Experiment type

Experiment

Content

Characteristic

Type

��
������� ��� �����������
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were developed: (�) a model based on victim characteristics, (�) a model
based on subject characteristics, (�) a combined model based on all
characteristics and (�) a compact model, that only uses the best predictor variables. �e compact model was developed by narrowing the
full model down using the Akaike information criterion (���) (Akaike,
����). �e models are reported showing odds ratios between the predictors and the return rate. For example, a predictor in our model with an
odds ratio of �.� implies that the subject is �.� times more likely to steal
the ��� key if that condition is present. Analysis of the results showed
that ‘behaviour’ is a very good predictor. However, this minimised the
odds ratios for the other variables. For clari�cation, we included two
additional models (Suspect model II and Combined model II) that
exclude the predictor ‘behaviour’. Both models explain less variance,
but show more detail for the individual predictors.
Besides the variable age, we included the age squared as predictor in
the regression models to compensate for the nonlinearity of the variable,
since it is o�en the case that a given e�ect increases with age until a
certain point and then it decreases. An example of such nonlinearity
is criminal activity and age (Felson and Boba, ����), where criminal
activity peaks a�er childhood and decreases again a�erwards. �e
number of companions (i. e., the size of a group) is not linear either
(Klüpfel, ����), therefore it was squared before including it in the
regression. Signi�cance was calculated using Pearson’s 2 .
�.�.�

Results

�e results of a univariate analysis are listed in Table � together with
the results from both studies of Farrington and Knight (����, ����). A
signi�cant di�erence between the control group and the experimental
group was found: people return used ��� keys more o�en than brand
new ��� keys. For the non-return rates of the experimental and control
groups, our results are di�erent from the results of Farrington and
Knight, where the control group gets stolen signi�cantly less. �ere is
no relation between the time or location of dropping a ��� key and the
return of the device. �e median time before a ��� key is picked up is �
minutes. A�er � minutes and �� seconds, ��� of the ��� keys is picked
up and a�er �� minutes and �� seconds ��� is picked up. �e fastest
time to being picked up was a�er �� seconds of being dropped. �e
maximum time before being picked up was �� minutes. No relation
was found between the elapsed time and the return rate.
�.�.�.� Victim Characteristics
We did not �nd any signi�cant results for the victim characteristics, although in our experiment females were victimised more than males. In
their ���� study, Farrington and Knight observed no di�erence in victim
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�.��
�.��
�.��
�.��
�.��
�.��
���.��**
�.��

TimeElapsed

Age

Age2

Companions

Companions2

Behaviour

Subject’s sex (female)

�.��*

�.��***

�.��–����.�

�.��–�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��***

.���

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

���.��**

�.��

�.��

�.���

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

��

�.��–����.�

�.��–��.��

�.��–�.��

�.��–��.��

�.��–����.�

�.��–�.��

�.��–�.��

�.���–�.���

�.��–�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��–��.��

�.��–�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��–��.��

�.��–��.��

��� ��

�.��***

.���

�.��***

��.��***

�.��

�.��

�.��

��

�.��–�.��

�.��–���.��

�.��–�.��

�.��–��.��

�.��–�.��

��� ��

Compact model

�.��

�.��

Signi�cance (

2 ):

* p<�.��; ** p<�.��; *** p<�.���.

Table �: Predictors of the the� of lost usb keys
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�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��

�.��*
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sex. However, in the ���� study of Farrington and Knight males were
victimised more than females, although the result was non-signi�cant.
Contrary to our hypothesis, the return rate for ��� keys labelled as
having important contents were returned less than ��� keys labelled
as containing non-important contents, although the results were not
signi�cant.
�e interactions sex of subject and sex of victim showed the nonsigni�cant result that males stole more from females (��.��; �=��)
than from males (�.��; �=��), whereas females stole exclusively from
males (�.��; �=��), and never from other females (�=�). Similarly,
the interaction of importance with the victim’s sex is non-signi�cant,
although more ��� keys with academic contents of females (��.��;
�=��) were stolen compared to keys with academic content of males
(�.��; �=��).
�.�.�.�

Subject Characteristics

For the subject’s characteristics, two signi�cant di�erences were found.
First, the estimated age of the subject is signi�cant when the categorization of the Farrington and Knight (����) study is used. People who
are younger than �� years tend to steal more o�en (��.��; �=��) than
people who are older than �� (�.��; �=��). �is is in agreement with
the ���� study of Farrington and Knight. �e relation between age as
a continuous variable and the dependent variable is not signi�cant.
�e characteristic behaviour is correlated to the non-return of the ���
keys. Subjects who put the ��� key in their pocket or handbag, steal
the device in ��� (�=��) of the cases. Subjects holding the ��� key in
their hand fail to return the device in only �.�� (�=��) of the cases.
�e other subject characteristics were non-signi�cant. A subject who
is alone tends to return the ��� keys more o�en than subjects who are
accompanied. �is contradicts the results of Farrington and Knight.
�e results of the other subject characteristics were not signi�cant, but
comparable to the lost-letter studies. �e characteristic clothing was less
important than in the studies of Farrington and Knight; people dressed
casually stole in ��.�� of the cases and people dressed average or smart
stole in ��.�� of the cases. �e sex of the subject was not signi�cantly of
in�uence on the return rate, although males stole slightly more (��.��;
�=��) than females (��.��; �=��). �is is in line with the studies of
Farrington and Knight. Interestingly, signi�cantly more men (�=��)
than women (�=��) picked up the ��� key ( 2 (1) = ��.�; p < �.���). A
variable that we introduced in our experiment was the walking direction
of the subject, which recorded whether the subject was walking towards
the service desk, away from it or in a di�erent direction. Even though the
result is not signi�cant, people walking in the direction of a service desk
returned the ��� key more than people walking in another direction.
�is is in line with our hypothesis.
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�.�.�.�

Models

�e results of the logistic regression models are listed in Table �. Six
models are included. �e model with only the victim’s characteristics
explains around ��.�� of the variance and the model with only the
subject’s characteristics explains around ��.�� of the variance. �e maximum variance we can explain is ��.��, when all �� predictor variables
are included. �e compact model includes only the content, the number
of companions squared and the behaviour (whether the key was put in
a pocket or handbag) as best predictors and still explains a reasonable
��.�� of the variance. �e two models excluding the predictor behaviour explained ��.�� for subject model II and ��.�� for the combined
model II, indicating that behaviour is indeed very relevant to predict
the return of a ��� key.
�.�.� Discussion
�e current study examined the willingness to return lost ��� keys in a
university setting and the in�uence that characteristics of the victim,
subject and situation have on the return rate. In case of a lost ��� key,
the return rate is an indication of risk behaviour, since using a found
��� key puts the computer at risk of a virus infection. �e results of our
univariate analysis (Table �) support our hypothesis that ��� keys in
their original box are stolen more o�en than ��� keys that were used.
Furthermore, we found support for the hypothesis that people aged ��
years or younger steal more compared to people who are older than ��.
Finally, results show that placing the ��� key in a pocket or handbag
is a good predictor of the�, which was in line with our expectations.
Consequently, the decision to steal is made at the moment of pick
up, indicating the feasibility of researching situational and personal
characteristics as predictors of risk. No evidence was found to support
the other hypotheses.
��� keys from the control group (i. e., in an unopened box) were
stolen signi�cantly more than ��� keys from the experimental group
(i. e., used, with labels). �is can be explained by the nature of our experimental set-up. It is likely that subjects estimated the economic value
of a used ��� key as much lower than the brand new one, therefore the
perceived value might have been related to the resell value. �e results
suggest that subjects who pick a labelled ��� key up either perceive its
economic value as too low to steal, or have genuinely empathy for the
victim, resulting in a higher return rate.
Results showed the elapsed time between dropping a ��� key and a
subject picking the device up to be low. �e implication of this is that a
person who loses a ��� key containing important content in a public
location like a lobby, has only minutes to recover his/her device. �e
observers indicated that most people who noticed the ��� key, picked
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it up. However, several observers reported people intentionally kicking
away the ��� key (�=�) or stepping on a ��� key and not noticing (�=�).
�.�.�.�

Victim Characteristics

No evidence was found to support the hypotheses about the characteristics of the victim. �e nonsigni�cant results showed females to be
victimised more than males, suggesting further research to establish
whether the result is coincidental or contradicting prior lost-letter experiments. �e results related to the indication of importance of the
contents of the ��� key did not yield signi�cant e�ects, but ��� keys
labelled as important were stolen more o�en than the devices containing non-important contents. An interesting interaction is the sex of
the victim versus sex of the subject. Results suggest that males steal
more from females than from other males and females steal more from
males than from other females. However, since these results were not
signi�cant, there is no evidence to support statements about a higher
likelihood to steal from the opposite sex.
�.�.�.�

Subject Characteristics

No evidence was found for using the type of clothing of the subject
as predictor of the�. �e non-return rates were hardly a�ected by the
clothing, in contrast to results of Farrington and Knight. �e estimated
age, however, was found to be signi�cant if categorised as �� years
or younger and �� years or older. Subjects estimated to be �� years or
younger are more likely to keep the ��� key than older subjects. �is is
in line with the results from Farrington and Knight (����) and age of
criminal behaviour in general (Felson and Boba, ����). When crime is
categorised according to the ���� study of Farrington and Knight, no
signi�cant results were found, however, subjects with an estimated age
of �� or younger never stole a ��� key in our experiment. �e in�uence of subject’s sex on the return rate was marginal, males stole more
than females, but there is no signi�cant di�erence. In prior research,
subjects who were alone stole more o�en, compared to subjects who
were accompanied; however, our data show that accompanied subjects
steal more o�en, although these results are not signi�cant. Evidence
was found to support that placing the ��� key in a pocket or handbag
is a very good predictor of the� of the device, suggesting that the decision to steal is taken at the moment when the ��� key is picked up. It
was hypothesised that, given the opportunity, people would return the
��� key. No evidence was found, although subjects walking towards a
service desk returned the ��� keys more o�en than subjects walking in
another direction, but the result was not signi�cant.
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�.�.�.� Models
A logistic regression was used to create six models. A model with only
victim characteristics can explain about ��.�� of the variation, whilst a
model with only subject characteristics explains about ��.��, suggesting
that subject characteristics are a more important predictor than victim
characteristics. �e complete model explains ��.�� of the variation
in the non-return rate, while our compact model, consisting of three
predicting variables, managed to explain ��.�� of the variation. �e
three best predictors were: the importance of the contents according
to the label, the squared number of companions of the subject and
whether the subject placed the ��� key in his/her pocket or handbag
a�er picking it up. Within our data sample, the� was best predicted
based on the situation (accompanied or not, label on ��� keys) and
person behaviour (placing ��� key in pocket).
�.�.�.�

Limitations

�e lost ��� key technique inherits several limitations from the lostletter technique. Similarly to the lost-letter technique (Liggett, Blair
and Kennison, ����), a large sample size is needed to obtain signi�cant results. In the current study, the sample size of �� is too small to
obtain signi�cant results on more variables. Observing the lost items is
particularly time consuming, although it can provide insights into the
exact behaviour of the subject. Collecting data for this type of research
has proven di�cult, since the number of locations that are available is
limited. Locations can only be used when a service desk, reception or
other kind of place manager is active, so that people have the option of
returning the ��� key to that person.
As far as we could observe, none of the subjects realised that an
experiment was being conducted. In the university setting where our
experiment was performed, it is common for people to hang around
or work in common areas, which is why the observers could remain
undetected. At any point in time, there are always people waiting for
acquaintances near the entrance and service desk of the buildings,
which proved to be an excellent way of hiding the observers. However,
one subject reported to the service desk that someone was playing a
joke, as he had seen a similarly labelled ��� key before. Even though he
was aware that something was going on, he did not see the observers.
In another situation, a bystander overheard the subject talking to the
service desk employee. �e bystander mentioned that he had seen
such a ��� key earlier and that he had inserted it on his/her computer
and found that is contained no data. We do not know whether it had
been the bystander’s intention to �nd identity information to bring
back the ��� key. �e bystander mentioned to the receptionist that it
probably contained a virus and warned the subject about it. However,
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this indicates the willingness of people to insert found ��� keys in their
own computer. �is situation points out a limitation of the lost-letter
method with a limited set of locations. In our setting, we tried to prevent
the subject �nding multiple ��� keys by spreading the observations
over three working days with � weeks between the experiments, and by
randomly allocating time slots and buildings to groups of researchers.
Another consideration inherent to the use of the lost-letter technique
is the self-selection of subjects. We did not take note of the characteristics of people passing by the ��� key, so we are unable to make statements
about the selection of subjects in relation to the population of potential
subjects. Future experiments could consider measuring the number
and characteristics of people passing by. �is would, however, require
more observers. Furthermore, it remains problematic how to reliably
measure who sees the ��� key, or letter, but decides to not pick it up.
Another issue regarding the validity is the way measurements are
recorded. Researchers in groups of two or three record basic properties
of the situation and characteristics of the subject. To minimise errors,
the researchers were asked to take good care of this. Especially for
age estimation this is problematic. Internal discussions within a single
team should smooth the age estimation, but unfortunately, we have no
measures of inter-rater reliability.
Our interpretation of the return rate is that only ��� keys that were
brought to a service desk, either immediately or at a later moment,
count as being returned. For the control group, this is the only way of
returning them. For ��� keys from the experimental group, one can
think of scenarios in which the subject would try to insert the ��� key
in his/her computer in an attempt to �nd identity information of the
victim, other that the name on the label. �us, our non-return rates
consist of subjects who stole the ��� keys, of subjects who initially took
them, but later decided to search for the owner, and subjects who did
not consider the service desk as a method of handing lost property in.
Twice the ��� key got returned to the service desk at a later moment.
A construction worker picked up a ��� key before going for lunch
outside and returned it to the service desk when entering the building
again. On a second occasion, a ��� key got picked up by a subject when
entering the building but initially passed by the service desk, only to
return a few minutes later to return the ��� key to the service desk.
Two ��� keys were relocated (i. e., the subject moved the device from
one to another location) and for practical reasons, we counted those as
not stolen.
�e feasibility of the lost ��� key methodology depends mostly on
the possibility to return the device to somebody who is responsible for
the area. Subjects should feel comfortable to return the ��� key. If this
is not the case, they may prefer to take it home or relocate it at a central
location, which would render the method less useful for measuring
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altruistic or risky behaviour. In our experiment, the service desk was
the most logical – and nearest – location to return the ��� key to.
Finally, since we didn’t interview the subjects, we are unaware of
their motivation for keeping the ��� key. Knowing their motivation
would be useful information, but it would reveal that an experiment is
going on.
�.�.�.� Ethical Considerations
As with all lost-letter experiments, there are some ethical considerations
(Stern and Faber, ����). Due to the nature of the lost-letter experiment,
informed consent is not feasible, as this would invalidate the experiment. Another option would have been to inform subjects about the
experiment a�erwards and ask for permission retrospectively in a debrie�ng. However, this would endanger the rest of the observations,
since subjects could tell others about the experiment. Once the rumour
spread, people may have been drawn to the lobby to pick up a ‘free
��� key’. �e observers would need to mention to the subject that they
would like to interview him/her in connection with the ��� key stolen.
For these reasons, we decided to observe and not inform the subjects
about the experiment. �e implication of this is that a subject who stole
a ��� key kept the device. We did not consider the lack of debrie�ng or
informed consent problematic, as there are no negative consequences
for the subjects. However, one of the subjects inserted the labelled ���
key in his computer (see Section �.�.�.�) and, a�er observing it was
empty, mentioned to the receptionist that it must contain a virus. �is
could be avoided by putting some �les on the device, thereby pretending
it is indeed in use.
In an early stage the use of ‘call home’ so�ware was discussed as a
measure of how many people would use the ��� key. We considered
this unethical in the environment for our experiment, since the buildings of the universities are open for anybody to enter. Students and
employees may bring their own device to the university. If any kind
of tracking so�ware were to be on the ��� keys, there would be negative consequences (i. e., stress) for the subjects if they became aware.
However, for organisations that have buildings with proper access control and exclusively use company-owned hardware, the use of a simple
tracking tool sending an anonymous ‘��� key plugged in’-message may
be feasible to collect aggregated information about compliance.
All observers (researchers), research assistants and lecture sta� had
to sign a nondisclosure agreement regarding the personal identi�able
information. During the experiment, observers may recognise a subject,
or note information that could be related to a speci�c person.
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Implications

�e lost ��� key methodology provides a method for generating relevant
data for �� and facility managers to either design or redesign cyber
security policies and test compliance with these policies. Variations
of the lost letter experiment may open the �eld of data generation by
providing a method to quantify security issues.
�.�
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Phishing messages can be distributed in many ways. �e link, or Uniform Resource Locator (���), to a phishing website is no exception
to that. Within phishing emails, several methods of including ���s
exist. For example, ���s can be included as plain sight, or moved to an
attachment. However, the o�ender wants to increase the di�culty of
the receiver to see through the deception, and hiding a ��� is one of the
techniques that can achieve this. Hiding a ��� or masquerading its true
destination can be performed in many ways, of which we give three
examples: (�) link hiding; (�) ��� shorteners; and (�) �� codes. Firstly, a
��� can be hidden in an <a> tag. �e link text may say “Click here to log
in”, or https://bank.example. However, when the receiver clicks on
the link, the link points elsewhere (http://datathiefs.example). A
second method of masquerading the destination of a link is by using a
��� shortening service can be used as an intermediate. In this case, the
link points to a ‘short ���’ (such as bit.ly/1M1wuS1), which redirects
tra�c to the real phishing website. �e third example of masquerading
the destination of a link, is by representing the link in a way that is
not-readable by humans. An example of such a technique is a �� code,
such as the one in Figure �a. By just looking at a �� code, the contents
are unknown to the human observer. However, they can be revealed by
special so�ware on devices such as smartphones or tablets.

(a) �� code referring to my website

(b) Practical usage

Figure �: Two examples of �� codes that contain a ���.
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Apart from the lack of human readability, �� codes are an attractive
method for phishing attacks due to their usage in the physical world
(Kieseberg et al., ����). For example, malicious �� codes (i. e., pointing
to a phishing website), can be easily attached to an existing poster using
a sticker. Furthermore, existing �� codes can be ‘patched’ by sticking
a malicious �� code on top of them. Using both methods, the trust
and attractiveness of the original poster is abused by the o�ender. �e
victim has to check the ��� and make sure it belongs to the brand, just
like in a phishing email. �e e�ect of such an attack is local: victims have
to be near the �� code to scan it. At the same time, this type of attack
is virtually impossible to detect on a large scale. For an organisation
running an advertisement campaign, it is not feasible to continuously
validate all �� codes on all posters. Or, when no legitimate �� codes
are in use, to validate that no malicious �� codes were attached.
�e e�ects of a phishing attack that employs �� codes remain largely
unknown. Several experiments in an academic environment were performed, concluding that many people scan �� codes, even when they
lead to phishing websites (Been and Kleverwal, ����; Vidas et al., ����).
Users mostly scan �� codes out of curiosity or for fun (Vidas et al.,
����), indicating that �� codes are not (yet) part of our everyday life.
However, there are applications of �� codes, such as paying using the
digital currency Bitcoin (Bamert et al., ����). Additionally, to the best
of our knowledge, no practical �� code attacks have been performed.
In order to explore whether �� code phishing is an e�ective method,
more research is needed. �is leads to the research question: “Are ��
codes an e�ective attack method to obtain user credentials?” In order
to answer this research question, an real-world phishing attack was
performed.
�.�.� Method
An experiment was conducted in �e Netherlands within a large organisation with over ���� employees. �e experiment simulated a phishing
attack on the employees of the organisation. In the attack, a questionnaire speci�cally targeted at the employees was designed. �e announcement of the questionnaire was printed on posters that contained a ��
code with a link to the page of the questionnaire. �e topic of the questions were the plans for a new building to be built, a topic that was o�en
discussed amongst employees. �is scenario can be considered realistic, since the organisation has just �nished another campaign using
posters with �� codes. �e website of the questionnaire was designed
speci�cally for this experiment.
�e design of the poster was based upon an earlier poster of the
organisation. An example of the posters in the experimental setting is
shown in Figure ��. Apart from a call to action, each poster contained
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Figure ��: Example the posters on a poster board. �e �� code itself is not
visible.

a unique �� code. Each �� code linked to a unique ���, with either
a phishing domain or a legitimate domain. Every ��� contained an
identi�er (i. e., ‘posterid=P02’) so that a click could be linked to a
physical location. Furthermore, below each �� code, a unique bit.ly
��� was shown, so that anybody wanting to participate without having
a �� code scanner could do so. Nobody used the bit.ly links. For half
of the posters, the link eventually redirected the user to the phishing
domain, the other half redirected to the legitimate domain.
For the experiment, a single website was ran on two domains. �e
�rst domain was the legitimate website, running on a domain in the
form of https://topic.mijncompany.example. �e top-level domain mijncompany.example was the legitimate intranet website of
the organisation, where ‘mijn’ refers to the Dutch word for ‘my’. �e subdomain topic referred to the topic of the questionnaire. �anks to the
�� department, we could get a subdomain on the legitimate intranet and
obtain a valid ��� certi�cate for this subdomain. �e second domain
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was hosting the phishing website. �is phishing website was hosted
on a domain in the form of https://topic.mijcompany.example.
An observant visitor would notice the wrong top-level domain, lacking an n. Failing to secure the phishing page would result in possible
leaking of credentials during the experiment. �erefore, the phishing
page was secured using an ��� certi�cate as well. However, the certi�cate was requested from a third party using fake name and address
information. For the validity of the experiment, this should not matter
too much, since a basic ��� certi�cate can be requested a�er proving
domain ownership. �erefore, phishing websites can use a certi�cate
too� .
Both the phishing and legitimate domain showed a login page of the
organisation. Visitors were required to login before they could proceed
with the questionnaire. Due to the open nature of the organisation’s
building (i. e., anybody can walk through most of the buildings), having
to log in to the questionnaire was not uncommon. A�er logging in,
the employee was presented with the questionnaire. A�er �nishing the
questionnaire on either domain, the employees were redirected to the
legitimate intranet.
�.�.�.� Concepts
�e potential subjects in the experiment were employees of the organisation who were physically in one of the buildings. A subject is an
employee who scanned a �� code on our of the posters, and tried to
log in to either the legitimate or the phishing website. Potentially, any
non-employee could scan the �� code as well, but would not be able to
login and therefore not become a subject. However, since the locations
of the poster were carefully chosen, they were likely to be only seen
employees.
Five variables were recorded for the subjects: usernameHash, location, timestamp, useragent, and attemptLogin. �e usernameHash
contained a message digest of the username, obtained through a cryptographic hash function (����). �e real username of the subject was not
visible to the researchers. �e location variable referred to the speci�c
poster on which the �� code was scanned. �e timestamp referred to
the day and time of loading the webpage. �e useragent identi�cation
string, i. e., which browser or �� code scanner the subject used, was
stored in useragent. Finally, the variable attemptLogin had three possible
values: valid if the credentials were correct; invalid if the provided credentials were not correct; and none when no attempt to login was made.
�e usernameHash, location and timestamp were used to remove duplicate entries. Duplicates occur not only when someone logs in twice.
Some �� code scanning applications automatically open the link when
� Additionally, ��� certi�cates can be obtained without charge at registrars such as Let’s
Encrypt
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scanning a �� code, in order to preview the page. �e usernameHash
was not used for other purposes. �e dependent variable of the study
is the attemptLogin.
�.�.�.�

Subject Selection

Subjects were self-selected, they participated a�er scanning the ��
code on one of the posters. Due to the self-selection, subjects had to
see the posters. �erefore, the location of the posters in�uences the
potential group of subjects. �e buildings of the organisation were open
to the general public. Clearly, it is important to have the maximum
exposure for employees, while limiting the exposure for other people.
At the same time, the posters should not be too obtrusive so as to
disturb the employees during their work. Furthermore, the experiment
should be plausible scenario for a real phishing attack. A real phishing
attack should gather some, but not too much attention, so as to not
cause employees to warn the security department. To account for all
requirements, posters were placed in areas with many employees, such
as lunch rooms and co�ee corners.
�.�.�.�

Ethics and Risks

Informing all employees beforehand would invalidate the experiment.
�erefore, informed consent was not possible. To make the experiment
as risk-free for the subjects as possible, several precautions were taken.
Both the phishing website and the legitimate website were only accessible using a secured connection (i. e., using �����). �e questionnaire
existed on both domains. �erefore, the promised functionality in the
form of a questionnaire was delivered to the subjects. Furthermore,
the password provided by subjects were not stored by the researchers.
Rather, the provided credentials were checked for validity and only a
‘valid’ or ‘not valid’ annotation was stored. Additionally, the username
of the employee was stored using a cryptographic hash function that
produces a message digest. �e obtained data was only seen by the
researchers conducting the study.
Obtaining the proper permissions for running an experiment is
essential. �e experimental design, procedures and debrie�ng were
approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of ����� (Electrical
Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science) of the University of
Twente. For the present study, the board of directors of the organisation
gave permission to conduct the experiment. Several other employees
were involved in the preparations as well. Many potential problems
had to be taken into account, since employees and subjects may do
a number of unexpected actions. For example, an employee may: (�)
report the phishing attempt to the �� service desk; (�) inform the local
press regarding the phishing attempt; (�) �le a take-down request to
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the hosting provider; (�) see how the researchers put the posters on
the wall and call the security o�ce. To reduce the impact of these
scenarios, we informed the manager of the �� service desk, the manager
of the project team that managed the new building being constructed,
the ���� team, the press o�cer, the �� administrator responsible for
the webmail, and the manager of the physical security. Furthermore,
the company hosting the phishing and legitimate websites agreed to
suspend the notice-and-takedown procedure for both domains and
associated hosting, for the duration of the experiment.
As there was no informed consent, all employees were informed of
the experiment a�erwards. Subjects were debriefed as a group a�erwards, rather than during the experiment, to reduce the risk of them
warning other employees. Since employees at key positions within the
organisation were informed beforehand, we would be noti�ed of complaints. To the best of our knowledge, no complaints were �led. Even
a�er the debrie�ng of all sta�, we did not receive any questions or
complaints.
�.�.�.�

Running the Experiment

�e posters were distributed by researchers on April �th, ����. �at
day, �� posters were put on noticeboards and walls throughout the
facilities of the organisation. As mentioned before, half of the posters
(�=��) had a �� code leading to a phishing page, whereas the other
half contained a �� code that led to the legitimate page. One week
a�er starting the experiment, the researchers went back to determine
whether the posters were still present. Almost half (���; �=��) of
the posters were still present, �� posters (���) were removed, and the
whereabouts of the remaining �� posters (���) were unclear� .
�ree weeks a�er the introduction of the experiment, it was stopped.
At that point, the researchers went to all the poster’s locations and
physically distributed a survey to all employees they could �nd. �e
questions of this survey can be found in Table �. �e researchers went
around during the lunch breaks at April ��th and May �th, ����. Employees who did not recall having seen the posters, were shown a physical
copy of the poster.
�.�.� Results
Only �� unique visitors were recorded as having seen the website. Due
to the lack number of accesses, a meaningful statistical analysis of the
results is not possible. However, we do provide descriptives of the results
in Table �. Eight people scanned the �� code on the legitimate poster,
and clicked on the link. In comparison, only four people did the same
� For these �� posters, the exact location of the posters was unclear from our notes. �erefore, there is no certainty whether they were removed, or could not be found.
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Login

Phishing

Legitimate

No login

��� (�=�)

��.�� (�=�)

Invalid

��� (�=�)

�� (�=�)

Valid

��� (�=�) ��.�� (�=�)

Total

���� (�=�) ���� (�=�)

Table �: Results of login attempts for the phishing domain and the legitimate
domain.

for the phishing poster. Six employees logged in to the questionnaire,
one from the phishing domain and �ve from the legitimate domain.
Even though the legitimate poster got more logins, there are too few
results to conclude that this is a signi�cant �nding.
A further analysis revealed that all subjects obtained the ��� through
the �� code. �e bit.ly links that were shown below the �� code on
each poster, were not used at all. �ree mobile operating systems were
used to click on the links within the �� codes: Android (���; �=�);
i�� (���; �=�); and Windows Mobile (��; �=�). Posters on � out of ��
locations (���) were followed up on by the subjects.
�e posters were distributed at April �th, which we refer to as day
�. �e same day, four hits were registered on the legitimate website of
which three logged in. At day �, two subjects looked at the legitimate
domain and one logged in. �e phishing domain got its �rst hit as well,
but no login attempts were made there. Two subjects browsed to the
phishing domain at day �, one of them logged in. �e �rst one logged
in to the phishing website at ��:��. �e second subject scanned the
same �� code (i. e., on the same poster) at ��:��, but tried to login using
incorrect credentials. Both subjects used a di�erent device (iPhone and
��� Desire �, respectively). One subject logged in to the legitimate
domain at day �. Finally at day ��, one subject visited the phishing
domain without logging in, and another subject visited the legitimate
domain, again without logging in.
Half (�=�) of the subjects visited the websites between �pm and �pm.
Of the remaining six, three subjects visited between noon and �pm.
�e remaining three were at �am (�=�) and between �pm and �.��pm
(�=�).
�e number of subjects for the phishing domain, as well as the legitimate domain, were low. �ere were no indications of reports to the
organisation regarding the phishing domain and/or posters. A separate
survey was held to �nd out why employees did not scan the �� code,
the results of which can be found in Table �. �e survey was �lled in
by �� employees aged between �� and �� (� = ��.��; �� = ��.�). Four
employees refused to �ll in their age. Most surveys were �lled in by
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Question

Answer ‘yes’

�

Do you own a smartphone or tablet?

��.�� (�=��)

�

Do you know what a �� code is?

��.�� (�=��)

�

Do you know how to scan a �� code?

��.�� (�= ��)

�

Do you scan �� codes in general?

��.�� (�= �)

�b If not, why?
�

Have you seen the poster inside the facilities? ��.�� (�= ��)

�

Did you scan the �� code on this poster?

�.�� (�= �)

�b If not, why?
�

Have you seen the ��� on this poster?

��.�� (�= �)†

�b If you have seen it, why didn’t you use it?
†

Two employees (�.��) did not make a choice for this question.

Table �: Questions from a survey that was held a�er the experiment �nished.
Dichotomous answers. �=��.

women (��.��; �=��) and only three were �lled in by men (�.��). �e
remaining �ve employees did not indicate their sex. �e results of the
survey show that the majority of the �� employees own a smartphone or
tablet and know what a �� code is. However, only ��� of the employees
know how to scan a �� code. Only ��� (�=�) indicates scanning ��
codes in practice. �e main reason the employees gave for not scanning
�� codes is a lack of interest in them, followed by not knowing how
to scan them. Since we anticipated this, a ��� was provided on the
poster. However, only ��� (�=�) indicated having seen the ���. Even
though ��� (�=��) employees indicated having seen the poster of the
experiment, none of them scanned the �� code. A lack of time was
provided most o�en as reason for not browsing to the ���.
�.�.�

Discussion

In the present study, only �� subjects scanned the �� code and went
to either the legitimate or phishing website. One employee entered
his/her credentials on the phishing website. Several explanations for
the lack of response are likely. According to the results of the survey, a
lack of time, as well as a lack of interest were important factors for not
scanning a �� code. In the preparation phase of the experiment, the
organisations sta� that indicated that many people had strong opinions
about the new building, which therefore was a good candidate topic
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for the experiment. However, the experimental results indicate that
the chosen topic of the questionnaire was insu�ciently inviting the
employees to share their opinion. Using a more controversial topic
would likely increase the response rate.
Previous studies performed showed that lots of people scan �� codes
in a university environment (Been and Kleverwal, ����; Vidas et al.,
����). Since the organisation of our study was not a university, this could
in�uence the response rate as well. �� codes appear more in di�erent
settings, on commercial posters or in shops. However, they are not
commonly used yet, at least not by the employees of the organisation
in our experiment. �is suggests that �� codes may still be in the early
adoption phase.
Even though only one employee was phished, this could be an acceptable result for an attacker that wants access to the internal network of
the organisation. With the credentials of a single employee, an o�ender
would be able to enter the network of the organisation. To perform a
phishing attack, the o�ender would need to hang up posters within
the organisation. �is involves a non-negligible risk of getting caught,
due to the requirement of having to put the posters physically. When
noticeboards become digitalised, this risk may be reduced. While the researchers were putting the posters on the notice boards, they did receive
questions from several employees. �e researchers were instructed to
reply that they did not know anything about the poster, and that they
were paid per hour to just hang up posters. All potentially suspicious
employees seemed to accept that explanation. Additionally, there were
no reports made to the security department or management on the
presence of the phishing posters, or the distribution of them.
�.� �����������
Di�erent modus operandi have their own results. In this chapter, we
explored two modus operandi for obtaining information from people.
Firstly, ��� keys were dropped to measure how many people would pick
it up, and keep it. Depending on the state of the ��� keys (used or new),
between ��� and ��� was not returned, even though there was ample
opportunity to return it. �e non return percentage is, therefore, the
lower bound of what will be returned in di�erent situations. We expect
that more people would pick up and steal a ��� key from the �oor if
there no service desk or authority nearby. Inserting an untrusted ���
key in a computer may result in a malware infection (Sood and Enbody,
����). In the experiment, the ��� keys were picked up rapidly. �erefore,
it is a very e�ective method for getting access to an organisational
network or person’s computer hardware. However, the o�ender would
need to drop an infected ��� key close to his target.
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�e second modus operandi that was explored uses �� codes to
perform a phishing attack. Due to the low number of participating
subjects, no meaningful statistical results could be found. However,
only a few employees of the targeted organisation scanned the �� codes.
�is leads us to conclude that �� codes are not as commonly accepted
yet. Furthermore, the way of attracting people to scan is very important,
which may have led to few participants. Looking at the sparse data, four
participants browsed to the phishing website through scanning a ��
code. One of them (���) fell victim by providing valid credentials to
the phishing website. In contrast, the legitimate website was visited by
� participants, of which � (��.��) provided valid credentials. However,
due to the low number of participants (one victim out of only four
scans), further research is required. Finally, performing a successful
phishing attack using �� codes depend on the general public being
able to scan them. When people scan �� codes only because they are
curious (Vidas et al., ����), other means of phishing are more e�ective
in obtaining information. �is may change as �� codes are adopted by
the general public.
With these experiments, we have looked at the e�ectiveness of two
modus operandi for performing a phishing or �shing attack. From
experiments described in literature, we can �nd measured success rates
of other modus operandi. As explained in Chapter �, standard phishing
attacks have a success rate of between �� and ���. In one experiment
with personalised phishing, the researchers managed to obtain a success rate of ��� (Jagatic et al., ����). Social engineering (face-to-face)
has success rates of ��� (Bullee, Montoya Morales et al., ����), and
telephone-based social engineering has a success rate of ��� (Bullee,
Montoya et al., ����). �e results suggest that scalable attacks are less
e�ective than the non-scalable ones. However, there are outliers (such
as personalised phishing). Even though the results of our experiments
combined with experiments in the literature suggest a link between
the scalability and the modus operandi, more experiments that are
speci�cally targeted to the scalability properties are needed to actually
prove a causal relationship. Hence, our experiments alone cannot prove
that an attack’s e�ectiveness follows from the modus operandi. �ere
may be a confound variable, or non-measured variable, in�uencing the
outcome.
In summary, the modus operandi of attacks that were tested in our
experiments had diverse scalability properties. Phishing is very scalable, but less e�ective compared to spear phishing (Jagatic et al., ����).
Spear phishing using contextual information about the victim is more
e�ective, but scales less, due to the requirement to collect data about
the victim. Dropping ��� keys is not easily scalable, but people pick up
the ��� keys within minutes. �e requirement of physical presence reduces it’s scalability. However, a single person can drop many ��� keys
within a short period of time, and infect the computer of anyone who
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picks it up. �� codes are potentially a good candidate for phishing, but
require a broader adoption in the general public. �ey can be scalable
if distributed digitally, or less scalable when distributed physically.
Having explored phishing modus operandi using experiments, we
now turn to the victim’s side of phishing by exploring which factors
in�uence the decision to believe a phishing message.

��

4

HEURISTICS OF PHISHING �
Preventing phishing can be categorised in two parts: (�) technical interventions; and (�) social interventions (Khonji, Iraqi and Jones, ����).
Technical interventions try to hide bad emails (e. g., spam �lters), assist
in decisions making (e. g., warnings in email clients) or function as
a gatekeeper (e. g., blacklists). �e second category consists of social
interventions, such as education and training of users (Kumaraguru,
Cranshaw et al., ����; Sheng, Magnien et al., ����; Arachchilage and
Love, ����). Both social and technical interventions are needed to reduce the impact of phishing attacks, and new interventions need to be
developed. To develop a new intervention or analyse the e�ectiveness
of an existing one, it is important to know how people read their emails
and decide to take action.
�e dual-process theory of thinking considers two types of thinking:
fast and autonomous (system �), or slow and controlled (system �)
(Kahneman, ����). System � consists of heuristics that are fast and
e�ortless, whereas system � is slow and requires signi�cant mental
e�ort. �ere is an ongoing debate whether there are two dichotomous
types, or rather a scale, or whether there is a single process (Evans and
Stanovich, ����; Kruglanski and Gigerenzer, ����). However, critics
such as Gigerenzer and Todd (����) do consider the existence of simple
heuristics for making decisions. In the context of phishing, system �
and it’s heuristics try to �gure out whether an email is trustworthy.
When a person processes dozens of emails per day, the mental e�ort of
using system � for analysing trustworthiness render in-depth analysis
by system � infeasible. Consequently, the heuristics used by system �
to consider an email phishing, or activate system � to make a decision,
are important to a person’s digital safety.
Apart from education, such as games or training, email users ‘train’
themselves every day by processing their email. Users form a risk model
and develop heuristics for assessing trustworthiness of communications (Kirlappos and Sasse, ����). Each user maintains a set of heuristics
on which he or she assesses the validity of an email. While these di�er
per individual, some patterns in decision strategies emerge (Downs,
Holbrook and Cranor, ����). If the set of heuristics is insu�cient or
incorrect, users may be unable to distinguish phishing from legitimate emails, leading to victimisation. Users train themselves on every
spam or phishing message that gets through their spam �lters. �ereby,
users recon�rm their detection heuristics on emails that they consider
� �is chapter is based upon joint work with Lars Mol, Hans Heerkens and Marianne
Junger
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clearly bad. Consequently, users train their heuristics on easy-to-detect
phishing emails. Identifying these heuristics is important for improving
training and awareness campaigns.
�is research aimed to identify the variation in heuristics, or thought
patterns, of users. We assumed that reading an email leads to speci�c
thoughts. �ese thoughts lead to the decision whether or not to take
action on a phishing email. We aimed to identify such mechanisms.
�is lead to the research question of this chapter: which heuristics do
people use when deciding what to do with a phishing email?
We aimed to establish how users decide whether an email is phishing
by performing a think aloud experiment. Establishing how the subjects
read emails and which line of reasoning they use for establishing authenticity provides useful theoretical insights (e.g., patterns in decision
making) as well as insights that are useful for practitioners (e.g., adjusting training material). We do not aim to test the ability of the subjects
to recognise phishing. �erefore, the subjects were not explicitly asked
to identify a phishing email, or even to make any decision. Instead, we
wanted subjects to process the email as any other email, including any
decision making that followed from that.
Important to determining which heuristics people use while reading
a phishing email, are patterns in which they read. Such reading patterns
consist of the way people read emails, and at what moment they use
shortcuts to fasten the processing of an email. For example, a person
may only read the sender and title of an email, and when a bank is
mentioned, delete the email. We expected that subjects start by reading
the sender of the email, followed by the title and the contents of the
email. To avoid confusion, we use the word title when talking about the
subject-header of the email, to avoid confusion with the participants
(subjects) of our experiment.
�is remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section �.�.�
discusses trust and related work on phishing victimisation. �en, we
describe the methodology of the study in Section �.�, followed by the
results in Section �.�. Finally, we conclude with the implications and
how these results might be applied.
�.�
�.�.�

����������
Trust

Between the moments of receiving a phishing message and being victimised, many decisions are made. For example, on a high abstraction
level, one needs to open the message, read it and decide what to do
with it (i.e. ignoring or taking action such as responding or trashing).
A user becomes victimised when trusting a phishing message and consequently revealing personal information. �erefore, trust is important
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in the decision making of phishing messages (Kumaraguru, Acquisti
and Cranor, ����). If the phisher manages to create a message that is
considered trustworthy by the recipient, heuristics of the reader may
fail to raise alert. Some receivers look at the reputation of the sender
(Downs, Holbrook and Cranor, ����), but they may click the link in a
phishing email even without a connection between them and the sender
(Kumaraguru, Rhee, Acquisti et al., ����). Having subjects think out
aloud may give insights in the decision process. However, a theoretical
background of trust is needed in order to classify thoughts of subjects
on the (purported) sender of the phishing email. We consider two
theories on the trust of phishing messages: (�) a model of trusting the
supposed sender (organisation or person); and (�) the truth bias about
trusting statements.
�e model of trust of Mayer, Davis and Schoorman (����) establishes
three factors that in�uence the perceived trustworthiness the most: ability; benevolence; and integrity. �e ability of a person depends on the
in�uence due to skills, competencies and characteristics of this person
within a speci�c domain. For example, one may not trust the baker
to �x a broken car. �e benevolence is the perceived will to do good
without having an egocentric pro�t motive. For example, a pedestrian
warning pedestrians that the street is slippery does so sel�essly. �e last
factor, integrity, refers to the extent to which the truster believes that the
trustee has an acceptable set of principles. For example, two strangers
meeting at a conference of a particular political party may feel they
share the same set of principles. �e extent to which these three factors
lead to a feeling of trust is moderated by a person’s propensity to trust.
�e propensity to trust is a factor within each person that determines
the likelihood of trusting others. �erefore, the three factors of trust
do not in�uence each individual equally. �e resulting trust is weighed
against the perceived risk of engaging in a trusting action. �e outcome
forms the input for future trust decisions. We will apply the elements
from Mayer’s model of trust to classify trust decisions of subjects.
�e model of Mayer, Davis and Schoorman (����) relates to trust
decisions for trusting persons or organisations. In phishing, however,
there are trust decisions involving other factors as well. For example,
a phishing message may contain many statements on problems (e. g.,
email inbox ran out of space) and proposed solutions (e. g., click on
this link to solve the problem). �erefore, we need to know more about
how people trust statements. Furthermore, trust is not an absolute
state, nor is it constant in time. �is is shown in the bias to believe or
truth bias, suggesting that people initially make an attempt to believe a
statement, only to later make a decision whether or not to disbelieve it
(Kahneman, ����; Levine, Park and McCornack, ����). Without a truth
bias, communicating with others would become too hard (Burgoon and
Levine, ����). For example, consider being present at a birthday party
and talking to people you’ve not met before. It is simply not feasible to
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check for evidence or �nd witnesses to support all of their statements
and stories. �e truth bias is a heuristic (or mental shortcut) that is
employed to save mental e�ort (Burgoon and Levine, ����). Applied
to phishing messages, this suggests that people �rst try to believe the
phishing message. Only if the contents of a message trigger suspicion,
will the receiver disbelieve the message.
�.�.�

Characteristics For Victimisation

�e relation between the characteristics of the receiver of a phishing
email and victimisation shows mixed results in literature. For example,
some studies show that males are less prone to phishing emails than
females (Jagatic et al., ����; Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Sheng,
Holbrook et al., ����), but a signi�cant relation can not always be found
(Leukfeldt, ����; Alseadoon, ����; Dhamija, Tygar and Hearst, ����).
Younger adults perform worse than older ones (Sheng, Holbrook et
al., ����; Alseadoon, ����) and teenagers in particular perform worse
than adults (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����). Again, however, not
all studies con�rm the age to be related to victimisation (Leukfeldt,
����; Dhamija, Tygar and Hearst, ����). In conclusion, the relation
between the characteristics of the receiver and the victimisation is
subject to debate and is unclear. �erefore, this study will not focus on
characteristics of the receiver. Rather, we want to know more about the
way users read emails, assess their authenticity and decide whether to
take action or not.
In a related study, Downs, Holbrook and Cranor (����) found that
people employ three strategies on deciding how to respond to a particular email: (�) Judge personalisation and professionalism; (�) whether the
communication is expected or normal; and (�) the reputability of the
sender. Neither of these strategies is su�cient to identify all phishing
emails (Downs, Holbrook and Cranor, ����).
To �nd heuristics that people may use, one can look at email characteristics that in�uence the decision to label an email as phishing. If the
receiver decides to take action, he needs to perform the requested action,
o�en by �lling in information at a website. Several factors that in�uence the receiver’s decision making have been found in prior research.
An impersonal salutation (or greeting) is considered to be a warning
sign of phishing emails (Downs, Holbrook and Cranor, ����; Sheng,
Holbrook et al., ����; Dutch Banking Association, ����; Pfei�er, Kauer
and Röth, ����). However, its presence or absence does not change the
trust of the receiver in the message (Jakobsson and Ratkiewicz, ����).
Lengthy or detailed messages make users evaluate the message by other
characteristics than content (Tsow and Jakobsson, ����), such as design
(Pfei�er, Kauer and Röth, ����; Tsow and Jakobsson, ����; Jakobsson,
Tsow et al., ����). Additionally, many users look at linguistical charac-
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teristics, such as spelling and grammar (Pfei�er, Kauer and Röth, ����;
Jakobsson, Tsow et al., ����; Wang, Herath et al., ����).
�e content of the email is important as well. Phishing messages are
perceived as more trustworthy when they link to incidents that got a lot
of attention in the media (Tsow and Jakobsson, ����). Introducing urgency to a phishing email increases the likelihood of responding (Wang,
Herath et al., ����; Vishwanath et al., ����). Users focus on the urgency
cues and pay less attention to other cues that indicate deception, such as
spelling or personalisation. Experts recommend to check the location
a link points to, before clicking on the link (Downs, Holbrook and
Cranor, ����). However, only some users check the links before clicking (Jakobsson, Tsow et al., ����), whereas others are not even aware of
a way to check the location of a link (Kumaraguru, Rhee, Acquisti et al.,
����). Success rates of phishing vary per experiment, depending on
the exact email being used as well as the level of personal information
or context that is added. Results range from ��–��� (Jakobsson and
Ratkiewicz, ����; Jagatic et al., ����) with a phishing email with no
context, to ���–��� (Jagatic et al., ����; Egelman, Cranor and Hong,
����; Ferguson, ����) when relevant contextual information is present.
�is indicates that the email user’s abilities for assessing authenticity of
an email are poor, in particular when the phisher adds context to the
email.
Once subjects have decided to take action on a phishing message,
they typically are guided to a website to �ll in information, which is
the second phase of phishing. On the website another trust-assessment
will be performed. In the context of websites, users look at the content
or only layout (Kumaraguru, Rhee, Acquisti et al., ����; Kumaraguru,
Acquisti and Cranor, ����; Dhamija, Tygar and Hearst, ����), or look
for non-security related browser information (Kumaraguru, Rhee, Acquisti et al., ����). �is is consistent with the way users judge emails
according to the literature.
�.�
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A think aloud experiment was conducted in August ����, following
the methodology of van Someren et al. (Someren, Barnard and Sandberg, ����). Employees from the supporting sta� of the University of
Twente were asked to participate. By having the subjects verbalising
their thinking when reading a phishing email, we aim to establish how
they decide whether an email is phishing. Subjects who think aloud
will not express all their thoughts, but enough to analyse the structure
of their thinking (Ericksson and Simon, ����). By not informing the
subjects of the true purpose of the study, their decision making process
will more closely resemble the situation when they are reading emails
at home or at work.
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Even though the subjects may not be as comprehensive when it
comes to describing all security features they might know to exist, the
aim of this study is to �nd the criteria that subjects use in practise. Our
design does not include role playing by the subjects, like in Downs,
Holbrook and Cranor (����). Due to the think aloud methodology,
users may not express each individual thought (Ericksson and Simon,
����). Users could have some relevant thoughts that were not recorded
in our experiment. However, the method does give insights in the
structure of the though processes.
�.�.�

Subjects

�e subjects were all employees of non-research departments of the
authors’s university. �ey worked in various positions, for example,
administration, �nance, management or emergency response. �is
sample of subjects is limited and not representative for the population
at large. However, the sample consisted of persons that are able to clearly
express themselves, are able to reason about a problem, and know how
to get around on the internet.
To get subjects, the departments’ management was asked for permission to conduct a study with their employees within working time. �en,
the team leaders within each department were contacted to distribute
the description of the study with their employees, asking them to participate. A maximum of three employees per department were selected
for participating in order to get a more heterogeneous population in
terms of background, age and education. Subjects were told that they
would participate in a study of marketing and communication through
email, and that the researchers were interested in the way people read
their emails. �erefore, no references to cybersecurity in general or
phishing in particular, were made by the researchers in the recruitment
for, and brie�ng of, the experiment. Consequently, we do not expect the
users to be more wary of phishing than during in their regular email
use (Parsons et al., ����).
On the ethical part of the experiment, the subjects were fully informed about the purpose of the experiment, that is, knowing how
people read their email. �e subjects were told that it was used for a
marketing study. A�er the sessions, the subjects asked not talk to their
colleagues about the contents of the email that they read, to prevent
informing other subjects. When the experiments were �nished, all subjects were provided with an explanation of the study and a summary of
the results.
�e subject group consisted of �� men and �� women (� = ��)
between the ages of �� and �� years (� = ��.�, �� = ��.�), all of whom
had Dutch as their �rst language. Two thirds of the subjects (� = ��)
had a degree from a higher education institution (i.e. vocational college
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or university Bachelor), of which �ve had a master’s or doctoral degree.
When asked how many hours they use a computer (�� or notebook),
the subjects’ answers ranged from �� to �� hours per week (� = ��.�,
�� = ��.�). �is includes computer usage professionally and for private
use, both at work and at home. Four subjects indicated that they read
their email on a daily basis and twenty subjects read their email several
times a day.
�.�.� Design
An experimental protocol was designed following the guidelines of van
Someren et al. (Someren, Barnard and Sandberg, ����). For subjects
to think aloud, they need to perform a task that is not too easy, so that
they do have to think about it, and not too di�cult, so that they have no
mental resources le� to verbalise their thoughts (Ericksson and Simon,
����). We consider the task of reading an email appropriately di�cult.
To test the in�uence of urgency on the subjects, two emails were
used: a ‘normal’ and an ‘urgent’ phishing email. �e normal email
(Figure ��) was taken from the website of a Dutch bank, where it was
posted as an example of a recent phishing email. A real-life phishing
email was chosen so as to make the experiment as representative as
possible. �ere were no spelling errors and there was a clear call for
action, so that subjects had to make a decision. �e email contained
�ve paragraphs of text. �e email was written in Dutch and starts with
“Dear customer”, a�er which it claims in the �rst two paragraphs that a
disruption of service has occurred. �en, the email states an apology
for the inconvenience and explains what went wrong in the systems
of the bank (one large paragraph) and how the bank responded (one
paragraph). In the ��h and last paragraph of the email, the sender
asks the receiver to log in to the bank’s website in order to update their
account.
�e urgent phishing email was created on the basis of the normal
phishing email. �e email is shown in Figure ��. It was slightly modi�ed
to express more urgency to immediately take action. To achieve this,
the title, introduction and call for action were changed to express the
urgent need for the reader to click on the link. In the normal email, the
receiver was simply asked to log in, whereas the urgent email stated
that the receiver’s account was blocked and that the receiver is required
to login in order to unblock the account. Half of the subjects were
shown the normal phishing email and the other half the urgent version.
Whether a subject would get the normal or urgent email, was decided
randomly prior to the sessions. Each subject was shown only one email:
either the normal email, or the urgent one.
�e link in both emails, asking to log in to the bank website, pointed
to a website on the same machine. No attempt was made to make the
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Figure ��: �e ‘normal’ version of the phishing email that was used in the experiment.

link look legitimate, except for a �lename that included the name of
the bank. If subjects clicked on the link, a pop-up warning showing
“Clicking hyperlinks can harm your computer.” would display, asking
the subject con�rm proceeding. When proceeding, the subject would
be shown a duplicate website of the login page of the actual banking
website. Subject were able to �ll in any data, but nothing was stored
or processed. When a subject arrived at this stage, we considered the
experiment �nished.
�.�.� Procedure
With each subject a ��-minute think-aloud session was held according
to a strictly prede�ned protocol. Before brie�ng the subjects, they were
asked to provide some basic information, such as their job title, education, age, and use of a computer. In the brie�ng, they were told that the
researchers were interested in marketing and communication in email
messages from companies. �is was done to not raise any awareness in
the area of cyber security for the subjects.
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Figure ��: �e ‘urgent’ version of the phishing email that was used in the experiment.

�e researcher conducting the experiment asked the subjects to verbalise all thoughts and explained what is meant with that. Since this is
a di�cult task for most people, some exercises were used to practise
thinking aloud. Subjects were told to read the email out loud as well.
Speci�cally, subjects were asked to express any feelings they had regarding the emails and indicate when their feelings changed. Subjects were
reminded that there are no wrong answers or decisions. It was made
clear that the researcher was only present to facilitate the experiment
and record the process. �erefore, during the thinking aloud, subjects
were told not to address their verbalisation to the researcher. Additionally, the researcher would say nothing other than reminding the subject
to keep thinking aloud during silent periods.
�e think-aloud warmup exercises consisted of three tasks: a math
problem, naming twenty animals and reading aloud an email. In the
�rst task subjects were asked to calculate 24 ⇥ 36. �e subjects were
interrupted a�er about a minute, since the task was not to actually compute the result, but to practise thinking out loud. �e researcher kept
count for the second task, naming twenty animals, so that the subject
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was free to focus on thinking out loud. If the subject stopped talking at
some point, he was encouraged to keep verbalising his thoughts. Finally,
for the third exercise, the subject was given a notebook and instructed
to pretend this was his own. �e subject was asked to open the email
and pretend he received it himself, and read aloud the contents, while
verbalising his thoughts. �e email pretended to be from a woman
cancelling the participation of herself and her husband to the neighbourhood barbecue, due to their emotional response to having to put
their pet to sleep (i. e., animal euthanasia). �e goal of these exercises is
twofold: �rstly for the subject to practise thinking aloud; and secondly
for the researcher to assess whether the subject su�ciently verbalised.
In particular since the researcher is restrained from interacting during
the task itself, unless the subject stops talking (Someren, Barnard and
Sandberg, ����; Ericksson and Simon, ����).
As equipment, a notebook with Microso� Outlook ���� was used
for both the warmup exercise as well as the task itself. �is so�ware
was pre-con�gured at all workstations provided to employees by the
university. All subjects were used to work with it on a daily basis. Both
the task and the warmup were recorded using a voice recorder.
�e task consists of opening an email in outlook, and reading it. �e
subjects were asked to process the email and verbalise their thoughts
while doing so. �is description is purposely open-ended, since we did
not want to steer the subjects in a particular direction. A subject who
clicks on the link, would be presented a warning message stating that
“hyperlinks can be harmful to your computer and data. (...) Do you want
to continue?” When clicking “yes”, the standard browser (Microso�
Internet Explorer) would be opened, and a phishing website would be
shown. �is phishing website, as shown in Figure ��, was a duplicate
of the real website of the bank. However, instead of logging in with
a username and password, the subject was asked to provide his bank
account number and the number of his bank card. By itself, these two
pieces of information are insu�cient to log in to the subject’s online
banking. However, such information could be used to impersonate the
bank in a social engineering phone call with the victim at a later stage.
Any �lled in data on the phishing website would be discarded in the
client, and no submission was possible. If a subject would �ll in their
data, the task would be considered complete when they pressed the
submit button.
Directly a�er the subject �nished with the task, a short interview
was held with the subject. �is started with �� general questions, from
prompting subjects about the goal of the email and the task itself, followed by � questions in which the subjects could give feedback about
the experiment. A complete list of questions can be found in Appendix
B. A�er �nishing, the subjects were o�ered a ��� �ash drive as a thankyou for participating.
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Figure ��: Screenshot of the phishing website that was shown when a subject
clicked on the link in the email.

�.�.�

Pilot

Two pilot sessions were conducted in order to identify potential problems with the experimental design. Additionally, it was used to familiarize the researchers with the experimental procedure, test the recording
equipment and time the duration of the session. Before starting with
the pilot, a coding scheme was devised based on the theories from the
related work (i.e., the model of trust and victimisation, see below). In
the pilot sessions, the phishing email was shown to the subjects in a
Microso� Word document. It turned out to be problematic for subjects
to identify key properties of the email, such as the sender. �erefore, the
session of the experiment were held using Microso� Outlook. During
the pilot sessions, several changes were made to the brie�ng of the
subjects to either clarify or remove typographical mistakes.
�.�.� Analysis
A�er each session was recorded, the recording was completely transcribed in as much detail as possible. �e result is a protocol with all
spoken sentences in text. �e protocols were very detailed. Speci�cally,
it was noted when a subject was silent, mumbling or talking unclearly.
During the experiments, no interruptions (e.g., people walking into
the room or any sudden sounds) occurred, with the exception of one
subject, whose phone rang in the middle of reading the email.
Each protocol was segmented by splitting the spoken sentences in
self-contained subsentences called segments. �ese segments were as
short as possible while still being meaningful without context. For
example, the complex sentence “I do not agree with you since John
did not complain” would be split at the marker word “since” to form
two segments (one stating a disagreement, one stating an observation).
�e protocols contains parts of the email that the subjects read out
loud. Segments consisting only of parts of the email or website were
not included in the reporting of the results. �ey were, however, used
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in the analysis to provide context of the thoughts of the subjects. In the
remainder of the paper, the segments that do not consist of text from
the email are called thoughts or comments interchangeably. Any quotes
from subjects were translated to English by the researchers. Additionally,
excerpts from the phishing email were translated. In order to code the
thoughts, a coding scheme was devised.
�e coding scheme was based on the related work from Section �.�
and was operationalised by analysing the two pilot protocols. Based
on the pilot study, attributes were included or removed. For example,
subjects did not verbalise any thoughts regarding the integrity of the
organisation that was mentioned in the email, resulting in its removal.
Further improvements to the coding scheme were developed throughout the research using an iterative process. For each subject, the corresponding protocol was analysed using the coding scheme, and the
coding scheme was checked for each protocol as well. If needed, and
a�er extensive discussion amongst the four researchers, the coding
scheme was adapted to �t all protocols.
Category

Attribute

Scale
Negative

Positive

Spelling

Poor

Adequate

Layout

Bad

Good

Language

Bad

Good

E�ciency

Ine�cient

E�cient

Content

Believability

Not believable

Believable

Organisation

Ability

Not able

Able

Benevolence

Bad intentions

Good intentions

Aesthetic

Identity

Scam

Legitimate

Security

Security

Not safe

Safe

Miscellaneous

Choice
Other

Table �: Attributes in the coding scheme. �e Scale columns indicate the typical
interpretation of ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ for this variable.

�e �nal coding scheme consists of four categories of attributes:
aesthetic; content; organisation; and security. An overview of the categories and attributes can be found in the le� two columns of Table �.
Aesthetical attributes denoted comments about the spelling, layout,
use of language or e�ciency of the email. Spelling mistakes are coded
under spelling. Comments about the visual appearance of the email,
such as a missing logo, are listed under layout. �e attribute language
contains thoughts regarding the writing style. �e �nal aesthetic code,
e�ciency, concerns comments on the length or brevity of the email.
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�e second category of attributes is labelled content, containing comments regarding the believability of the emails. For example, a subject
may state that he �nds it hard to believe that a bank will send such
an email. �irdly, organisational attributes relate to comments about
the organisation mentioned in the email. In particular, subjects from
the pilot study commented o�en about the ability and benevolence of
the organisation that appeared to have sent the email. When organisations ful�l the expectations from the subjects, they will be satis�ed and
comment positively on the organisation’s ability. �ese expectations,
however, di�er for each subject. �e benevolence concerns thoughts of
the subjects about the perceived will to do good of the organisation that
is mentioned in the email. Speci�cally, this covers thoughts regarding
the will to do good beyond an egocentric pro�t motive. Additionally,
thoughts about the identity of the organisation also fall in the category
of organisational attributes. �ese are thoughts of subjects where they
are wondering, or stating, whether or not the email is from the organisation. �e fourth category is security and is used for thoughts on the
risk, dangers or safety of the email. For example, a subject verbalising
a thought that the hyperlink may be dangerous would be coded as
security. Finally, thoughts that did not �t any category were listed as
other thoughts. For convenience in analysing, explicit decisions were
labelled as choice. All involved researchers discussed and approved the
�nal coding scheme.
During the analysis, each thought was coded with one of the attributes of the four categories and a judgement of the thought: positive
(+), neutral (�), or negative (-). Positive thoughts are thoughts about an
attribute that are in favour of the authenticity of the message. Neutral
thoughts about an attribute do indicate a judgement on the authenticity
of the message. Negative thoughts indicate less trust in the authenticity
of the message. To give an example, a segment marked as ‘believability
positive’ means that the subject has verbalised a thought indicating believability of the contents, such as “I heard before that this bank o�en has
service disruptions.” Furthermore, the segment “�e service disruption
did not cause any problems for me.” was coded as ‘believability neutral’.
Finally, an example of a segment coded as ‘believability negative’ is the
segment “�at is odd”, which indicates suspiciousness in the contents.
For each attribute, a typical interpretation what constitutes as positive,
neutral or negative is included in Table �, and examples are included in
Table �.
Occasionally, labelling a thought as positive, neutral or negative is
non-trivial. For example, a positive thought on the use of language of
an email could be “they use typical banking language in this email.” �is
can be considered a negative thought regarding the use of language,
because it is implied that email is too formally written. However, since
the phishing emails were indeed purportedly from a bank, this comment is marked ‘positive’ for the use of language, since it con�rms the
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Attribute

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Spelling

Work with a capital
W...okay?

Checking the spelling
for errors.. . . †

I still see no spelling
errors

Layout

�e mail is not very
neatly made.

I don’t see the logo of
the bank.†

�e layout
good.†

Language

First they use plural,
than singular.

�at is one way of putting it.

�ey use typical banking language in this
email

E�ciency

What a long email.

�e email contains
�ve paragraphs.†

Yes, i’m curious to
read more about this.

Believability

�is is a bit weird.

Well, i did not notice
it.

Yes, this does worry
me.

Ability

�ey should have sent
it directly.

�at is not more than
logical.

Very good that they’ve
sent this email.

Benevolence

[sighs] Again a disruption.

Anyone can make a
mistake.

Good service of them.

Identity

�is email does not
have to be from the
bank.

An email from [bank].

Blegh, indeed, always
problems with this
bank.

Security

Actually, i don’t know
where i end up [by
clicking].

Let’s see where I end
up [by clicking].

Clicking never hurts.

Choice

I am not going to do this.?

Other

Yes. . . ?

looks

Fictional example: there were no subjects verbalising thoughts labelled with this judgement.
†

For Choice and Other, no positive/neutral/negative judgement was added, therefore
only one example is provided.
?

Table �: Examples of thoughts for each attribute. Text between brackets was
added by the researchers to clarify the thought.

subject’s trust in the authenticity of the message. �e initial coding was
done by one person, a�er which the results were carefully reviewed
and discussed with the other researchers. �e coding of segments into
attributes is challenging when a segment can be interpreted as being
a statement concerning several attributes. �ese cases were discussed
amongst the researchers and the attribute that was considered the most
applicable was selected. Segments coded as ‘other’ or ‘choice’ were not
coded with a judgement (positive, neutral or negative). Furthermore,
normative comments such as “I could expect that to happen” are excluded from the analysis.
�e thoughts of the subjects were the focus of the analysis. Listing
the number of thoughts can be biased when some subjects are more
verbose in expressing themselves compared to other subjects. In these
cases, even a single subject with many verbalised thoughts in�uences
the number of thoughts signi�cantly. �erefore, to allow better inter-
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pretation and indicate the importance of an attribute, the number of
subjects having thoughts on a particular attribute are reported as well.
Furthermore, thoughts marked as miscellaneous (i. e., the Other and
Choice attributes) were not coded with a judgement. Instead, those
thoughts were used to validate and improve the coding scheme. For
example, when thoughts that we considered important to the thoughts
processes of the subjects did not �t in the coding scheme, the coding
scheme had to be changed. Finally, the answers to the post-task interview were analysed and are reported throughout the results when they
provide additional insights.
In discussing the results of the analysis of the data, we establish
whether a subject would have been victimised by the phishing attempt.
In order to do so, we distinguish three types of the subjects: �rstly,
vigilant subjects explicitly chose to take no action and are not considered
victims; potential victims choose to take action (i. e., click on the link),
but do not provide their personal information; and victims choose to
take action and provide their personal information to the o�ender.
It is important to remark that this distinction in three types is just a
representation of the actions of the subjects within this experiment. In a
di�erent setting or at another moment, a subject may choose di�erently.
�.�.�

Limitations

�e aim of this study was to provide an in-depth analysis of the thinkaloud protocols. Due to the time-consuming nature of performing and
analysing a think aloud study, the sample size is relatively small (��
subjects), resulting in a lack of statistical power. Even though the results
cannot be translated to the general population, they do provide insights
and show trends in the process of decision making when reading a
phishing email, and therefore in the heuristics that people use. �e
experiment was held in a separate o�ce with only the researcher and
the subject, therefore the external validity is limited. However, we used
the same equipment (notebook, so�ware) that the subjects used for
their daily professional activities. Only two versions of one email was
used in the experiment, which makes the results dependent on this
speci�c email. By selecting an email that was actually used for phishing,
we aimed to be as close to the real world as possible. Finally, the results
from this study are the attributes that our subjects used to read emails
and assess authenticity. Other attributes may be found for di�erent
emails, since di�erent emails may trigger di�erent heuristics. An large
scale experiment (i. e., many emails and many subjects) can be used to
give an overview of the popularity of certain heuristics on a population.
Since the coding scheme is partly based on our theoretical perspective, we could have missed attributes that are in the data but are not
identi�ed by us. We tried to limit the risk of missing by re-checking the
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coding scheme based on the protocols, and by having regular discussions about the results, as well as reviewing the analysis. It is possible that
more results would have been found with another theoretical perspective. However, a look at the thoughts coded as miscellaneous revealed
no important thoughts, suggesting a good �t of the coding scheme. Due
to the iterative approach of re-evaluating the coding scheme regularly
while coding the protocols, we aimed to improve the quality of the
coding scheme.
When reporting the results, we analysed both the number of thoughts
and the number of subjects having thoughts on a particular attribute.
�e total number of thoughts on a single attribute can be in�uenced by
a small proportion of the subjects. Subjects who feel more comfortable
verbalising their thoughts can be overrepresented in the total number
of thoughts for particular attributes. However, we wanted to determine
which heuristics are used, i. e., the variation in thought patterns. �e
exact number of occurrences of each attribute were therefore indicative
and of lesser importance than the mere usage of each attribute.
�.� �������
All protocols together resulted in ���� segments from �� subjects. Two
kinds of miscellaneous attributes were coded: choice and other. In the
original email the subjects made �� choices, whereas �� choices were
made by the subjects who were reading the modi�ed email. Segments
marked as other were, apart from many hmmm’s, remarks like “I want
to search on the internet” or “I am a customer of that bank”. �e original
email had �� thoughts marked as other and the modi�ed email had
���. Excluding these miscellaneous and normative codes, as well as the
spoken contents of the emails itself, ��� segments (���) remained. �ese
��� segments, which we refer to as thoughts, were further analysed.
An overview of all thoughts of all subjects is given in Table ��, together with their respective judgements, which we labelled as positive,
neutral or negative. From the results of the analysis, we make two observations based on the occurrences of attributes. Firstly, out of the nine
attributes from the coding scheme, only four attributes were used to label ��� of the thoughts. �ese four attributes were believability, ability,
security and e�ciency. �e second observation is that the majority of
all thoughts are negative (��.��) in relation to the authenticity of the
email, a quarter was neutral and only ��� was positive.
Not o�en did the subjects use terminology to refer to the phishing
email. Only two subjects (�.��) mentioned the term “phishing”, one of
them mentioned phishing while reading the introduction, and the other
while reading a “How do I recognise phishing?” link on the phishing
website. �ree subjects (��.��) called the phishing email “spam”.
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Attribute

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Total

Believability (content)

�� (�.��)

�� (��.��)

��� (��.��)

��� (��.��)

Ability†

�� (�.��)

�� (�.��)

�� (��.��)

��� (��.��)

Security

� (�.��)

�� (�.��)

�� (��.��)

�� (��.��)

E�ciency

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

�� (��.��)

�� (��.��)

Identity†

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

�� (�.��)

�� (�.��)

Benevolence†

�� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

�� (�.��)
� (�.��)

Language

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

Layout

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

Spelling

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

� (�.��)

�� (��.��)

��� (��.��)

��� (��.��)

��� (����)

Total
†

�oughts on the organisation that is mentioned in the email.

Table ��: Level of trust shown by subjects, expressed in number of thoughts.

�e remainder of the results section is categorised in three subsections: �rstly, an analysis of the two di�erent versions of the phishing
emails; secondly, an analysis of the subjects, grouped by their potential
victimisation; and thirdly, an overview of reading patterns, indicating
speci�cs that the subjects had thoughts about.
�.�.�

Urgent versus non-urgent

Half of the subjects read a phishing email that was taken from the website of a large Dutch bank. On average, each subject had ��.� thoughts
(�� = ��.�) while reading this email. �e other half of the subjects received a modi�ed version of the same email, expressing the urgency to
take action as soon as possible. �e urgent phishing email caused more
thoughts for the subjects (� = ��.�; �� = ��.�) compared to the nonurgent email. Apart from more thoughts, subjects reading the urgent
email had roughly the same number of positive thoughts (urgent ��.��;
non-urgent ��.��), more neutral thoughts (urgent ��.��; non-urgent
��.��) and fewer negative thoughts (urgent ��.��; non-urgent ��.��).
Figure �� shows the di�erences between the two versions of the email.
In Table ��, the number of subjects having thoughts on each attribute
are listed. Almost all subjects had thoughts on the ability of the bank,
as well as the believability of the contents. Introducing urgency cues
resulted in fewer negative thoughts on these attributes.
Apart from the general trend that indicates a shi� of negative thoughts
towards more neutral thoughts, there were exceptions to this on the
attribute level. Such exceptions became visible from analysing both
Table �� in combination with Figure ��. For example, introducing urgency led more subjects to consider their security (�=� instead of �=�;
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N=��

Believability

N=��
N=��
N=��

Ability

N=��
N=�
N=��

Security

N=��

N=�
N=�
N=�

N=��
N=��
N=�
N=��
N=�
N=�
N=��
N=�
N=�

Identity

N=�
N=�
N=��

Benevolence

N=��
N=��
N=�

Ability

E�ciency

N=�
N=�

Identity

N=��
N=��

Security

N=�
N=�

Efficiency

N=��

Believability

Benevolence

N=�
N=�
N=�

Language

N=�
N=�
N=�

Language

N=�
N=�
N=�

Layout

N=�
N=�
N=�

Layout

N=�
N=�
N=�

Spelling

N=�
N=�
N=�

N=�
N=�
N=�

Spelling

�

��

��

��

Percentage of thoughts
Negative
Neutral
Positive

(a) No urgency (N=���)

�

��

��

��

Percentage of thoughts
Negative
Neutral
Positive

(b) Urgency (N=���)

Figure ��: A comparison of thoughts of a phishing email with urgency or
without urgency, expressed in number of thoughts per judgement.

in Table ��), and their thoughts were mostly negative (�=�� instead
of �=��; in Figure ��). Furthermore, more subjects had thoughts on
identity of the organisation in the email (i. e., whether the bank was
really the sender of this email), and these thoughts were more negative
compared to the non-urgent email. Both observations indicate less trust
in the authenticity when the email is more urgent. Another di�erence
concerned the e�ciency of the email. �e urgent email contains ���
words and the non-urgent one has ��� words. When the message is
urgent, more subjects mentioned the e�ectiveness, and their thoughts
were more negative. �is suggests that the subjects considered the email
too lengthy for an important message, such as having one’s online banking suspended. Furthermore, introducing urgency reduces thoughts
on the benevolence of the organisation. In the non-urgent email, seven
subjects had thoughts on the will to do good of the bank from the
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email, and these thoughts were mostly positive. In contrast, in the urgent condition, the benevolence was mentioned sparsely by only two
subjects.
Attribute

No urgency

Urgency

Combined

Believability

�� (���)

�� (����)

�� (���)

Ability

�� (���)

�� (���)

�� (���)

E�ciency

� (���)

� (���)

�� (���)

Security

� (���)

� (���)

�� (���)

Identity

� (���)

� (���)

�� (���)

Benevolence

� (���)

� (���)

� (���)

Language

� (���)

� (���)

� (���)

Spelling

� (��)

� (���)

� (���)

Layout

� (���)

� (���)

� (���)

�� (����)

�� (����)

�� (����)

Subjects

Table ��: Number of subjects expressing thoughts on each attribute.
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Victimisation

�ree types of subjects were listed in Section �.�.�: vigilant subjects
(no action, �=��); potential victims (take action, but did not provide
their personal information, �=�); and victims (take action and provided
their personal information to the o�ender, �=�). None of the subjects
ended up providing their own personal information to the phishing
website. Since the subjects did not receive the phishing email on their
own account, and due to the lack of role playing, this was expected.
In Figure ��, the decision making moments of the subjects are shown
as a �ow graph, together with the number of subjects that followed each
path. �e �rst step for subjects is to decide whether they want to take
action on the email, i. e., clicking on the link in case of the phishing email
used in our experiment. Four subjects (���) did not make a verbalised
decision to take action or refrain from doing so. �e reason for this is
unclear, since neither of them verbalised their thoughts regarding the
reasons for not making an explicit decision on pursuing the email. �is
might be caused by elements from the experimental design, such as the
brie�ng, resulting in the subjects considering clicking out-of-scope of
the assignment. In practise, a user reading an email must always make
a decision to either take action or not. Since the four subjects did not
verbalise their decision, we consider the protocols of those subjects
‘missing values’ with respect to victimisation analysis. �e �ow graph
in Figure �� does not include these missing values.
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Subject reads
the email

no (�=��)

Would
click?

Vigilant

yes (�=�)
no (�=�)

Clicks
on link?

Potential victim

yes (�=�)
Warning popup is shown

Continue?

no (�=�)

yes (�=�)
Website is shown

Enter data?

no (�=�)

yes (�=�)
Full victim

Figure ��: Flow chart showing the victimisation status based on the subject’s
decisions. Four subjects made no decision and were excluded. �=��.

Discarding the outliers, �� subjects (��.��) remain. �e majority of
the subjects decided they do not want to take action on the email and
are labelled as vigilant (�=��; ���). �e remaining � subjects (��.��)
indicated they wanted to click on the link. �ese subjects are considered
potential victims. Six subjects (���) actually clicked on the link, whereas
the other two subjects (��) indicated that they would take action at
a later moment. One of these two indicated stated that “I will not do
this now, I will do it later. (...) Good that you sent this email.” �e other
mentioned not being a customer for this bank, but if his own bank
would sent this email, he would click on the link and comply. �e two
subjects indicating they would click are considered lucky, instead of
checking the validity of the request, they decided to not click to external
factors (e. g., being in a controller environment). However, in a di�erent
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situation, they might fall victim. �e six subjects who clicked on the
link saw the warning message asking for con�rmation to browse to the
speci�ed website.
�e third category consists of potential victims, a label that is used
for � subjects (�=�; ��.��). �ese subjects either clicked on the link and
became suspicious due the warning message (�=�; ��.��), went to the
website but did not provide their personal information (�=�; ��.��), or
did not click, but indicated that they would click if they were customer
of this bank (�=�; �.��).
Attribute

Vigilant
�oughts

Potential Victims
Subjects

�oughts

Subjects

Believability
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�

��.��

�

�.��

�

��.��

���

����

��

����

���

����

�

����

Total

����

Table ��: Number of thoughts per attribute, grouped by victimisation. None
of the subjects provided information, so the ‘victim’ group is not
included.

To discover what makes people vigilant, or what causes them to
decide to click, an overview of the thoughts of each group is shown in
Table ��. In this table, the thoughts of the group of vigilant subjects and
the the potential victims are shown. Several small di�erences between
vigilant subjets and potential victims are visible regarding the number
of thoughts. Most notably, potential victims have more thoughts on
security than vigilant subjects. For example, on close inspection, one
subject was verbalising his thoughts very well and clicked on the link.
�is single subject is responsible for the majority of the security-related
thoughts within the potential victims group.
Within the group of six potential victims that clicked on the link,
three subjects became suspicious due to the warning message and
subsequently clicked ‘cancel’. All three fell for the phishing, in the sense
that they did not spot possible harmful intentions until the warning
message was shown. A�er reading the message, they started considering
the option that the email was malicious, and therefore did not continue.
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For these three subjects, the warning message worked in acknowledging
a potentially dangerous situation.
�e other three subjects clicked on the link and proceeded despite
of the warning message. Two did not read the warning message or
did not fully understand it, as indicated by their comments, such as “I
think this screen can go away.”. We argue that this shows a problem with
warnings: simple pop-up messages do not always work as intended,
especially when people get used to seeing (and ignoring) warnings. �e
other subject stated being careful, concluded that just browsing to a
website would not hurt, and continued to see what would happen. In
his reasoning, the careful subject argued that the message looks reliable,
since this particular bank was more o�en in the news for having service
disruptions.
When considering the version of the email (urgent or non-urgent)
that the subjects read, an interesting di�erence between subjects was
found. All of the potential victims that continued even a�er having seen
a warning message, had been given the urgency variant of the phishing
email. �is implies that introducing urgency does indeed work to attract
action from the subjects. In contrary, subject reading the non-urgent
email either stopped a�er receiving a warning message, or decided to
take action at a later stage. To establish whether urgency indeed urges
people to ignore warnings, a future study could investigate this on a
larger scale with more subjects. An overview of the crosstable of type
of victimisation and type of phishing email is included in Table ��.
Type of email

Victimisation

��

No urgency

Urgency

Total

Clicked, stopped at warning

�

�

�

Clicked, continued at warning

�

�

�

Will click later

�

�

�

Total

�

�

�

Table ��: Number of subjects for the relationship between urgency and victimisation. Only potential victims (�=�) are included.
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Reading patterns

Most subjects (�=��; ���) read the email from top to bottom, although
the starting point of reading di�ered. In contrast, three subjects used
a di�erent method of reading the email: one started reading the title,
continued with the sender address and moved on the the valediction of
the letter; the other two read the salutation, proceeded with the sender
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address and then continued with the contents of the email. Out of the
subjects who read the emails from top to bottom, the most popular point
to start reading the email was the salutation (�=��; ���), followed by the
sender address (�=�; ���) and the title (�=�; ��). All subjects read the
entire email, but this may be due to the task description of ‘reading an
email’. However, one subject indicated halfway in the third paragraph
of the email that he did not feel like reading the email anymore, and
if he would have received it on his own email account, he would stop
at that moment. For this subject, the introduction to the call to action
was too time consuming.
�e ��een subjects that decided to not comply gave several reasons
for becoming alerted. Each subject was either vigilant or a potential
victim that got warned, following the labelling from Section �.�.�. �e
subjects became alert due to heuristics being trigged, and the reasons
they gave for being alerted are related to these heuristics. �ree such
reasons were given by the subjects: (�) �e email is from a bank, therefore it is malicious (�=�); (�) A request for taking action is suspicious
(�=��); and (�) Noticing the link “How to recognise phishing?” on the
phishing website (�=�). One subject mentioned several reasons. �e
subject who noticed the link on the website, clicked on it in an attempt
to �nd more information. However, the link was fake and no additional
information was shown.
Regarding the salutation of the email (“Dear customer”), it should
be mentioned that in Dutch, there are two words that translate to ‘dear’
in English. One way to say “Dear” is to use the word “beste”, which is a
more informal way of greeting someone in a written communication.
�is is the form that was used in the phishing emails. In contrast, the
word “Geachte” is a more formal way to say the same thing. One subject
commented on the use of the informal salutation in a communication
from a bank, stating it is not appropriate. However, the subject kept
reading and did not verbalise any negative thoughts on his security
or on the believability of the email until the end of the email. In the
post-task interview, the subjects were asked whether they remembered
the exact wording of the salutation (i. e., formal or informal).
Regardless of whether the subject remembered the salutation correctly, they were asked whether they considered the salutation usual
for an email from this organisation? Seven subjects (���) had no idea
what the salutation was. Seven other subjects remembered the informal
salutation correctly, and two subjects (��) found this salutation usual.
Six subjects (���) thought the salutation was the formal version of dear
in Dutch, and �ve (���) of them considered this a usual salutation.
Finally, four subjects (���) confused the salutation with (parts of) the
title of the email (e. g., “Disruption of service”).
In anti-phishing warning campaigns in the Netherlands, such as the
ones of the Fraudehelpdesk (����) and Betaalvereniging (����), users
are advised to check the validity of the sender address, the validity of
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any hyperlink appearing in the text, as well as to search for bad spelling
or grammar and an impersonal salutation. Several subjects applied
one or more of these tactics for checking the validity of an email. For
example, two subjects checked the validity of the link in the phishing
email. One subject did this by copying the link and manually pasting
it into a browser. �e second subject put his mouse on the link to see
where the link was going to.
Spelling was another heuristic that the subjects applied. Even though
both version of the phishing email were free of spelling errors, two
subjects reported spotting spelling mistakes. Speci�cally, one subject
saw a word starting with a capital letter in the middle of the sentence.
�e second subject saw a wrong determiner (my versus mine) where the
correct one was used. Additionally, two other subjects reported positive
thoughts regarding the spelling, stating that there were “thankfully no
spelling mistakes” and “I still see no spelling mistakes. �is could very
well be a legitimate email.”
�.�
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�e aim of this chapter was to �nd which heuristics people use when
making a decision to take action upon a phishing email. We analysed
heuristics by means of a experiment in which subjects had to verbalise
their thoughts. �is think aloud experiment was designed in such a way
that subject’s security awareness was not triggered by the researchers.
�erefore, any thoughts on the authenticity of the email, or the security
of the subjects themselves, follow from their own level of awareness and
not from the experimental design. Out of these nine coded attributes
that the subject’s had thoughts on, only four attributes were used to
label ��� of the thoughts. �ese four attributes were believability of
the contents, ability of the organisation, security and e�ciency. Furthermore, the majority of all thoughts showed distrust (���), a quarter
was neutral and only ��� indicated trust.
Half of the subjects were shown a ‘normal’ phishing email, the other
half got the same phishing email, but with urgency clues added. �e
group of subjects reading the urgent email had more thoughts and made
more decisions compared to the group reading the non-urgent email.
Urgency cues in the phishing email lead subjects to be less negative
about the email, and in particular the believability of the contents. Furthermore, the urgency cues triggered three subjects into ignoring the
warning message a�er having clicked on the phishing link. In comparison, subjects from the non-urgent group who received a warning message, stopped and cancelled their actions. �e e�ectiveness of urgency
cues supports related literature (Wang, Herath et al., ����; Vishwanath
et al., ����; Cialdini, ����), stating that the likelihood of victimisation
increases when urgency cues are provided. Additionally, Vishwanath
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et al. (����) stated that subjects would consider other attributes (such as
spelling) less o�en when urgency is introduced. �is e�ect is not visible
in our data: subjects do consider most variables, only their feeling (i. e.,
positive or negative) changes upon the introduction of urgency.
Subjects who realised that the email they were looking at was phishing, did so at di�erent stages. For example, a�er clicking on the phishing
link, the subjects were presented a warning, asking to continue. �e
more o�en the subject decides to continue, the less vigilant we consider
him/her. �is results in a scale, ranging from being vigilant, through
potential victim to becoming a victim (see Figure ��). �e level of vigilance determines the moment a subject decides to stop. Because it
is impossible to be always vigilant, heuristics are used. �erefore, the
moment of becoming vigilant is determined by the heuristics that the
subjects use.
Already in ����, Downs, Holbrook and Cranor (����) reported
on an experiment where the decision making of phishing victims was
quali�ed. We extend this study by following a strict thinking out loud
protocol, without interaction between the interviewer and the subject.
Downs, Holbrook and Cranor (����) found three strategies that were
used by their subjects: (�) Judge personalisation and professionalism; (�)
whether the communication is expected or not; and (�) the reputability
of the sender. Compared to our results, strategy � (personalisation
and professionalism) was not commonly used. Only three subjects
verbalised thoughts on either layout or spelling, and the ones that did,
only sparsely mentioned them. �e second strategy, i. e., whether the
communication is expected, was not explicitly measured. However,
several subjects mentioned that if they were to have an account at the
speci�c bank, they would take action. �e third strategy stated that
reputable companies will use email. Our subjects had many thoughts
on the bank that supposedly sent the phishing email. Furthermore,
receiving an email from a bank was not considered unusual by the
subjects.
In conclusion, subjects who were reading a phishing email without
prior priming had three main thought patterns. Firstly, the subjects
assessed the believability of the contents rather than searching for technical evidence of authenticity, such as the link location, sender address
or email headers. �e second pattern indicated that the subjects related
the contents of the email (i. e., the story and accompanying request) to
their expectation of how the supposed sender (bank) would write an
email. Finally, introducing urgency changed the way the subjects interpreted the outcome of their heuristics. Overall, the subjects’ thoughts
become less negative of nature, and more subjects ignore warning messages as a consequence of perceived urgency.
Future studies could use the results of this study on a larger scale,
with more subjects and a variation of legitimate and phishing emails.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to study how a users’ profession
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relates to the heuristics this person develops. Finally, besides of measuring current heuristics that people employ, measuring a change in
heuristics a�er training or by using so�ware, could be studied in future
work.
Having measured phishing heuristics of potential victims, we now
turn to intervening with the decision making by means of training.

5

PHISHING EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN �
Fraudsters use phishing to convince victims to give out personal information. Commonly, the fraudsters want credentials that are used
to access online services, such as online banking. Even though the
impersonated brands that are misused in phishing are predominately
�nancial institutions and payment providers, there has been a recent
shi� towards retailers and service-oriented companies (Anti-Phishing
Working Group, ����b, ����c). Several countermeasures are currently
in use to prevent phishing victimisation: blocking phishing messages
and websites, improving interfaces, and training users (Hong, ����).
Many training programs have focused on adults (e. g., (Jagatic et al.,
����; Mayhorn and Nyeste, ����; Blythe, Petrie and Clark, ����; Alnajim
and Munro, ����)). An o�en overlooked group of potential victims
is children, with data about children only sparsely available (e. g., in
Kumaraguru, Sheng et al. (����)). �e current generation of children,
sometimes referred to as the digital generation or digital natives, grew up
with the internet. �e phrase “digital natives” is being criticised (boyd,
����), since being a child in this generation does by itself not result in
being more digitally capable. Instead, there are lots of opportunities
for children, as well as adults, to use technology. Indeed, by the age of
nine, many European children have access to the internet (Haddon and
Livingstone, ����). Many of the internet services that adults use, such
as social media, email, or online gaming, are used by children as well
(Brady, ����). A quarter of European children aged �-�� and ��� of �� to
��-year-olds have at least one pro�le on a social media website (Haddon
and Livingstone, ����). In the USA, ��� of teenagers aged ��-�� use
social media (Lenhart, ����). Children, and in particular teenagers, are
very well represented on the internet, with ��� of American children
(��-�� years) (Lenhart, ����) and ��� of European children (�-�� years)
going online daily (Haddon and Livingstone, ����).
One might wonder why children are at risk. To illustrate why children could be targeted, consider the marketing domain. Marketers
know that children have in�uence over what their parents buy and
consequently target children in commercials (Calvert, ����). In addition to marketing on ��, digital marketing o�ers even more chances
to target children speci�cally (Calvert, ����; Montgomery et al., ����).
Phishing is commonly thought to be equivalent to the� of credentials
� �is chapter is based the paper “How E�ective is Anti-Phishing Training for Children?”(Lastdrager, Carvajal Gallardo et al., ����) which was published in the Proceedings
of the �irteenth Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (�����) and won the Distinguished Paper Award.
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of �nancial institutions. Since children o�en don’t participate in online
banking, what makes them attractive to a phisher? �e online footprint
of children on social media, websites, and email can be a target by itself.
Obtaining access to email or social media accounts is valuable in order
to access to a victim’s network of friends and family. A phishing message
that is sent by a friend is more likely to be opened than one from a
stranger (Jagatic et al., ����). Subsequently, both children and adults
within the victim’s network can be approached with personalised phishing messages. Alternatively, in�uencing a child to provide the personal
information of his or her parents provides helpful information for a
follow-up call or email, even with simple pieces of information such as
a phone number or home address. Training is needed to reduce the risk
of initial victimisation. Just like adults, children need to develop the
ability to identify fraudulent communication, such as phishing emails.
Anti-phishing training can be administered in various ways. Advice
can be given on an individual level, such as parents teaching their child
how to ride a bike. Alternatively, one may educate a group at the same
time; for example, schools teach skills like arithmetic to entire classes.
When possible, educating a group of children can be more e�cient.
Since most children attend school, they are used to getting information
in a class setting. Furthermore, when parents are insu�ciently experienced to educate their children in the area of cybersecurity, this topic
should be taught at school.
Education tackles only a part of the problem. An important issue is
knowledge retention. One of the di�culties with user training is the
extent to which the audience remembers the lessons over the long term.
Retention indicates the e�ectiveness of training. Additionally, it is important to know how o�en to repeat training. �is is true for traditional
training, as well as alternative methods of creating user awareness, such
as training by playing games (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Sheng,
Magnien et al., ����). Studies performed on adults found no signi�cant decay in performance from one week up to one month a�er the
intervention (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Kumaraguru, Cranshaw
et al., ����; Mayhorn and Nyeste, ����; Alnajim and Munro, ����;
Kumaraguru, Rhee, Sheng et al., ����). �is suggests that improvement
of awareness a�er training is retained in the relatively short term. �e
question arises whether the same applies to children, as well as, more
importantly, whether the improvement in awareness is stable over a
longer period.
Children are very active online and can be the target of phishing
e-mails. Accordingly, like adults, they should be trained to reduce the
risk of victimisation. �is raises three questions to be answered. Firstly,
what are children’s abilities to detect phishing emails and websites?
Secondly, what e�ect does cybersecurity training have on the children’s
ability to detect phishing? �irdly, a�er receiving an awareness training,
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how well do children retain this knowledge? To answer these questions,
we conducted empirical research.
Our contributions are: (�) to our knowledge, we are the �rst study to
focus on the e�ect of anti-phishing training on children; (�) the training was based on storytelling and resulted in an improved detection
of phishing in the short term and an improved detection of legitimate messages a�er �–� weeks; (�) we show that subjects with more
online exposure, as well as older children, score better on a phishing
identi�cation test.
�.�
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An experiment was conducted at six schools in the Netherlands, using
a cybersecurity training program that was designed for children aged
�–��. We tested their ability to recognise phishing and measured the
e�ect of an intervention.
�.�.�

Design & Concepts

�e experiment used a �x� between-group design. �e training intervention was given on a group level (i. e., in a classroom), and we
wanted to preserve the anonymity of the pupils. �erefore, no identifying information was recorded on the tests. Consequently, we did not
record demographic data other than age and sex. �e independent
variables were the experimental condition (intervention or control)
and the retest duration (measured in number of weeks). �e outcome
variable is the score on the test, ranging from � (no correct answers) to
�� (all answers correct). Five other variables were recorded to identify
di�erences between groups and measure for certain individual di�erences: sex (male/female); age; possession of email address (yes/no);
possession of a Facebook account (yes/no); and whether the subject
had received a phishing email before (yes/no/unknown).
We will brie�y discuss why these variables were included. Firstly,
the subject’s sex (male/female) was recorded because several phishing
studies found that men are less prone to phishing victimisation than
women (Jagatic et al., ����; Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Sheng,
Holbrook et al., ����; Blythe, Petrie and Clark, ����), though other studies found no relationship (Leukfeldt, ����; Alseadoon, ����; Dhamija,
Tygar and Hearst, ����). Age was recorded with the expectation that
older subjects would outperform younger ones (Kumaraguru, Sheng
et al., ����; Sheng, Holbrook et al., ����; Alseadoon, ����). Finally, the
Routine Activity Approach states that for a crime to occur, a target
and an o�ender must converge in the absence of a capable guardian
(Cohen and Felson, ����). Consequently, we expected children who are
more active online to be more exposed to phishing. �erefore, subjects
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were asked whether they possess their own email address and Facebook
account, and whether they have received a phishing email in the past.
In this paper, we use the terms “children” or “pupils” interchangeably
to refer to the subjects of the study. “Teacher” refers to the school teacher
of the pupils. �e trainer is a researcher performing the study (by giving
the presentation).
To establish the e�ectiveness of the cybersecurity training, we formed
two types of groups: intervention and control. �e intervention group
was made up of school classes that received the cybersecurity training,
followed by a capability test. To evaluate the e�ectiveness of the training,
we compared the intervention group with a control group that received
training a�er the study was �nished (see Section �.�.�).
�.�.�.�

Training and Procedure

A cybersecurity training program was developed for this experiment,
consisting of an interactive presentation and a test. During the ��minute presentation, the trainer would introduce and discuss cybersecurity with a class of pupils. �e presentation (in Dutch) is included
in Appendix C. �e trainers were researchers and master’s students
specialising in cybersecurity. Asking children for their attention during
a presentation can be challenging. Storytelling is an e�cient method
for non-experts to share in an expert’s knowledge (Rader, Wash and
Brooks, ����). �erefore, the trainer used short stories and examples
focussed on children to attract their attention.
�e presentation provided the children with the necessary means
of recognising cyber misbehaviour and advice on what to do. Topics included cyberbullying, hacking, phishing and identity the�. For
phishing, we �rst explained what phishing is. �en, we showed an educational �� commercial that had been designed by the Dutch banking
association (Veilig Bankieren (Dutch Banking Association), ����). Following the commercial, we asked the children in a group discussion
what clues one should look for. A�erwards, we introduced four clues
for identifying phishing emails: (�) how to �nd a ��� from a hyperlink
and how to assess where a ��� leads to; (�) grammar, spelling, and the
general type of language used; (�) presence of a sense of urgency or use
of threats; and (�) the sender address. Furthermore, we showed two
clues for websites: (�) the ��� and (�) the need for an ����� connection
when entering any data. During the training, the children were given
ample opportunity to tell about their experiences, which helps the attendees remember the message. �is led the children to share their own
advice on how to prevent victimisation, along with the advice that was
included in the training. �e trainer informed the children about the
e�ectiveness of their own advice. Where needed, alternative advice was
provided.
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During the experiment, researchers went to schools in pairs. �ere
were several practical constraints in time and availability. For example,
schools had to book time to receive us, so there was a strict requirement
to �nish in time. Within classes of the intervention group, the trainers
gave a presentation to the pupils. A�er the presentation, the children
were given a paper-based phishing awareness test. Classes in the control
group were only given the phishing test. No further explanation was
provided, other than that the trainers would be back at a later time.
Some pupils asked questions about a particular part of the test. �e
trainers answered that the pupil should pick the answer that made the
most sense to the pupil.
A�er several weeks, each class was visited again. All pupils were
given another paper-based phishing test. Finally, each child was given
a one-page debrie�ng letter that explained and summarised the study.
Additionally, all subjects were encouraged to discuss the test with their
parents and contact one of the researchers with any questions.
�.�.�.�

Testing

Establishing the ability of children to detect phishing was measured
using a paper-based phishing test. �e participating schools did not
have a computer available for each pupil. To allow school participation
with the least e�ort, we chose a paper-based test over a computer-based
test. �e method of testing phishing ability and the introduction to the
test can in�uence the results. For example, Parsons et al. (����) have
shown that primed study participants are signi�cantly better at discriminating between phishing and non-phishing compared to uninformed
participants. To reduce this bias, children were not told that the goal
was to discriminate phishing from non-phishing. Rather, the test was
introduced as a ‘cybersecurity test.’
�e phishing test consisted of �� questions, with six emails and
four websites to judge. Both legitimate and phishing emails and websites were included. One correct answer was worth a point, and number of correct answers was the student’s score on the test. Answering
everything wrong would give a score of �; answering everything correctly gave a ��. For each email or website in the test, a decision had
to be made whether or not to take action. Although it was not stated
explicitly, the pupils made a phishing or not phishing decision. Participating pupils were asked to note what kind of action they would
take. Subjects’ scores can vary depending on the type and origin of
emails they have to judge (Parsons et al., ����). �erefore, diversity in
the types of emails and websites is essential to obtain a valuable result.
Each question contained a clue as to why it should or should not be
trusted. Some clues were explicit, such as a wrong link in an email or
an unusual sender address. Others were based on the content, such as
expressing urgency and spelling errors. For content-based clues, we
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made sure to include several in an email or website. All clues were
mentioned in the training. �e questions, emails, and websites were
tailored to children and included a variety of di�erent companies, such
as toy stores, �� programs, game websites, a bank, and social media.
�e questions were not based on real-life phishing emails, since we are
unaware of phishing attacks that target children speci�cally. However,
we used existing legitimate emails and websites and adapted them, just
like a phishing o�ender would do.
�e tests were aimed at measuring the ability to identify emails and
websites as phishing or legitimate correctly. However, using the same
phishing test for the initial measurement as well as the re-test could
result in the subjects remembering the questions. To avoid this memory
e�ect, three sets of questions were used to measure the ability of children
to detect phishing emails and websites. �ree versions of the test were
made: �, �, and �. Tests � and � included a front page with questions
about the online exposure of the subjects. Test � was used in the pilot
phase of the experiment and contains reordered questions from Test �.
Each subject got an overall score, the outcome variable. However,
human beings generally assume that a message is truthful, and have
great di�culty recognising lies (Levine, Park and McCornack, ����).
�is has been called the truth bias (Kahneman, ����; Levine, Park and
McCornack, ����; Burgoon and Levine, ����). We need to consider
two parts in the subjects’ performance: detecting lies (phishing) and
detecting truth (legitimate). To do so, we made two equal-sized sets of
questions. One set contained phishing, the other contained legitimate
communications. By separately grading both sets of questions, we could
distinguish between the ability to detect lies versus the ability to detect
the truth. �e overall score of a subject was calculated as the sum of
both sets. For example, if a subject scored �.� out of � for recognising
phishing, and �.� out of � for recognising a legitimate communication,
the overall score would be �.� out of ��.
�.�.�.�

Retention

To measure knowledge retention, each school class took two phishing
tests to test their ability to recognise phishing over time. Classes in
the intervention condition received the training, followed by a test.
Immediately a�er groups in the intervention condition �nished their
tests, the correct answers were discussed in class. �is allowed the
children to ask questions once more and get feedback on their decisions,
thereby increasing the learning e�ect. A�er either � weeks (�� days), �
weeks (�� days), or �� weeks (�� days) a second test was done. Classes
in the control condition did one test initially, followed by a re-test a�er
� or � weeks. For the control condition, the results of the tests were
not discussed in class. Unfortunately, classes in the control group that
were scheduled for a re-test a�er �� weeks were unable to participate
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the second time. �is makes it impossible to compare the intervention
group with a control group at �� weeks. �erefore, our analysis will
focus on the retention between � and � weeks.
�.�.�

Ethics

As with any experiment with humans, ethics are important. First of
all, the design of this study was approved by the institutional review
board of the University of Twente. �e study was designed such that
the subjects were not hurt or distressed in any way. Furthermore, each
participating school was asked for permission to conduct the training
and test their pupils. Additionally, we asked each participating school
to distribute informed consent letters to the parents of their pupils.
Parents were asked to sign and return the informed consent, either to
the school or by email to the researchers. �e contact information of
the researchers was included in the informed consent, in case parents
had questions. Several parents contacted the researchers. Only when
the parents of a pupil had signed the informed consent and returned
this to the school could a child participate as a subject.
A�er �nishing the experiment, each subject was given a debrie�ng
letter. �e letter was written for the child and encouraged him or her to
discuss the training with his or her parents. Furthermore, the contact
details of the researchers were included in the debrie�ng, in case anyone
had questions. A�er �nishing the experiment, nobody contacted the
researchers with questions.
From the point of view of the experiment, it was important to separate
intervention and control groups. We considered it unethical to deprive
subjects in the control group of a cybersecurity training. �erefore, a�er
�nishing their second phishing test and concluding their participation
as subjects, pupils in the control group received the training too.
�.�.� Setting
�e experiment was held at six schools in the Netherlands, of which
�ve primary schools and one secondary school. Each participating
school gave permission for two sessions for at least one class. Every
class received two tests (of ��-�� minutes each), and one intervention
(about �� minutes). Classes were randomly assigned to either an intervention group or a control group, and were additionally assigned a
retention period by the researchers. All tests were taken individually
by the subjects. �e researchers were present to answer questions, but
would never give away the correct answer. �e subjects were told to
answer what they would do if they had received the email or visited the
website. Figure �� shows setting of the experiment.
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Figure ��: Children doing the cybersecurity test. Photo courtesy of Brinda
Hampiholi.

�.�.�

Subjects

�e subjects were ��� pupils from six participating schools. All subjects
were aged between � and �� (�=��.��; ��=�.��), and over half (���)
were female. Children could join the training only if their parents had
given their written consent before the start of the program (refer to Section �.�.� for more information). Children who did not have permission
from their parents were temporarily sent to another classroom. If changing rooms was not possible, non-participating children were moved to
another part of the same classroom to work on another task. Each child
was assigned to an intervention or control group, based on the class
they were in. �is resulted in ��� children in the intervention group who
received training, compared with the control group consisting of ���
children. �e re-test was taken by ��� children. We included the week
� data for several classes that were unable to participate for the re-test.
Speci�cally, the missing classes consisted of all control group classes
for the ��-week re-test. �is resulted in the exclusion of the ��-week intervention group’s re-test, since we could not compare them with their
control group counterparts. �erefore, the number of subjects in week
� is signi�cantly higher compared to those for the re-tests in weeks �
and �. �e exact number of subjects at each stage in the experiment is
listed in Table ��.
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Group

Week �

week �

week �

Intervention

���

��

��

Control

���

��

��

Table ��: Number of subjects in each stage of the experiment.

�.�.�

Analysis

�e three research questions guided the analysis. Descriptives of the
control groups provided an answer to the �rst research question (i. e.,
what are the children’s abilities to detect phishing emails and websites?).
Furthermore, we tested whether the subject’s characteristics in�uenced
the score. An independent group t-test was used to measure the e�ect
of the subject’s sex and possession of an email account. �e second
research question was: what e�ect does cybersecurity training have on
children’s ability to detect phishing? To measure this e�ect, we compared the intervention group and the control group at � weeks. �is
was done using an independent group t-test, showing the di�erence
between trained children (the intervention group) and untrained children (the control group). �e third research question quanti�ed the
retention of the training. To answer this question, several linear regression models were developed. Firstly, a multi-level model was tested,
measuring whether the school attended by the subject accounted for the
results of the pupils. Even though the multi-level model was signi�cant,
the intraclass correlation was low (i. e., below �.���). �erefore, linear
regression was used instead. We developed several such models.
Model � uses the type of experiment (i. e., intervention or control),
the number of weeks, and the interaction of these two as the predictors.
ExperimentType shows the e�ect of the training on the score. �e number of weeks indicates retention over time. Additionally, it is interesting
to learn whether the e�ect of the training increases or decreases over
time. For example, teaching someone a skill such as biking results in a
higher level of skill over time if the person practices on his or her own.
�erefore, the interaction between having participated in the intervention and the number of weeks (ExperimentType ⇥ Weeks) was taken
into account as well. With this interaction, we could analyse whether
the intervention resulted in better results as time progressed. A second
model including social variables was constructed as Model ��. Age and
sex were added to the variables from Model �. Age was included since
related literature suggested that older subjects score better than younger
ones. �e literature is inconclusive when it comes to sex and phishing
victimisation. �erefore, we added sex as a variable. Finally, Model ���
combines Models � and �� and adds the test version and school, to show
their potential in�uence on the overall score of the subjects. �e school
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and test version variables were moderately correlated (r=�.��), as a
consequence of Test � being used only in the pilot of the study. �is
results in collinearity in the model. �erefore, we omitted Test � from
the model. �ese three models were used to predict the subject’s overall
scores on the tests.
Using the overall score as a measure of the ability to recognise phishing from legitimate is by itself insu�cient. As discussed before, one
needs to distinguish the di�erences in the scores of recognising phishing and recognising legitimate communications. To accommodate this,
additional models were developed to distinguish lie detection and truth
detection in the analysis. �is lead to the introduction of six models.
Phish-� through Phish-��� were based on the previously described models �-���, but used the phishing (lies) score instead of the overall one.
Additionally, Legit-� to Legit-��� were developed to model the scores of
the legitimate (truth) questions.
�.� �������
�e �rst research question concerned the ability of children to detect
phishing. �is translates to the scores of the control group at the beginning of the experiment, at week �. �e average overall score of this
control group is a �.�� (Table ��) on a scale from � to ��. �e overall
score consisted of two parts: phishing (�–� points) and legit (�–� points).
When considering only the questions that were related to phishing, the
control group scores �.�� on average, with a ��� con�dence interval of
[�.��, �.��]. �e mean score for labelling legitimate questions as such
was lower: �.�� (��� �� [�.��, �.��]). In addition to the average scores
of the control group, we also measured the e�ects of several subject
characteristics on the overall score for all subjects. �ere was no signi�cant e�ect of sex on the score, indicating a lack of evidence that boys
performed di�erently from girls (t(���) = -�.��, p=�.��). �ere was a signi�cant e�ect of age on the score, with older pupils scoring higher than
younger ones (�(�,���) = �.��, p=�.��, �2 =�.���, Adj. �2 =�.���). �e
e�ect of the school on the subject’s score was signi�cant (�(�,���)=�.��,
p<�.���, �2 = �.���). One school scored signi�cantly lower compared
to the others (�=-�.��; p=�.���). Most of the subjects (��.��) indicated having their own email address. Having one’s own email address
signi�cantly in�uenced the score, with subjects having their own email
address performing better than those without (t(���)=�.��, p<�.���).
On the topic of social media, ��.�� of the subjects indicated having
their own Facebook pro�le. Subjects with their own Facebook pro�le scored signi�cantly higher than those without a Facebook pro�le
(z=�.���, p=�.��, r=�.��). �irdly, when asked whether they had ever
received a phishing message, �.�� answered ‘yes’, ��.�� answered ‘no’
and the remaining ��.�� responded that they did not know. Whether
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or not the subjects received a phishing email before was not signi�cantly related to the subject’s score (�(�, ���) = �.��, p=�.��). A subject’s
online exposure did result in higher odds of having received a phishing
message before (�(�,���) = �.��, p=�.���, �2 =�.���), whereby having
an email address was a signi�cant indicator (�=�.��, ��=�.��, p=�.��).
To answer the second research question, the e�ect of the training
was measured. Since three paper-based phishing tests were used in
the experiment, we wanted the results to be comparable regardless of
the version of the test. �e mean overall results of pupils taking different tests were not signi�cantly di�erent from each other: � and �
(t(���)=�.��; p=�.���); � and � (t(���)=�.��; p=�.���); � and � (t(���)=�.���; p=�.���). Figure �� shows the di�erences in scores in three box
plots. �e means and con�dence intervals under all experimental conditions are listed in Table ��. �e training itself resulted in an improvement in the scores of the participants in the intervention group that was
statistically signi�cant compared to the control group (t(���)=-��.��,
p<.���). �e e�ect size was r=.��, indicating a medium-sized e�ect
(Cohen, ����). In comparison, if we include only the �rst measurement
(i. e., week �), there is a signi�cant di�erence between the untrained
and the trained children as well (t(���)=-�.��; p<�.���). �e training
in week � had a small e�ect size of r=.��. �ese results show the effectiveness of adding a simple and short cybersecurity training to the
curriculum of schools.
��

Score

�
�
�
�
�

�

�
Test version

�

Figure ��: Box plot of three phishing tests of all observations (�=���).

To answer the third research question, retention over time was measured. Several linear regression models were constructed, the results
of which are included in Table ��. Model � shows the in�uence of the
cybersecurity training intervention on the score, as well as the e�ect
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Overall Score
Type

Week

Mean

Cont

�

Exp

�

Cont
Exp

Phishing Score

Legitimate Score

��� ��

Mean

��� ��

Mean

��� ��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

Cont

�

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

Exp

�

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

Cont

all

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

Exp

all

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

�.��

�.��–�.��

Table ��: Mean score and ��� con�dence interval per experimental setting.

over time, while controlling for the interaction e�ect. �e resulting
Model � is signi�cant and explains ��.�� of the variance (�(�,���) =
��.��, p<�.���). Model �� adds social predictors to Model �, resulting in
a model that explains ��.�� of the variance (�(�,���) = ��.��, p<�.���).
Finally, Model ��� includes the school as well as the version of the test,
as well as the predictors from the other models. Model ��� is signi�cant
and explains ��.�� of the variance (�(��,���) = ��.��, p<�.���). In all
three models, the e�ect of training signi�cantly in�uenced the score of
the subjects throughout the following weeks ( =�.��, p<�.���). Furthermore, the intervention group score signi�cantly higher over time
compared to the control group. Figure �� plots Model ��� based on the
number of weeks passed, split into intervention or control group, to
show these e�ects visually.
To measure the di�erences in detecting lies from detecting truth, we
developed additional models based on Models �, �� and ���. Instead of
using the overall score as the outcome variable, we used the phishing
score or the legitimate score, respectively. Since half of the questions
were phishing, the scores range from � (all wrong answers) to � (all
correct). Models Phish-� to Phish-��� use the score of recognising phishing. �e model results can be found in Table ��. Model Phish-� includes
the same predictors as the normal Model �, and is signi�cant and explains �.�� of the variance (�(�,���)=��.��, p<�.���). Model Phish-��
is signi�cant and explains �.�� of the variance as well (�(�,���)=�.��,
p<�.���). Model Phish-��� is signi�cant as well and explains ��.�� of
the variance (�(��,���)=�.��, p<�.���). Compared to the models of the
overall scores, di�erent e�ects emerge. For example, subject age and
weeks since intervention in Phish-��� are not signi�cant, whereas they
are in the overall Model ���. �e di�erences are more easily viewed when
Model Phish-��� is plotted in Figure ��a. At week �, the intervention
group’s scores di�er signi�cantly from the control group, as shown by
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Table ��: �e linear regression models of the overall score.
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Figure ��: Overall predicted ability scores over time, in number of correct answers (�–��). Shades indicate ��� con�dence interval. �=���.

the con�dence intervals. However, in week �, there is no signi�cant
di�erence between the intervention group and the control group anymore. �e control group scored similarly in week � compared to week
�. Subjects within the intervention group scored signi�cantly lower in
week � compared to week �.
In additional to the three phishing-only models, three legit-only
models were constructed. Similarly, three models, Legit-� to Legit-���
were constructed based on the overall Models � to ���, respectively.
�e results of these models can be found in Table ��. Model Legit-�
was signi�cant and explained ��.�� of the variance (�(�,���)=��.��,
p<�.���). Model Legit-�� was signi�cant and explained ��.�� of the
variance (�(�,���)=��.��, p<�.���). Model Legit-��� was signi�cant and
explained ��.�� of the variance (�(��,���) =��.��, p<�.���). A graph
showing Model Legit-��� is included in Figure ��b, with scores ranging
from � to � for all �ve questions testing legitimacy. �ere are no signi�cant di�erences in score at week � between the intervention group
and the control group for the legitimate scenarios (z=-�.��; p=�.��).
In week �, however, the scores of the intervention group and control
group di�er signi�cantly (z=-�.��; p<�.���). During the experiment,
the score of the control group did not change signi�cantly (t(���) = �.��;
p=�.��). In the intervention group, a signi�cant increase in score was
observed between week � and week � (z=-�.��; p<�.���).
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Table ��: �e linear regression models of the phishing-only score. �e construction of the models is similar to Table ��.
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Table ��: �e linear regression models of the legitimate-only score. �e construction of the models is similar to Table ��.
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(b) Includes only the legitimate questions

Figure ��: Predicted ability score split by phishing and legitimate. Shades indicate ��� con�dence interval. �=���.

�.� ����������
�e concept of testing the ability to detect phishing in an educational
setting is challenging (Robila and Ragucci, ����). Getting the attention
of children aged �–�� to focus on cybersecurity is no less of a challenge.
Untrained children are mediocre at discriminating phishing emails and
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websites from legitimate ones, scoring �.�� out of �� in our experiment.
However, subjects trained in a single ��-minute training session and
interactive discussion scored �.�� out of ��, an increase of ��� over
their untrained peers. �e overall score by itself is not su�cient as a
measurement of accuracy, since humans are generally not very good
at recognising lies (Levine, Park and McCornack, ����). �erefore,
we distinguished the correctness scores for phishing and legitimate
questions.
We found that training improved the ability to recognise phishing
directly following the training, but it did not signi�cantly change the
ability to identify legitimate emails correctly. �is phenomenon has
been discussed in the literature. Hauch et al. (����) have shown in
a meta-analysis that training improves both overall accuracy and lie
detection, but not truth detection accuracy. �is was also the case in
our experiment; the subjects did not score signi�cantly better on truth
accuracy of legitimate emails and websites on the test directly following
the training, compared to the control group. �is can be explained
by the focus of our training on how to detect phishing. According to
Hauch et al. (����), if the focus of training is on deception detection, the
subject’s post-training truth accuracy remains una�ected. An alternative explanation would be that the training made the subjects paranoid.
However, if that were to be the case, the subjects would have to score
lower on recognising legitimate emails, which was not the case.
�e overall scores of trained subjects improved signi�cantly over
time, indicating a good knowledge retention of the subjects. Within
the control group, the overall scores remained stable. When considering only the phishing questions, subjects from the intervention group
su�ered from a small decay in their ability to recognise phishing. Speci�cally, a�er � weeks, the ability of the intervention group to recognising phishing matched the level of the control group. Regardless of
the decay over time, the scores on the phishing questions were relatively
high, with averages of correct answers between �.� and �.� questions.
Since � was the maximum, we believe that there is a ceiling e�ect: many
subjects achieved the highest score, and could not improve their scores
further. Our test consisted of �� questions composed of two sub-tests,
�ve legitimate and �ve phishing. �is means that subjects could not
receive higher scores than � on both sub-tests, which is the maximum
on our measures. When many subjects have the maximum score, their
scores cannot be distinguished. Figure ��b illustrates this clearly for
the intervention group. �erefore, only less-performing subjects could
increase their score a�er training. �e subsequent score decay over time
shows that the e�ect of the training, in terms of the ability to recognise
phishing emails, fades within a month. To the best of our knowledge,
no similar phishing tests have been undertaken with children, making
comparisons with other phishing literature di�cult. �ere are studies
on phishing interventions with adult subjects, which found no signi�c-
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ant decay of the trained subject’s abilities a�er � to �� days (Kumaraguru,
Sheng et al., ����; Kumaraguru, Cranshaw et al., ����; Mayhorn and
Nyeste, ����; Alnajim and Munro, ����; Kumaraguru, Rhee, Sheng et
al., ����). However, there are major methodological di�erences, since
the abovementioned studies use interactive, computer-based methods
of training, such as playing games (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����;
Mayhorn and Nyeste, ����; Kumaraguru, Rhee, Sheng et al., ����) or
roleplaying (Alnajim and Munro, ����). However, within the �eld of
social engineering, it has been reported that an intervention to increase
awareness is subject to signi�cant decay (Bullee, Montoya et al., ����),
showing social engineering awareness returning to pre-intervention
levels a�er two weeks.
While the phishing score decreased slightly over time, the score for
legitimate questions followed a rather di�erent pattern. �e score over
time increased signi�cantly, contrary to our expectations. A�er two
and a�er four weeks, subjects in the intervention group were able to correctly recognise legitimate scenarios signi�cantly better than subjects
from the control group. �e cybersecurity training may have triggered
the interest of the children, causing them to pay more attention to
messages they receive, or to think about the lessons learned. Another
possible explanation is that the subjects trained themselves based on
emails they received in their daily lives. �is may be compared to learning how to ride a bike, where an initial set of skills and knowledge
is needed to start biking, and with more practicing, performance increases over time. In other words, training made the children look
more closely at the emails they received, a�er which they were better at
identifying legitimate emails.
Further trainings, sometimes called boosters, could be used to increase these abilities and counter decay of the ability to recognise phishing (Purkait, ����; Kumaraguru, Cranshaw et al., ����). However, regular training is costly. In the context of children, it may be infeasible for
schools to introduce boosters on a regular basis. �is is especially the
case when the retention of knowledge is short (i. e., a month). Training
using di�erent methods, such as letting the subjects play a game (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Kumaraguru, Rhee, Sheng et al., ����),
may be less a�ected by this disadvantage since the subjects can play
the game regularly without supervision. Before introducing additional
training, however, better measurements should be used to identify the
problem better. One possible �x is an extensive test with more questions and more challenging questions, which could be used to avoid a
possible ceiling e�ect. �at way, subjects would be less likely to get the
maximum score, and decay or increase e�ects should be more visible.
Another �nding is that older children score better than younger
ones. �is is in line with similar studies about phishing interventions
on adults. In several studies, young adults perform worse than older
ones (Sheng, Holbrook et al., ����; Alseadoon, ����). In particular, a
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large-scale study (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Sheng, Holbrook
et al., ����) found that teenagers between �� and �� perform worse
than adults in phishing tests. A possible reason for this result is lower
education and fewer years of internet experience (Sheng, Holbrook
et al., ����). Furthermore, subjects in this study who have their own
email address or a Facebook pro�le scored signi�cantly higher than
other subjects. �is suggests that, indeed, internet experience may be an
in�uential factor. Another factor that could in�uence the subject’s score
is the training itself. Despite e�orts to make all trainings similar, there
are group dynamics involved, especially when relying on interaction
(e. g., stories) with the subjects.
Other candidate relations did not signi�cantly contribute to the �nal
score of a child. In particular, the sex of the child had no signi�cant
in�uence on the score, when controlling for other variables. Speci�cally
for children, sex di�erences are not necessarily to be expected at all. For
example, boys only begin to take more risks than girls between the ages
of � and �� (Slovic, ����). �e lack of di�erences could be explained
by the age groups of the children that participated. Additionally, even
for adults and adolescents, the existence of a relation between sex and
phishing knowledge is doubtful in existing literature (Leukfeldt, ����;
Alseadoon, ����; Dhamija, Tygar and Hearst, ����). �e interaction
between age and sex did not predict phishing knowledge of children
either.
�.�.� Limitations
�ere are several limitations to the results of this study. Even though
the intervention condition was given per class, this did not prevent
children in one class from talking to their peers in other classes. Since
all parents were informed and asked for permission beforehand, they
could have discussed the topic of cybersecurity with their children.
Unknown external factors may be responsible for the increase over
time. For example, the participating children may have seen one of
the phishing awareness commercials on ��. Personal experience of
the researchers was that indeed one of of these three explanations was
plausible. One of the colleagues at the University of Twente, who was
not involved in the study, had a child in the intervention condition.
�e colleague mentioned that his children and the other parents were
enthusiastic about the intervention and that he had talked about it at
home. �is example could explain the increase in ability over time that
was observed. Moreover, this colleague had other children in the same
school. Hence, the intervention could have in�uenced children in the
control condition. However, we do not see indications of that e�ect in
the data.
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A possible critique on the study is that the children know that they
are being tested. �e results, therefore, do not necessarily re�ect their
ability when receiving an email in the wild. While this is true, we
consider the tests an appropriate way to measure the subject’s ability
to recognise phishing. �e subjects’ scores are arguably di�erent from
how they would respond to a phishing email in their own inbox, since
more factors are involved. Factors such as language (an eight-year-old
Dutch child receiving an English email) and expectancy (not having
a bank account) could increase their real world score. On the other
hand, factors like attention (doing other things in parallel) and limited
interfaces (not being able to check the link on a tablet computer) could
a�ect resilience in the real world. Furthermore, the subjects received a
second test a period of time a�er the �rst. �is means that they know
what to expect when they start the second test.
�is study may su�er from an assignment bias. Even though the
groups were assigned at random to one of the conditions, the number
of schools that participated is limited. Furthermore, all schools are
located in two cities in the east of the Netherlands. �e results might be
a�ected by factors unknown to the researchers. A nation-wide study on
randomly selected schools could counter such biases regarding region
and quality of teaching.
A presentation (or lecture) is one way to deliver a message to pupils.
Other ways of teaching may be more e�cient, such as using games
(Domínguez et al., ����). We chose a traditional presentation-based
intervention because it is relatively simple to apply to current primary
schools. �e pupils do not need to have access to a computer, and a
presentation and paper-based test �t in well with the rest of the daily
program and activities. Alternatively, game-based anti-phishing solutions (Kumaraguru, Sheng et al., ����; Sheng, Magnien et al., ����)
may yield better results and could have di�erent retention properties.
Using a paper-based test with images raises questions regarding
the representativeness of the resulting score compared to real-world
phishing. Whereas using static images or screenshots is not optimal,
they have been used before in phishing experiments (Sheng, Holbrook
et al., ����; Tsow and Jakobsson, ����; Parsons et al., ����). We believe
there is little di�erence between seeing an image on a screen or seeing
one printed on paper. Furthermore, not all subjects may be equally
computer literate, and using static images on paper results in a level
playing �eld.
Finally, all students �lled in the tests anonymously. �erefore, no
repeat measurements were available at an individual level. �e analyses could therefore not be performed on repeated-measures samples.
Rather, we treated the test results as independent samples. As a consequence, the reported results are conservative and an underestimation,
as they miss the power of a repeated-measures test.
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Children need to understand digital risks to reduce the risk of victimisation on the internet. Understanding digital risks is important for
children as well as adults. However, the majority of children are selftaught when it comes to the internet (Brady, ����), making it unlikely
they will systematically learn how to act safely. To learn about the abilities of children in detecting phishing emails and websites, researchers
had children aged �–�� take in a phishing recognition test. Half of the
children received training before the test, and the other half did not.
Both trained and untrained children were tested for the ability to distinguish phishing emails and websites from legitimate ones. Several
schools participated in the study. A �rst indicator of the practical need
for such training arose while performing the experiment. During the
training, as more pupils started sharing their stories, they became very
enthusiastic and asked lots of questions. In most classes, at least one
child knew a phishing victim. �ese victims were mostly relatives or
neighbours. �e most common situation in the stories that were told
was a victim losing money due to �lling in banking credentials on a
phishing website. Hearing stories from their peers impacted the children and provided them with a warning message stronger than the
presenters could ever give.
Until novel anti-phishing techniques are developed and deployed on
a large scale, user training seems to be important. For adults as well as
children, that means creating an improved knowledge of the subject for
as many individuals as possible. In many countries, all children aged � or
older attend some form of education. Potentially, this makes it feasible to
embed a cybersecurity training in their curriculum, e�ectively training
the entire population of children.
In our experience, both schools and parents are very willing to embed lessons about cybersecurity in the curriculum. Our request to give
a training was well received. In particular, incidents with phishing, cyberbullying, and other cyber-threats are o�en in the news. Teachers
and parents reported being worried about those issues. At the same
time, teachers at schools where we gave a training, found the course
highly informative for themselves as well. Techniques for establishing
the validity of an email were unknown to them. Several teachers mentioned that hovering over a hyperlink or checking the sender address
were valuable approaches for them. Training teachers should, therefore,
be the �rst step in cybersecurity education. Where needed, universities
and practitioners (e. g., �� security �rms) could provide help. �ere are
existing initiatives, such as the (���)2 Safe and Secure Online� where
security professionals visit schools. Such initiatives should be exten-

� See also https://iamcybersafe.org/
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ded to more countries and expanded in size, and new ones should be
developed.
Training children increased their short-term ability to distinguish
phishing from legitimate correctly. Speci�cally, their ability to recognise
phishing increases signi�cantly a�er an in-class training. However,
this increased ability is subject to decay. A�er four weeks, the ability
to recognise phishing for trained children diminished to the level of
their non-trained counterparts. �is suggests that the training created
knowledge, but that this knowledge only lasted through the short term.
On the positive side, trained children did continue to perform better
in recognising legitimate emails as such. �is increases the odds of
legitimate communications reaching the end user. Increasing the ability
to recognise phishing requires good awareness.
All in all, we believe that researchers and practitioners in the �eld
of cybersecurity should not only focus on adults, but that material for
children should be developed in parallel. Phishing, speci�cally, is too
o�en seen as an adult-only crime. �e children of today are the victims
of the future.
Having performed user training and measured the outcome, we now
focus on measuring phishing in the real world.
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PAT TERNS IN PHISHING �
Phishing is all about (a lack of) vigilance (Chapter �). �e receiver
needs to recognise the risk and decide to not follow up on the phishing
message. Reducing phishing victimisation means increase the vigilance
of the general population with regards to phishing. Recognising a wellknown phishing message is relatively easy for an email user. However,
sometimes phishing messages are new and do not look like previous
phishing. �e receivers could become confused, and in the worst case
fail to recognise the message as a scam. A confused phishing message
receiver could decide not to act and try to �nd more information before
deciding, or acting upon the phishing message. Publicity campaigns
could be used to inform people on this new scam and tell them what
to do. In traditional crime such publicity is very common, with media
campaigns by the police such as “lock your car door” or “thieves are
operating in this area” (Bowers and Johnson, ����). Another example
is a �� show called “�e Real Hustle” (Conran and Wilson, ����),
which showed how typical scams were performed, thereby informing
the viewers how to prevent victimisation to these scams. Not learning
the criminal’s new methods leaves a person more vulnerable and at
higher risk of being victimised. �e same is true for phishing, where
new pretexts are common and di�erent brands get misused for the
purpose of victimising targets.
To inform the general public on new types of phishing messages, a
good overview of ongoing phishing campaigns is required. �is overview should consist of the phishing messages being used, something that
continuous monitoring of phishing activity can provide. Furthermore,
the impact of these messages on the recipients could be monitored in order to measure the extent of the threat. If potential victims are in doubt,
or start asking questions, training or information should be provided
to guide them into making the right decisions. Monitoring of phishing
trends is therefore important. For traditional crime, monitoring police
records can provide such an overview of crime trends. However, since
cybercrime is under-reported at the police (Wall, ����), other means of
monitoring need to be used. One could set up a spam trap (honey pot)
(Anderson, Fleizach et al., ����), monitor spam �lters (Zhang, Zhu and
Yao, ����), try to in�ltrate botnets (John et al., ����), or collect user
reports (Moore and Clayton, ����). For this chapter, we cooperated
with an anti-fraud agency that encourages the general public to report
� Parts of this chapter are based the poster and extended abstract “Apate: Anti-Phishing
Analysing and Triaging Environment” (Lastdrager, Hartel and Junger, ����) which was
presented at the ��th ���� Symposium on Security and Privacy.
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phishing emails. �is report-based method of monitoring is similar
to the reporting of traditional crimes to the police. �e advantage of
this type of reporting is the in�uence that potential victims have on
what gets reported, as well as any information they can provide on top
of the email. For example, people may only have reported phishing
emails that appeared in their inbox (i. e., that did not get �ltered by their
spam �ltering). Furthermore, when reporting a suspicious email, they
may include their thoughts, such as stating that they are unsure about
validity of the email. �e forwarded emails are the ones that trouble
the people who report them. �is additional information gives more
insights on the impact of phishing than traditional spam traps or �lters
can provide.
A phishing email is generally not speci�c to it’s receiver. Instead,
it belongs to a series of emails sent to a number of di�erent email
addresses. �ese emails are part of a phishing campaign. At any point
in time, many di�erent phishing campaigns are ongoing. In traditional
crimes, there is o�en a non-random distribution in time and space for a
crime to occur, as formulated in the crime pattern theory (Brantingham
and Brantingham, ����, ����). Even though the crime pattern theory
was formulated with crime in a physical environment in mind, such
patterns occur for online fraud as well (Anti-Phishing Working Group,
����a). Describing patterns in phishing emails (sent by o�enders), as
well as the behaviour and reaction of the targets receiving them, leads
to a better understanding of phishing, as well as an opportunity for
prevention.
A research question was formulated to guide the analysis of the
dataset: what patterns can be found in phishing campaigns in the Netherlands? We specify our research question further by looking at patterns
in terms of the phishing email itself, and patterns in the behaviour of
the targets (i. e., the receiver). Speci�cally, we are interested in how
phishing campaigns can be described. Furthermore, we want to know
whether any patterns can be used for the prevention of phishing. Due
to the nature of our dataset, we have information about the people
who received the phishing email. Occasionally, they reported on their
feelings or decision strategies, which we analysed.
�e remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section �.�
describes the methodology of this chapter’s research. �is is followed
by the results of the research in Section �.�. Finally, we conclude this
chapter in Section �.�.
�.�
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�e data came from phishing emails that we collected in collaboration
with the Dutch Fraud Helpdesk (Fraudehelpdesk, ����), a non-pro�t
organisation that aims to prevent fraud. Prior to the collaboration, the
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Fraud Helpdesk had started asking the general public in the Netherlands to submit phishing emails. To analyse the phishing emails that
were submitted, we developed a tool called �����. ����� is a modular
framework written in Python �, that imports and analyses emails. It was
made with scalability in mind, supporting the simultaneous analysis
of hundreds of emails per minute on a single server. A�er analysis,
the characteristics of each email are compared and a decision is made
whether the email is phishing or contains malware. ����� was deployed
in November ����, a�er which it was continuously extended with more
analyses. At the time of deployment, all submitted phishing emails from
January ���� onwards were analysed.
�e submission process of an email goes as follows. A person (target)
receives a phishing email from an o�ender and decides to submit it to
the Fraud Helpdesk. By doing so, the target becomes a submitter. �����
imports the submitted phishing email by storing each email on disk
and storing the accompanying meta-data in a relational database. �is
is followed by an in-depth analysis of the email by �����. Finally, the
system makes an assessment and the resulting feedback is automatically
provided to the submitter.
Although members of the general public were asked to submit phishing emails, not all emails that were received may be phishing. For
example, the submissions can be considered as suspicious emails: the
submitter thinks they are phishing, but it is unknown whether they are
indeed. �erefore, emails need to be grouped and clustered, so as to
�nd emails people consider suspicious. Such emails could considered
to be most likely phishing, or at least spam. Emails in the dataset are
not necessarily representative for all existing phishing emails. However,
they can be considered to be of ‘good quality phishing’, since they bypassed existing spam �lters and ended up in a user’s inbox. Only emails
from users who are aware of the existence of the Fraud Helpdesk, and
who have the willingness to forward an email, end up in the dataset.
�ere may be a bias in the sense that submitters may be more suspicious than average members of the general public. However, due to the
large sample size (�=���,���) and large number of people (�=���,���)
submitting suspicious emails, we are con�dent that many of the large
scale phishing campaigns are present in our dataset.
During the analysis, we have created subsets of the dataset to be
used for speci�c analyses. We have used external data to validate the
analyses. Table �� lists all datasets that were used, as well as the subsets
of our dataset, e. g., by only including emails that were attached, or by
clustering. For this research, we have used several types of analyses.
Sometimes we used the results of our production system by querying
the database, and some analyses we performed speci�cally for this
chapter. Furthermore, where possible we automated the processing of
the data, but we occasionally had to turn to manual inspection. Table ��
gives an overview of the properties of each analysis.
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Data

Size

Source

Emails

���,���

Fraud Helpdesk

Emails as attachment

��,���

Clusters

��,���

Clusters with at least � emails

����

Internal

External
Victimisation at Dutch banks

����–����

Dutch Banking Association

Statistics on phishing reports

����

Rabobank

Phishing per industry sector

����–����

����

Table ��: Overview of the (sub) datasets that were used. �e emails were the
original internal dataset, which were narrowed down for parts of the
research. External datasets were used to validate our results.
Analysis

Type

Usage

Descriptives

Automated

Production

Clustering

Automated

Research

Time and seasonal in�uences

Automated

Research

Situation

Manual

Research

Persuasion principles

Manual

Research

Time of submission

Automated

Production

Speed of submission

Automated

Research

Comments

Manual

Research

General analyses

Patterns of emails

Patterns of targeted users

Table ��: Overview of the analyses methods and whether each was computed
automatically or manually by the researchers, and whether they were
performed only once (research) or in production.

�.�.� Email Similarity and Clustering
In a phishing campaign, similar emails are sent to a large number of
targets. O�en, emails are sent in batches with a unique phishing website
or link per batch. Sometimes, each target receives an email with a unique
link, to prevent anti-phishing so�ware to e�ciently scan links in emails.
Additionally, an email may contain some information speci�c to the
target, such as the target’s name or address information. A complicating
factor is that submitters o�en forwarded the phishing email as text,
resulting in a loss of information compared to submitters forwarding
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the email by attaching it as ��� �le. Forwarding as text may alter the
layout and text of the original message, introduce problems between
character sets, and the original headers are not preserved. For these
reasons, any tool doing similarity detection for forwarded phishing
emails needs to account for some variance.
Before doing similarity checking, each email text was cleaned and
normalised. ���� was converted to plain text, and ���s and special
characters were removed. �e similarity checking was performed using
simhash, which has been shown to be usable at comparing billions of
websites for Google (Manku, Jain and Das Sarma, ����; Henzinger,
����). Simhash uses a hash that allow for heuristic near-duplicate
emails to be marked similar. Simhash is e�cient, but works heuristically,
and therefore may not �nd all similar emails. In experiments with our
dataset, simhash did not �nd all duplicates (more on that later), which
is why we added a second analysis based on sentence hashing. Sentence
hashing allows for emails that contain the same exact sentences to be
e�ciently linked. Sentence hashing results in good similarity checking,
but fails when sentences contain even the smallest deviation. Having
two methods of analysing similarity, we needed to make sure to validate
their results. For this, named entity extraction was used, which reveals
the organisations or persons that are mentioned in the emails. Named
entity extraction works to identify the meaning of an email, but fails
to address textual similarity. In conclusion, we used simhash to �nd
similar emails in a fast manner, and sentence hashing to extend these
results using a di�erent method. �en, a third method (named entity
extraction) was used to analyse whether the topics of the emails were
about the same persons or organisations. Before discussing in more
detail how we performed the clustering, we �rst address each of the
methods individually.
�.�.�.�

Method �: simhash

Calculating similarity is traditionally done between sets of two texts.
However, when working with large datasets of size n, n⇥(n-1)
com2
parisons are needed. �is does not scale. An alternative is to use a more
imprecise similarity checking to quickly �nd possible duplicates. One
such method is called simhash (Charikar, ����). Simhash uses �ngerprinting to �nd near-duplicates. A near-duplicate is essentially the same
text, but di�ers in a small set of features. In simhash, each text is described by a �ngerprint, by default with a length of �� bits. Two texts are
considered equal when their �ngerprints di�er at most at k positions,
for a prede�ned Hamming distance k. �e choice of k is a tradeo�:
a low k misses near-duplicates, a high k may incorrectly tag pairs as
near-duplicates. Manku, Jain and Das Sarma (����) suggest k=� serves
well in terms of recall (⇠���) and precision (⇠���). We decided it was
more important to include as many as possible candidates, at the cost of
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incorrectly tagging near-duplicates. �erefore, we con�gured simhash
with k=� as suggested by Kumar and Santhi (����), still having a recall
of >��� in the experiments of Manku, Jain and Das Sarma (����). �e
result of simhashing all emails is that we can perform comparisons on
the �ngerprints to e�ciently �nd similar emails.
�.�.�.�

Method �: sentence hashing

�e second similarity analysis was sentence hashing (also known as
sentence-level �ngerprints (Wang and Chang, ����)). For each email,
all sentences were extracted. All characters except the latin alphabet
(a-z) were removed, any extra spacing was removed, and the sentence
was converted to lower case. �e resulting sentences were hashed using
���� and linked to the email in the database. A�er the initial processing,
�nding emails that share sentences is as simple as running an ��� query
in the database. Sentence hashing allows us to �nd emails that contain
the same sentences.
�.�.�.� Method �: named entities
As a third way to check similarity, we extracted named entities from
each email. �is allowed us to establish the topics of each email. Frog
(van den Bosch et al., ����) was used to extract the named entities. Since
Frog is speci�cally made for Dutch, all non-Dutch emails (⇠���) were
�ltered out before running the analysis. Each word in a sentence was
tagged by Frog. However, we included only words that were between
� and �� characters long, to prevent non-words from being tagged. In
Dutch, ��� of the words are between � and �� characters long (Geloven,
����), therefore the number of true words not being tagged is expected to be negligible. Finally, only named entities tagged as person or
organisation were stored for later analysis.
�.�.�.� Clustering based on similarity
�e next step is to combine the knowledge from the three similarity
measures and compute clusters of similar emails. For each email, we
computed it’s near-duplicates by comparing it’s simhash �ngerprint
to all other emails. �is resulted in many clusters of similar emails,
based on their simhash �ngerprints. Since simhash is not a guarantee,
but rather a heuristic, there may be emails not included when they
should be (false negatives) or emails that are included when they are
not similar (false positives). Emails were mostly forwarded as plain text
with transformations, and our primary aim was to reduce the number
of false negatives. �e clusters that were found using simhash had
two potential problems: (�) not all emails were found by the simhash
algorithm; and (�) there were several clusters for the same email, due
to small transformations and modi�cations of the email text.

�.� �����������

To �nd more similar emails, we used sentence hashing to extend the
clusters. Emails that shared ��� of the sentences to one of the clusters,
were added to that cluster (i. e., simhash may not have found these
emails). In case of an unequal number of sentences, the smaller email
was required to share ��� of the number of sentences of the larger email.
We chose for ��� a�er empirical tests with the dataset (i. e., testing
di�erent values and manually analysing the resulting similar emails).
O�en, emails contained additional text, for example, a disclaimer. �e
clusters were then assigned a centroid, which is the email that is most
similar to the other emails within the same cluster.
As discussed before, we observed fragmentation within sets of similar emails, resulting in multiple clusters for emails that were similar.
�erefore, the next step was to try to reduce the number of clusters
by merging clusters. For each pair of clusters, we compared the simhash �ngerprints and sentence similarity of their centroids. When the
centroids contained exactly the same sentences, they were merged. Otherwise, if the centroids had a similar simhash �ngerprint, they were
merged only if one of the two conditions was met: (�) either the clusters
had ��� of their members in common; or (�) the clusters had named
entities in common. Finally, the resulting clusters were stored in the
database for analysis.
�.�.�.� Validation
To validate the previously mentioned similarity checking and clustering
methods, they were tested on samples of the dataset. Each algorithm
was tested with di�erent parameters on a sample of the data. For example, a�er reviewing the literature for good values of k, we found
that using simhash with k=� worked better for us than k=�. Similarity, we removed special characters from the emails before doing a text
analysis, since it yielded better results compared to the text including
special characters. To verify that the clustering worked as expected, we
manually inspected ��� randomly selected clusters. For each cluster,
we registered the quality (i. e., are all emails alike?) of the cluster, number of wrongly classi�ed emails, and whether the cluster was phishing,
spam or something else (e. g., legitimate). Out of the ��� clusters, ��
contained only correct emails, and six contained between one and �ve
emails that should not be in the cluster. �e clusters consisted of ����
emails, leading to less than �.�� of these emails to be falsely included
(false positives), according to the analysed sample. �� clusters contained
phishing emails, �� clusters were spam and � clusters contained something else (e. g., legitimate emails). If the purpose of the email was not
clearly phishing, it was marked as spam, which would occur, for example, in emails that claimed the receiver won a prize or get discounts
on certain products. While such emails may be considered phishing
(i. e., when they ask for personal details and never give a prize or provide
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a discount), our classi�cation was conservative and marked those as
spam. Moreover, we found that our clustering was not complete, i. e.,
that all similar emails appear in one cluster. O�en, several clusters were
created due to variations in the emails (e. g., changes made by the offender) or transformations that were made during submission (e. g.,
character encoding problems). Additionally, we decided to exclude
clusters with less than �ve reports from parts of our analysis, since they
may be legitimate emails. As a consequence, phishing campaigns that
were not reported by at least �ve users, were not used in the analysis.
However, we considered this an acceptable tradeo�.
When analysing the campaigns, we observed that campaigns would
o�en consist of several spam runs. In each run, an email would be
sent to the targets. A�er several weeks, a very similar email would be
sent again. To model this behaviour, we analysed all clusters with at
least �ve email reports. For each cluster, we extracted the number of
consecutive days at which emails were reported. People may report
phishing emails a couple of days late, but at least it provides an overview
of the peak moments of a campaign. We then measured the number of
gaps, i. e., number of days between two spam runs within a particular
campaign (or cluster of emails). Mails that were less than � days apart,
were considered to be from the same spam run. In the same way, mails
that were � or more days apart, were considered to be di�erent spam
runs. �is allowed us to calculate the number of spam runs within one
campaign.
�.�.�

Patterns in Suspicious Emails

In the analysis, we focussed on two types of patterns: patterns in the
emails (discussed in this section) and patterns in the behaviour of the
targets (discussed in the next section). First, we analysed the patterns
in the suspicious (forwarded) emails. Applying the broad concepts of
the crime pattern theory, we assume that the suspicious emails are
distributed non-randomly in time and space. For the time concept,
we can extract the time and day at which the emails were sent by the
o�ender. Furthermore, we can try to relate the number of emails in
a particular time interval with, for example, seasonal di�erences or
holidays. �e concept of space is more ambiguous on the internet, in
particular due to their di�erences with most traditional crime (i. e.,
the o�ender and victim can be far apart in terms of physical distance
in cyber crime). �erefore, instead of only using space, we look at
the broader situation that was created by the o�ender. Apart from
the location of the message (i. e., the email client), the setting of the
particular email is important to the success of the attack. We analyse the
setting in terms of the impersonated organisation and the persuasion
methods that were used.

�.� �����������

When analysing suspicious emails, we do not want to include submitted emails that were legitimate (i. e., wrongly classi�ed by submitter
as probably phishing). �erefore, we only include emails that were reported at least �ve times. We use the results of the email clustering and
exclude individual emails and clusters with less than � members� . While
this does not guarantee to rule out all legitimate emails, it does �lter out
individual mistakes. However, for other types of analyses not directly
related to the suspicious email being phishing or not (i. e., details on
the moment of submission), we used the entire dataset.
�.�.�.�

Time

For mails that were forwarded as attachment, we could extract the original date and time at which the email was sent. We looked at the header
information of the original email. Occasionally, o�enders forge the date
header of an email to make their email appear on top, i. e., by claiming
the sent date in the future. �erefore, the email Received headers listing
the email servers that handled the message, were examined. If the date
of processing of the last email server (i. e., the one of the submitter)
di�ered more than an hour from the claimed date in the email, the
header date was used for the further analysis instead of the claimed
date. Finally, we looked for patterns (i. e., positive or negative peaks) in
terms of weekend versus weekdays, and time of day.
Additionally, to analyse potential seasonal in�uences, we manually
inspected the ten largest clusters and the distribution of the submissions
over time. For each large cluster, the number of reports per week was
retrieved and inspected. �is data was combined with a list of public
holidays in the Netherlands and the number of reports week for each
large cluster, over a period of one full year. Finally, two experts from the
Fraud Helpdesk were asked about their expectations regarding seasonal
changes of phishing emails.
�.�.�.�

Situation

Another way to look at the emails is in terms of the situation that was
created. �e o�ender dra�ed an email that seems to originate from a
particular organisation. By analysing which organisations were used
and from which type of industry they pretend to be, we compare di�erent types of industries and the risk they have to be impersonated. To
analyse which types of organisations are abused, we used the results of
the named entity extraction. �e ���� most-commonly used named
entities were manually inspected and categorised in �ve industry sectors: (�) �nancial, (�) retail, (�) internet and telecommunication service
providers (���s and telcos), (�) government and (�) other. �e categories
� �e threshold of �ve is used by the Fraud Helpdesk as a minimum number of reports for
any type of fraud, before the case is considered.
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were inspired by the ����’s quarterly reports (Anti-Phishing Working Group, ����b), with payment services combined with banks into
the �nancial sector and unreported sectors removed. Each cluster was
labelled according to the named entities that were extracted from it’s
centroid or centroids of any clusters that were merged into this cluster.
�e data was analysed per-sector on an email level, with an email being
tagged according to the cluster it was in. �e analysis was performed
on a quarterly basis, starting from the �rst quarter of ���� up to and
including the third quarter of ����.
�.�.�.� Persuasion principles
Furthermore, we include a brief analysis on the methods that the offenders used to persuade the targets to take action. We scored emails
on usage of the persuasion principles of Cialdini (����): reciprocation,
consistency, social proof, likeability, authority and scarcity. We will
introduce these principles by means of examples. Reciprocity is the principle that when someone is given something of value, he or she will feel
obliged to do something in return. In our dataset, an example of reciprocity was a promise to give the target a discount or free item, if the he
would click on a particular link in the message. Consistency (or commitment) is the principle that someone who commits to something small
(e. g., signing a petition) will be more likely to commit to something
larger a�erwards (e. g., donate money). As an example of consistency,
some phishing emails mentioned the existence of an appointment or
a deal, and pretended it was time for the next step in that agreement.
Furthermore, a phishing email can request a small request that is not
perceived as dangerous, and request something more a�er the target
has clicked on a link. Social proof is a type of conformity. An example
of a message that used social proof is “Over ��� others have applied for
free better security for your online banking”. Likeability makes a person
more likely to listen to someone that he or she likes. For example, an
email where a celebrity recommends the target to perform an action
would use to the likeability principle. Alternatively, the o�ender might
include a photo of an attractive person in an attempt to in�uence the
decision of the target. Authority is the principle that people will obey
requests of authoritative person or organisation. In phishing messages,
authority is o�en used by impersonating an authoritative organisation,
such as a bank or a government, or in the title of the supposed sender
(e. g., the chairman of a bank). Finally, scarcity describes the increase
in demand when there is a perceived shortage. Scarcity is most o�en
shown by warning for limited access (e. g., “If you dont́ click here, your
internet banking will be disabled.”) or deals that are valid for only a
few days (e. g., “request a new bank card within � days, otherwise you
have to pay A
C��”). For this speci�c analysis, we looked at all clusters
with at least � emails in them (�=����), to exclude legitimate and small
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scale phishing emails. We randomly selected ��� clusters that contained
phishing emails. �e centroid email of each cluster was analysed for
presence of each of the six persuasion principles. A single email can
contain zero or more principles.
�.�.� Behaviour of Targeted Users
Apart from the patterns in the suspicious emails themselves, we looked
at patterns in the behaviour of the targets (the person who submits an
email to us) as well. �e advantage of our dataset over spam traps or
spam �lters, is that it contains more information about the combination
of suspicious emails and the target. For example, some targets write
a message when forwarding a suspicious email. �is, together with
information such as the time of day or forwarding, reveals a lot about
the behaviour of targets. For the target, we analysed two properties
that show their email reading behaviour: (�) the time of submission;
(�) the di�erence in time between receiving an email and submitting it.
�e time of submission shows the time of day at which people process
their emails. �erefore, it shows when people are subjected the most
to phishing. �e time of submission is extracted from the email’s Date
header.
�.�.�.� Submission time
To �nd the time that it takes for people to report a phishing email, we
included only phishing emails that were forwarded as attachment. For
these, we could compare the original arrival date of the email with the
arrival date of the submission. For each email that was forwarded as
attachment, we extract the receiving time of both the original mail, and
the forwarded mail. �en, we calculate the di�erence between these two
times. To avoid erroneous entries, we include only forwarded emails
that were sent between �� seconds and �� days a�er the phishing email.
�is excluded false entires (i.e., forwarded before having receiving the
phishing mail), many automatic replies (forwarded within �� seconds)
and extremely slow responses (forwarded a�er more than �� days). Additionally, if the date of processing of the last email server that handled
the message di�ered more than an hour from the claimed date in the
email, the header date was used for the further analysis instead of the
claimed date.
�.�.�.�

Comments of submitter

Another way to look at the behaviour of the targets is by reading the
comments that they wrote when forwarding a suspicious email. To do
this, we randomly selected emails containing comments from ��,���
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Figure ��: Monthly intake of emails between ���� and October ����
(�=���,���).

emails that were reported between March ���� and June ������ . �e goal
was to end up with ��� relevant emails, where relevant emails are ones
that contain any form of explanation of the thoughts of the target. To
reach ��� relevant emails, batches of �� emails were randomly selected
from the dataset, and analysed for thought patterns. Randomly drawn
emails could not be re-drawn later. �e selection process for each email
started with reading the comment of the submitter. From the comment,
it had to be clear that the submitter judged the email to be phishing
(or, in general, illegitimate). If that was the case, the comment had to
explain why the submitter thought the email was phishing. When the
comment stated both the decision (phishing) and the reason for that
decision, the corresponding email was included for further analysis. In
this way, ���� emails were scanned to end up with ��� relevant emails
that included though patterns of the targets. Of the ��� relevant emails,
we scored the mentioned reasons for �nding the email suspicious.
�.� �������
�e dataset consisted of ���,��� emails between January ���� and October ����. �e collection of emails per month is shown in Figure �� Most
emails (�=���,���) were forwarded as text, meaning the original headers were lost. Only �.�� (�=��,���) were forwarded as ��� attachment,
thereby preserving the original headers.
Dutch was the most commonly used language in the submitted suspicious emails (��.��, �=���,���), followed by English (�.��, �=��,���)
and German (�.��, �=��,���). Roughly �.�� (�=��,���) could not be
parsed correctly, or the language could not be determined. Given the
�� �e analysis of submitter comments was joint work with Nick Grobben (Grobben, ����)
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country where the data was collected, it makes sense that most emails
were in Dutch. However, at the same time it shows that phishing can be
localised. �e senders of the phishing emails know in which country
the email addresses are used, and therefore in which language they
should send the phishing email. Or, in the case of Dutch o�enders,
emails in Dutch were sent to Dutch email addresses. �is could partly
be explained by the domain name of the receivers, since this was in
��� (�=��,���) of the cases .nl.
Clustering resulted in ��,��� clusters of similar Dutch emails. Out of
these ��,��� clusters, �,��� contained at least � emails. Of all the emails
that were written in Dutch (�=���,���), ��.�� (�=���,���) were part
of a cluster. Clusters with at least � members (�=����) were analysed
to identify spam runs, i. e., waves of emails with no reports in between.
For the ���� analysed clusters, the average number of spam runs per
campaign was �.�. An individual spam run lasted on average �.� days,
with a median length of � days and a maximum of ��� days. ��� of the
spam runs lasted only one day, and ��� of the spam runs lasted � days
or less, including any delays caused by slow forwarding by the submitter.
�e time between spam runs within a campaign (gaps) averaged ��
days, with a median of �� days.
�.�.� Context of the data
In order to validate our dataset, we looked at three related datasets: (�)
the ���� reports; (�) recorded phishing incidents by the Dutch banks;
(�) and the number of reported phishing emails at one of the largest
Dutch banks.
�.�.�.� ���� reports
Firstly, we look at the trend analysis of the ���� dataset. �e ����
publishes quarterly reports on trends in phishing, and is therefore an
excellent dataset to compare our dataset with. Speci�cally, we looked at
the targeted industry sectors in both datasets (see Figure ��), which are
described in more detail in Section �.�.�. �is comparison shows that in
terms of targeted industry sectors, our dataset seems to be completely
di�erent from the ���� data. Whereas our dataset shows a constantly
high proportion of phishing targeting the �nancial sector, the ����
dataset has relatively more emails from other sectors.
We conclude that the ���� dataset looks di�erent from our dataset
in terms of industrial sectors being targeted. Whether received phishing
in the Netherlands is di�erent, or whether the Dutch report phishing
emails di�erently, remains unknown. �e di�erence could be explained
by the methods used to collect phishing emails (e. g., spam traps or
user reports). �e ���� has a large body of organisations contributing
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phishing emails (Anti-Phishing Working Group, ����c). Our dataset
consists of data from only one organisation, namely the Fraud Helpdesk.
�.�.�.�

Victimisation at customers of Dutch banks

�e �nancial sector is the most important targeted industrial sector in
our dataset. �erefore, the �nancial sector could serve as a reference to
compare our dataset with. �e number of reported phishing emails are
not published by the Dutch Banking Association, but they do publish
statistics on phishing victimisation in terms of number of victims and
amount of money lost. �e Dutch Banking Association (����) publishes
aggregated statistics on phishing for the four largest banks (i. e., the
domestic systemically important banks: ���, ��� ����, Rabobank,
��� Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank, ����)).
Figure �� shows the number of successful phishing attacks (i. e., resulting in monetary loss) against the customers of the four aforementioned
banks. Only successful attempts that have been reported by the victims
to their bank are included in these results. �e number of victims is
unstable over time, and has been relatively low for the last six quarters.
Furthermore, we included the number of reported emails to the Fraud
Helpdesk in Figure �� as well (right axis). We expected an increase in
reported phishing emails to match an increase in phishing victims. However, the increase in reported phishing emails for the Fraud Helpdesk
seems to be independent of the victimisation of banks. In particular in
the year ����, the number of reports grows by an order of magnitude,
but the number of victims remains low. �is shows that people are
getting better at avoiding victimisation and better at reporting phishing
simultaneously.
�e average monetary loss per phishing victim for the period of
����–���� is shown in Figure ��. �ese numbers represent the phishing
victims of the four largest banks in the Netherlands only. �e average
loss per subject went down from on average A
C�,��� in ����, to an average of A
C�,��� euro in ����. At the same time, the combined monetary
loss of phishing victims went down from A
C��.� million (����) to A
C�.�
million (����) (Dutch Banking Association, ����). According to the
banking association, the reduction in monetary loss is due to measures
such as prevention (radio and �� commercials) as well as improved
monitoring and detection systems (Dutch Banking Association, ����).
Looking at the victimisation data should reveal the success of phishing attacks for the �nancial sector. �e data that was published for the
banking sector in the Netherlands shows that the success of phishing
attacks is reducing over time. �e total monetary loss has been decreasing steadily since ���� (Dutch Banking Association, ����), and the
average monetary loss per victim has been reduced over time as well. A
decline in total loss resulting from phishing in the banking sector could
follow from an increase in phishing attempts. To quote Herley and
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Figure ��: Number of succesful phishing attacks at customers (⇥) of the largest
Dutch banks (Dutch Banking Association, ����), and the number of
reported suspicious emails in the Apate system (⇧).
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Figure ��: Average monetary loss of a phishing victim at the largest Dutch
banks (Dutch Banking Association, ����)

Florêncio (����): “as the total phishing e�ort increases the total phishing
revenue declines.” Additionally, people who receive an increased number of phishing emails from a particular industrial sector (e. g., banks),
may be more aware for these speci�c emails, since their awareness is
triggered more o�en and improved. Speci�cally for our dataset, the
���� increase in the number of reported emails did not result in a di�erent distribution in industrial sectors (Section �.�.�). �e same holds for
the ���� decrease in number of phishing reports. �erefore, we believe
that the �uctuations in the number of reported phishing emails are
merely a re�ection of the brand awareness of the Fraud Helpdesk. We
believe that these changes re�ect the willingness of people to report
phishing, as well as being a re�ection of how acquainted people are
with reporting phishing to the Fraud Helpdesk.
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�.�.�.� Forwarded phishing emails at a large bank
�e third (external) perspective to our dataset is the collection of user
reports of banks. In the Netherlands, all banks have a speci�c email
address at which people can forward phishing emails that they have
received. �e Rabobank, the second largest bank of the Netherlands
(Kleinnijenhuis, ����), received on average ��,��� forwarded phishing
emails per month as of the months before March ���� (Rabobank,
����). About �� (Apr ����–Feb ����) of these emails result in a notice
and takedown (���) procedure. �e low percentage of ���’s is due
to the large number of spam or phishing messages targeting other
organisations that is received.
If brand awareness is indeed an important factor that determines the
number of phishing messages that are reported, as discussed before,
the number of reported phishing emails should give an indication of
the willingness to report phishing. With on average ��,��� reported
phishing emails per month, the Rabobank receives about half the number of emails per month compared to the Fraud Helpdesk average of
���� (�=��,���). In our opinion, this shows that our dataset is rather
large in comparison.
�.�.�

Patterns in Suspicious Emails

In our analysis of the suspicious emails, we looked at patterns over
time and in terms of the setting of the emails. To analyse the moment
phishing emails were sent, we included only emails that were forwarded as attachment (�=��,���). Most emails were sent on weekdays
(Monday ��.��, �=����; Tuesday ��.��, �=����; Wednesday ��.��,
�=����; �ursday ��.��, �=����), with a decline on Friday (��.��,
�=����), as is shown in Figure ��. �is decline increases further in the
weekend (Saturday �.��, �=����; Sunday �.��, �=����), consistent
with literature in the �eld of phishing (Bursztein et al., ����; Moore
and Clayton, ����; Ramzan and Wüest, ����). Furthermore, the ratio
of emails per day closely resembles data from a study of Ramzan and
Wüest (����).
�.�.�.�

Time

When looking at the time of day at which suspicious emails were sent,
we found that there is a slight tendency for phishing to be sent during
the morning (��� to �� noon; ��.��; �=�����) and a�ernoon (�� noon
to ���; ��.��; �=�����). Phishing activity reduced during the evening
(��� to midnight; ��.��; �=�����) and night (midnight–���; ��.��;
�=����). We expected hardly any di�erence between night and day
similar to spam in general (Gomes et al., ����), but our data shows
a peak during the day (i. e., morning and a�ernoon). It seems that
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Figure ��: Day of week at which the original email was sent to the target
(�=��,���).

phishing o�enders are more active during the day (���-���), as shown
in Figure ��. In combination with the higher activity on weekdays,
o�enders are more active during daytime. In comparison, in a study
of email account hijacking (Bursztein et al., ����), the patterns were
clearer and showed that the o�enders were working o�ce hours only.
All times are in the timezone used in the Netherlands: ���, or ����
when summer time is active. O�enders may be spread in di�erent
timezones, accounting for some of the variation.
�.�.�.�

Situation

�e ten largest clusters of emails contained phishing campaigns targeting three telecommunications providers and two debt collectors, of
which one belongs to the ministry of justice (for collecting tra�c �nes).
Consulting experts led to two hypotheses: (�) that phishing campaigns
from debt collectors are related to the end of the month, when employees receive their paychecks; and (�) that phishing using tra�c �ne as
pretext is present during holidays, when many people travel abroad. We
found that ��� of the spam runs (�=��; out of �� total spam runs) in
the four debt collector campaigns coincided with the end of the month
(i. e., the last week of the month). �e other ��� of the spam runs (�=��)
for debt collectors peaked at other moments in the month. Moreover,
from the ten campaigns that were analysed, we found no evidence of
campaigns that were primarily focusing around the holidays. Due to
the nature of phishing, a change in the o�ender’s daily routine (i. e.,
public holiday) may not e�ect the automated gathering of information.
�e email campaigns were spread throughout the year. However, the
three ministerial debt collector phishing campaigns peaked around two
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Figure ��: Number of phishing mails sent per hour of the day (�=��,���).

particular holidays (christmas and the spring holidays). None of the
telecommunication providers’ campaigns showed seasonal di�erences.
Most of the emails appearing in campaigns abused the name of a �nancial institution, such as a bank or payment service provider. Between
��� and ��� of the emails claim to be from the �nancial industry
between ���� up to October ����, as shown in Figure ��a. Phishing
emails pretending to be from a bank are a constant threat. �e number
of emails in campaigns pretending to be from the government had two
peaks (�� in ���� and ��-� in ����), apart from which there were hardly
active campaigns. �ere were several campaigns involving the government, most notably from the tax o�ce (regarding tax returns), ministry
of public health (on the topic of health insurance) and the ministry
of Justice (tra�c �nes). Furthermore, the sector ��� and telco slowly
increased and is a steady factor in phishing. �e largest campaign in
this sector informed the targets about an invoice, and clicking on the
link or attachment, malware was installed.
Particularly in the �nancial sector, we found many large clusters
of emails that contained the same content with only the name of the
bank changed. With one campaign, the o�enders targeted multiple
banks simultaneously. Also several campaigns from telecommunication
providers used multiple versions of the same email.
Compared to the quarterly reports of the ���� (see Figure ��b),
the most notable di�erence is the large share of government-related
phishing emails, and the limited number of emails related to the retail
sector in our dataset. For example, in �� of ���� (Anti-Phishing Working Group, ����b), the ���� reports ��� retail, ��� �nancial, ��� ���
and only �� government. For the same period, our data contains ��
retail, ��� �nancial, �� ��� and �� government. �is could indicate
that phishing in the Netherlands follows di�erent patterns from global
phishing. Alternatively, the datasets could be compiled di�erently, as
the ���� gets data from several sources.
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Figure ��: Most targeted industry sectors for our dataset (a) compared to
the ���� dataset (Anti-Phishing Working Group, ����b, ����c,
����a,b,c, ����a,b, ����d, ����a).

�.�.�.� Persuasion principles
To analyse the methods that the o�enders used, ��� randomly chosen
phishing emails representing a cluster of similar emails, were scored for
persuasion principles that were used. �e results are listed in Table ��.
Authority was most the most o�en used way to persuade the targets to
comply. O�en, targets are asked on behalf of a bank or governmental
organisation to perform an action. Scarcity is the second most-o�en
used method, mostly explained by limited access to an account if the
target does not perform the requested action. Reciprocation is used in
��� of the analysed emails, and is seen mostly in emails where the target
is promised a free tickets or a coupon for performing an action. �e
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remaining three principles (social proof, consistency and likeability)
were hardly used.
Persuasion Principle

Occurrence

Authority

��� (�=��)

Scarcity

��� (�=��)

Reciprocation

��� (�=��)

Social Proof

�� (�=�)

Consistency

�� (�=�)

Likeability

�� (�=�)

Table ��: Persuasion principles of Cialdini (����) that were used in phishing
emails (�=���). An email can use multiple persuasive principles.

�.�.�

Behaviour of Targeted Users

�.�.�.� Submission time
�e general public submitted phishing emails mostly during o�ce
hours, with peaks in the early morning (between ��� and ����). A
heatmap of the receiving time of reported suspicious emails is included
in Figure ��. In the weekends, there are small peaks in the number of
received reports around ����. �e results show that most people open
their emails on working days in the mornings. Particularly on Monday
morning, presumably when processing all emails that were received in
the weekend, users should be vigilant.
To measure the time it takes for a person to report a suspicious mail,
we analysed all emails that contained a forwarded email as attachment
(�=��,���). While analysing the emails, we were unable to correctly
parse �,��� emails (i. e., no correct Date headers). �is lead to ��,���
emails to be considered for analysis. A�er excluding replies that were
within �� seconds or replies that were sent longer than �� days a�er
the original email, ��,��� emails were suitable for further analysis of
submitter’s response time. A correction of the claimed date and time of
sending the email was applied for ��� (�=����) of the emails, meaning
the claimed date header was inaccurate to due slow mail servers or
malicious intent of the sender. A quarter of the emails was forwarded
within �.� hour, and half of the emails was forwarded within � hours.
A�er �� hours, ��� of the submissions was forwarded and ��� was
forwarded a�er �� hours. �e distribution of emails over the �rst ��
hours (�=��,���) is shown in Figure ��.
We could �nd no e�ect of holidays on the number of phishing emails.
�at implies that even during their holidays, people still forward phishing emails. �e lack of provable seasonal e�ects can have another ex-
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Figure ��: Submission of suspicious emails per minute (�=���,���).
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Figure ��: Average time between receiving and submitting a suspicious email
(�=��,���).

planation. Due to the variation in the number of reports in the dataset
caused by other in�uences (such as media attention), seasonal changes
are di�cult to �nd. Every time the Fraud Helpdesk got media attention
on the national media, the number of reports went up as a result. �ese
peaks were shown in Figure ��.
People submitting the suspicious emails, did so from ���,��� di�erent email addresses. On average every person submitted � suspicious
emails. Looking at the domain from which the submitters forwarded the
phishing mail (i. e., for user@hostname.tld, this would be hostname.tld),
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we found ��,��� unique domains. By categorising these domains, we
found that ��.�� of the reporters used an email address from their ���.
Furthermore, ��.�� used an email address from a large international
email provider, such as Google or Microso�. Due to the nature of these
email services, these ��.�� of the reporters could likely be considered
personal (non-business) email addresses. �e remainder consists of
either private domains, business addresses or other addresses.
�.�.�.�

Comments of submitter

About half of the emails in the dataset contained a comment: the person
who forwarded the email wrote something with it. We analysed these
comments for ��� emails in the dataset. In �.�� (�=��) of the emails,
the submitter asks for con�rmation on whether or not the email is
phishing or not. �ese people reported a suspicious email hoping to get
con�rmation on their suspicions. �is means that in general, people
seem to state little doubt about their decision that the email was correct.
O�en, submitters provide personal information together with the
phishing email. Provided that phishing is all about gathering information, default signature texts of people provide a lot of information when
they forward an email. One in �ve emails with comments includes more
information that just a name. For example, some people included home
and work address, phone numbers and other contact information, and
sometimes even names of relatives that received similar emails.
�e comments were analysed for reasons so as to why people would
consider the received email suspicious. �e vast majority of the subjects
(���, �=���) indicated that they had no relationship with the organisation that the email supposedly was from. �e comments would mention
not being a customer of the speci�ed bank or not having ordered anything from that web shop. �e other properties that were mentioned as
being the reasons for being suspicious were far less o�en mentioned.
Ten percent mentioned the sender of the message (name or email address, �=��) as being the reason for being alarmed. �e reputation of
the organisation (�.��, �=��) was listed as a reason too. However, this
means that the people don’t trust the organisation of which the name
was misused by the o�ender. For example, some submitters mentioned
not trusting a particular web shop, whereas the web shop itself was legit.
Unusual sentences (�=��) and spelling mistakes (�=�) were mentioned
by only few. Finally, nine comments mentioned having looked at the
link, or being alerted because it was requested to click on a link, and �
comments mentioned that the email was directed to the wrong email
address (e. g., when people use a particular email address for all serious
emails, and another one for non-important emails).
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�.�.� Impact of �����
‘�����’ was initially designed as a system for the employees of the Fraud
Helpdesk only. However, it turned out to have signi�cant impact beyond
the sta� of Fraud Helpdesk. One of the bene�ts is better prevention.
Prior to the introduction of �����, the Fraud Helpdesk would warn
for speci�c phishing emails at a rate of about one warning per day.
�anks to the fast processing and convenient interface of �����, a
dedicated page with all phishing campaigns could be developed on the
website of the Fraud Helpdesk. Between �� and �� di�erent phishing
emails are uploaded to this phishing page every working day. �is page
includes the plain text and an image (screenshot) of the phishing email.
Visitors can browse and search all phishing campaigns, and �lter by
targeted company or type of email (e. g., phishing or malware). �e
page showing phishing emails is rather popular, with ���.��� visits in
����. A screenshot of the webpage with phishing emails is shown in
Figure ��. Speci�c warnings of high impact phishing campaigns are
highlighted on the website, as well as shared through social media.

Figure ��: A screenshot of the dedicated phishing page on the website of the
Fraud Helpdesk (Fraudehelpdesk, ����).

A second bene�t of ����� is that people who forward a suspicious
email will receive an immediate reply from �����. When we can con�rm a suspicious email to be phishing (��-��� of the emails), the reply
gives helpful tips to the submitters. For this to work, the phishing email
needs to be either known, or contain a blacklisted ���. �e same applies
for the situation in which a suspicious email contains a malware attachment (<��). When we are unsure of the exact contents of the email, a
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general thank-you message is returned. If the submitter has questions
or is unsure whether an email is phishing, (s)he can review existing
phishing emails on the phishing page, or call the Fraud Helpdesk for
personal assistance.
Pattern
Most phishing emails are sent on Monday to �ursday, and gradually less
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Repeated spam runs with the same phishing email are on average �� days
apart (median �� days).
Between ��� and ��� of the emails were impersonating the �nancial industry.
O�enders o�en (���) use authority to persuade the target to fall for the
phish, followed by scarcity (���).
Targets read phishing emails mostly during o�ce hours, with peaks between
��� and ����.
Half of the emails were forwarded within � hours and ��� within �� hours.
��� of the people reporting phishing, do so from a personal email address.
�e main reason (���) for not trusting an email is not having a relationship
with the organisation mentioned in the email.
�e impersonated industry sectors in the Netherlands (our dataset) are less
diverse than globally (���� dataset).

Table ��: Overview of the found patterns in the dataset.

Concluding the results, Table �� provides an overview of the patterns
that were found in the dataset.
�.�
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We collected a large dataset of suspicious emails that were reported
by the general public in the Netherlands. By clustering these emails
into campaigns, we could analyse phishing on a nation-wide level. �e
data not only results in insights in the type of phishing campaigns, it
also reveals a lot of information about the general public who receives
phishing emails.
One of our observations is the repeated use of the same email a�er
several weeks. On average, a phishing campaign consisted of �.� di�erent spam runs. �e median length between two spam runs in a phishing
campaign was �� days. A�er these three weeks, there would be another
spam run, sending the same email again. �ere could be several explanations for this behaviour. O�enders need time to gather and monetise
the obtained information. �ey cannot process large quantities at the
same time, and are scared that their fraud may be detected before being
able to monetise it. A�er misusing the information from a batch of victims, they are ready to process another batch of victims. Alternatively,
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sending a phishing email to millions of subjects requires resources in
terms of email servers, either through botnets or by using stolen mail
accounts. �is, in addition to phishing websites being taken down or
blacklisted, results in practical limitations. Sending potential victims
to a phishing website that was blacklisted would be a waste. �erefore,
using batches of victims, with one phishing website per batch, spreads
the risk of a lack of availability, from the o�ender’s point of view. Finally,
when alerts are sent out following a phishing campaign, people become
more vigilant for a small period of time. However, this increased awareness decreases a�er �–� weeks to lower levels (see Chapter � and Bullee,
Montoya et al. (����)). For the same reason an anti-phishing training
needs to be repeated, the o�enders can use this knowledge as well, by
repeating the phishing campaign.
Half of the submitters forwarded the phishing email within � hours.
�is is well below the mean lifetime of a phishing website of �� hours
(Moore and Clayton, ����). �is indicates there is little time to take
action, a�er receiving reports of a phishing email or website. Noticeand-takedown procedures as well as alerts on social media may be
too slow in preventing victimisation. �is leaves blacklists as the best
available method of technical prevention of victimisation. However,
blacklisting a phishing website needs to be performed fast if half of the
potential victims opens the email within � hours.
Fewer reports with phishing emails were received in the weekend
compared to weekdays. However, an analysis of the phishing emails
showed that fewer were sent in the weekend as well. Furthermore,
more phishing mails are sent during o�ce hours in the Netherlands,
compare to other moments of the day. Previous research of Bursztein
et al. (����) on account takeover also suggested that the o�enders
work only during o�ce hours. Our data does show higher activity
during daytime, suggesting o�enders are likely to be active in the same
timezone.
In our dataset, phishing from �nancial institutions was most prominent, explaining consistently more than ��� of the reported phishing
emails. However, their share slowly decreased in ���� compared to ����.
Having such a large portion of phishing from one particular type of
organisation is bad for the vigilance of the general public. �ey may
have trained themselves to recognise phishing mails from �nancial
institutions. When phishing shi�s to other industry sectors, the general
public may be less aware and therefore be victimised more o�en. From
the ten largest phishing campaigns with a single email, however, three
were telecommunication providers. Phishing campaigns misusing �nancial institutions, even though accounting for a larger share of the
total, are less o�en repeated, resulting in multiple smaller campaigns.
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Future Work

�e tool used in this research has been deployed since ���� and continues to be used by the Fraud Helpdesk to gather information about
phishing in the Netherlands. Additionally, the submitted emails are used
to inform the general public of the currently active phishing emails.
Future research could include:
• extending the dataset to include malware analysis on the submitted phishing emails (i. e., websites installing malware, or attachments).
• comparing the dataset to existing spam traps and judge the reliability of the dataset, as well as both the proportion of emails
being reported and the properties of the reported emails.
• currently, the dataset relies on the general public to report phishing emails. By making it easier to report phishing, more people
may be inclined to report phishing, thereby improving the dataset. For example, several large web based email providers include
a “Report Phishing” button.
In the application of crime science theories, such as the routine activity theory and the crime pattern theory, to cybercrime, the translation
of location or space from the real world to the digital world is nontrivial (Yar, ����). For example, is the location of a phishing attack
the victim’s device, the phishing website, or the o�enders device? To
avoid such debate, one can measure di�erent variables as a substitute
for location, which is di�cult to use by itself. For phishing, we propose
to use the impersonated organisation as a proxy for the location. �is
allows modelling victim behaviour regardless of the exact location of
the components of a phishing attack (e. g., victim, website, o�ender).
Testing the e�ectiveness of this approach is subject of future research.
�.�.�

Policy Implications

�e results of this research are important for practitioners and policy
makers:
• Organisations should be aware of the behaviour of their employees and take into account that employees will receive phishing
emails on their personal email accounts, which they will view
during o�ce hours.
• Some moments of the day and in the week are a higher risk when
it comes to phishing, especially on Monday morning. Organisations can reduce risk by disallowing employees to open their
private email on Monday’s, or all together.
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• Blacklists are a common technical method to prevent people
from accessing a rogue website. Our study shows that blacklists
need to be updated near-realtime in order to stop people from
visiting phishing websites.
• Other technical means (such as �����, ��� and ����) should
be promoted or even enforced by policy makers, since they stop
the most trivial forms of phishing. When implemented, �����
disallows the usage of legitimate domains as sender of phishing
emails by enforcing ��� or ����, which in combination with
education, can assist targets in recognising phishing emails. ���
speci�es which �� addresses are allowed to sent emails for a
domain, and ���� allows email servers to digitally sign emails.
• For organisations allowing abuse reports to be submitted, we
recommend to always provide feedback to the submitter. Many
of our submitters wanted to be informed about the progress
of their report, sometimes even calling the help desk for more
information. Providing submitters with detailed and up-to-date
information may encourage them to continue reporting abuse.
• Most people indicated that not having a relationship with an
organisation is the reason for distrusting an email. Policy makers
could target the general public with speci�c advise on how to
recognise illegitimate messages, both o�ine in the form of letters,
and online in the form of spam and phishing emails. Only when
people have good heuristics for assessing the legitimacy of an
email, can they be su�ciently at moments their vigilance is lower
than normal (e. g., due to disturbances or stress).
�ese recommendations can reduce the risk of phishing attacks, even
though phishing will always be present.
Having discussed patterns of phishing in the Netherlands, we now
turn to the conclusions of this thesis.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we researched phishing by performing experiments and
measurements at the individual and the national level. We began by
giving de�nitions of phishing that exist in literature and developed a
consensual de�nition: Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby
impersonation is used to obtain information from a target. �en, we performed experiments with scalable and less-scalable forms of phishing
and analysed decision making of phishing victims in a lab study. We
tested a phishing prevention training on children and measured the
retention rate. Finally, we presented an overview of phishing in the
Netherlands based on the analysis of a large body of phishing emails.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will restate the research questions,
discuss our �ndings and give directions for future work.
�.� ���������� �� �������� ���������
In this section, we discuss each of the research questions and the corresponding experiments.
�������� �������� �: How does an attack’s e�ectiveness relate
to the modus operandi’s scalability?
For phishing attacks, we conjectured that there is a relationship
between the scalability of an attack and the resulting e�ectiveness. We
tested the scalability properties of two forms of attacks that are lessscalable than phishing attacks by email. We performed an experiment
to measure what happens when a ��� key is dropped on the �oor.
Picking up and subsequently using a found ��� key poses a risk to one’s
digital security. It turned out that used ��� keys were taken in ��� of
the cases, versus ��� of the new boxed ��� keys. It would be relatively
easy for a skilled attacker to seal a ��� key with malicious content in
a box. In a second experiment, we distributed posters with �� codes
targeting employees of a large organisation. Even though the response
rate was low, one out of the four people that scanned the �� code fell for
the phishing attack. �e results of our experiment lead to an updated
e�ectiveness versus scalability �gure, as shown in Figure ��.
�e ability of an attack to scale easily is related to the personalisation
and type of interaction of the attack. One-to-one interaction, such as a
face-to-face meeting or a phone call, makes an attack less scalable but
more e�ective. However, the scalability of an attack is viewed mostly
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Figure ��: �e e�ectiveness versus the scalability per modus operandi, including data from the experiments in this thesis. Hollow circles represent
real world data.

from the attacker’s perspective. From the potential victim’s point of
view, other factors may in�uence the e�ectiveness. One of such factors
is the perceived risk by the victim. For example, picking up a ��� key
may be considered low risk. At the same time, scanning a �� code or
clicking on a link in a phishing email, may be considered more risky.
�������� �������� �: How do people decide whether or not
an email is phishing?
We set up an experiment where participants were asked to think out
loud when reading a phishing email. We found three thought patterns of
potential victims. Firstly, people assess the believability of the contents
of the email and pay little attention to the technical evidence of an
email’s authenticity. Secondly, people use their expectations of what an
email from the sending organisation should look like, and compare the
email with their expectations. �irdly, when people read an email that
introduces urgency, their thoughts become less negative and they are
more likely to ignore warning messages. �ese heuristics show how
people become victimised by a phishing email. Following our results,
the ‘perfect’ phishing email contains a message that is believable to
the receiver, has a writing style matching the expectations of how the
supposed sender organisation communicates, and contains urgency
cues.
User training should focus on providing users with simple and e�ective heuristics to recognise those ‘perfect’ phishing emails. For example,
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users may feel alerted when they receive an email that contains a sense
of urgency. �ey should be aware that their judgement of such an email
may be biased, as has been shown in our experiment. �ere are other
heuristics, such as lack of personalisation, �nding spelling mistakes or
requests for personal information, but these are easily circumvented
with a ‘good’ phishing email. �erefore, we propose that user training
consists of two parts: Firstly, simple heuristics to activate their vigilance.
Secondly, the know-how to check the technical properties of communication, such as sender address and �nding the ��� destination for
e-mails.
�������� �������� �: How can we reduce the e�ectiveness of
phishing on children?
�ere are many ways of phishing prevention, one of which is user training. We trained children in a school setting on how to distinguish
phishing emails from legitimate emails. �e trained children scored
signi�cantly higher than the untrained children. A�er four weeks, the
subjects’ ability to recognise phishing emails returned to pre-training
levels. At the same time, a�er four weeks there were signi�cant improvements in the subjects’ ability to recognise legitimate emails.
Our study showed that over ��� of the the children (�–�� years) that
participated possessed their own email address. �is shows the need for
cybersecurity education and speci�cally phishing training that is aimed
at children. However, user training in the setting of our experiment
results in a lower vulnerability only for a short time. Incorporating
cybersecurity as a recurring item in the curriculum, preferably in a
more playful way such as educational games, could achieve better results
in the longer term.
Our results indicate the feasibility of training children on a complex
topic such as phishing emails. �e children showed interest in cybersecurity, and learned from the interaction with the researchers. Using
story-telling and group discussions worked well when talking about
cybersecurity: the children were focussed, shared their own stories and
asked questions about the topics.
�������� �������� �: What patterns can be found in phishing
campaigns in the Netherlands?
To analyse patterns of phishing in the Netherlands, we cooperated
with a large anti-fraud agency to collect user reports of phishing emails.
�is led to a little under ���,��� emails in our dataset to be analysed.
A�er our analysis, the dataset grew to �.� million emails. We analysed
the presence of phishing campaigns in the dataset and we analysed the
timing of the received emails.
Our analyses resulted in two important insights on Dutch phishing.
Firstly, a�er analysing duplicates we found that the o�enders use cam-
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paigns with waves of similar phishing emails. Every campaign consists
of on average �.� of these waves (or repetitions). Additionally, on average there are three weeks between each consecutive wave of a single
email.
�e second insight relates to a comparison between our dataset and
the dataset of the ����. A large part of the emails in our dataset (over
���) claims to be from �nancial institutions, whereas this number of
much lower (around ���) for the ���� dataset. If we assume that our
dataset represents the Dutch situation and the ���� represents either
the ��� and/or the global state of phishing, this comparison shows
that phishing probably is a local activity. �is is further supported by
increased activity during Dutch daytime.
�.�
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Phishing is a di�cult problem to solve, since humans are the weakest
link in a system’s security. �erefore, technical assistance should support
human decision making. �is starts with better interfaces. It would be
interesting to combine a technical assessment of the email (e. g., with
spam �lters) with interface design. An email could be shown with a
tra�c light symbol next to it: green means no threat; orange would
indicate an email where not all technical means of validation were
successful; and red would mean a likely phishing email. Alternatively,
when a recipient is about to be victimised by, for example, clicking on
a link in an email, more information can be shown in the screen. �is
could be in the form of a challenge, such as “out of these �ve links,
which one did you just click on?”, or a simple pop-up showing the exact
��� to open.
Another possible line of research is puzzles. Assuming the user is
either not fully focussed, or does not even look at the ���, all links in
an email would be disabled. To continue opening a link, the user should
�rst solve a small puzzle and be forced to focus on the email. While
such interventions are delaying the user, experiments could provide
valuable insights that could lead to improved interfaces, and thereby
better user decisions.
Email users use a variety of heuristics to decide whether to respond
to a phishing email. We have seen that basic training is of limited
e�ectiveness to the ability to recognise phishing. However, users receive
phishing emails on a daily basis, and re-a�rm their heuristics when
they make a correct decision. Future research could investigate the
options of showing users well-designed phishing emails on a daily basis,
which users can train themselves with.
Finally, email users in the Netherlands are willing to forward phishing
emails. It would be interesting when users are able to report phishing
to a central authority from within their email client. Email providers
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could use the data from such a large body of emails to optimise their
spam detection. Using text hashing and pattern matching, suspicious
emails with the same contents can be �agged as potentially dangerous.
�.�
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In this thesis the di�erent aspects of phishing and anti-phishing have
been discussed. We collected data on the feasibility of forms of lessscalable phishing, established the heuristics of potential victims, trained
children against phishing, and collected and analysed hundreds of
thousands of phishing emails. Phishing uses the most powerful bug in
computer system: it’s owner. No patches and upgrades can remove this
vulnerability. However, with the building blocks provided in this thesis,
novel social and technical interventions can be built.
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LIST OF ANALYSED DEFINITIONS OF PHISHING
Table �� lists the ��� de�nitions of the phenomenon ‘phishing’ that were
found with the literature search.
Author

De�nition

Adida (����)

Attackers provide a spoofed web page, where the user is fooled
into entering her credentials.

Ahamid,
Abawajy and
Kim (����)

Phishing is a type of semantic attack in which victims are sent
emails that deceive them into providing sensitive information
such as account numbers, passwords, or other personal to
phisher.

Al-Hamar,
Dawson and
Al-Hamar
(����)

(...) a technique of obtaining private information fraudulently
and therea�er obtaining money illegally (...)

Ali and
Rajamani
(����)

Phishing a fraudulent trick of stealing victim’s personal
information by sending spoofed messages, through Instant
Messengers via socially engineered messages.

Almomani,
Wan et al.
(����)

Such a type of threats, phishing e-mails, is used to steal sensitive
and personal data or user’s’ account information from their
computers.

Almomani,
Gupta et al.
(����)

Phishing is a kind of attack in which criminals use spoofed
emails and fraudulent web sites to trick �nancial organization
and customers. Criminals try to lure online users by convincing
them to reveal the username, passwords, credit card number and
updating account information or �ll billing information.

Amin, Ryan
and Dorp
(����)

email soliciting personal information

Anderson and
Moore (����)
Bainbridge
(����)
Baker, Tedesco
and Baker
(����)
Barraclough
et al. (����)

(...) in which crooks send emails pretending to be from a bank
or service provider and inviting its customers to log on at its
website.
Obtaining information such as a person’s bank account details
by sending an e-mail purporting to be from that person’s bank.
(...) the fraudulent and increasingly authentic looking e-mail
attempts aimed to lure unsuspecting recipients into sharing
sensitive �nancial and personal information.
Phishing is an instance of social engineering techniques used to
deceive users into giving their sensitive information using an
illegitimate website that looks and feels exactly like the target
organization website.
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author

De�nition

Basnet,
Mukkamala
and Sung
(����)

Phishing is a form of identity the� that occurs when a malicious
Web site impersonates a legitimate one in order to acquire
sensitive information such as passwords, account details, or
credit card numbers.

Beatty et al.
(����)

In a typical phishing scam, the consumer receives an email
purportedly from a trusted online vendor (a bank is a typical
example). �is email contains a call to action, a request to
undertake some action that requires the user to disclose their
authentication credentials. A hyperlink to the vendor’s
(supposed) site is provided. Consumers fall prey to this scam
when they follow the link and provide their credentials.

Beliakov,
Yearwood and
Kelarev (����)

Phishing usually involves acts of social engineering attempting
to extract con�dential details by sending emails with false
explanations urging users to provide private information that
will be used for identity the�.

Bergholz et al.
(����)

Phishing emails usually contain a message from a credible
looking source requesting a user to click a link to a website
where she/he is asked to enter a password or other con�dential
information.
Phishing is a type of social engineering in which users are
tricked into entering their credentials at a fraudulent website
recording user input.

Biddle,
Chiasson and
Van Oorschot
(����)
Brainard et al.
(����)

the fraudulent use of e-mail to capture user passwords (and
other information)

Butler (����)

Phishing represents an online method of identity the� employed
by phishers to steal attributes (like passwords or account
numbers) used by online consumers.

Cao, Han and
Le (����)

�e attacker tricks the user into submitting his/her con�dential
information (such as password) into a fraudulent web site that
has high visual similarities as the genuine one.

Chen et al.
(����)

Phishing is a form of online identity the� associated with both
social engineering and technical subterfuge. Speci�cally,
phishers attempt to trick Internet users into revealing sensitive
or private information, such as their bank account and
credit-card numbers.
Phish e-mails are constructed by con artists to look like
legitimate communications, o�en from familiar and reputable
companies, and usually ask victims to take urgent action to
avoid a consequence or receive a reward. �e desired response
typically involves logging in to a Web site or calling a phone
number to provide personal information. Sometimes victims
need only click on links or open e-mail attachments for their
computers to become infected by malicious so�ware –known as
malware– that allows phishers to retrieve the data they want or
take control of the victim’s computer to launch future attacks.

Cranor (����)

Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author
Dhamija and
Tygar (����)

Dhamija, Tygar
and Hearst
(����)
Dong, Clark
and Jacob
(����)
Downs,
Holbrook and
Cranor (����)
Downs, Ademaj
and Schuck
(����)
Drake, Oliver
and Koontz
(����)
Egelman,
Cranor and
Hong (����)

De�nition
In a phishing attack, the attacker spoofs a website (e.g., a
�nancial services website). �e attacker draws a victim to the
rogue website, sometimes by embedding a link in email and
encouraging the user to click on the link. �e rogue website
usually looks exactly like a known website, sharing logos and
images, but the rogue website serves only to capture the user’s
personal information. Many phishing attacks seek to gain credit
card information, account numbers, usernames and passwords
that enable the attacker to perpetrate fraud and identity the�.
�e practice of directing users to fraudulent web sites.

Phishing attacks are well-organised and �nancially motivated
crimes which steal users’ con�dential information and
authentication credentials.
Phishing emails are semantic attacks that con people into
divulging sensitive information using techniques to make the
user believe that information is being requested by a legitimate
source.
Attempts to criminally obtain sensitive information (e.g., social
security numbers and credit cards) by pretending to be a
legitimate businesses.
“Phishing” is an email scam that attempts to defraud people of
their personal information including credit card number, bank
account information, social security number, and their mother’s
maiden name.
a scam to collect personal information by mimicking trusted
websites

Elmaleh (����)

�is type of unsolicited correspondence has the intention of
directing users to a fake web site, facilitating the unauthorised
retrieval of personal �nancial information which can then be
used to fraudulently access a user’s bank account.

Emm (����)

It involves tricking computer users into disclosing their personal
details (username, password, PIN number or any other access
information) and using these details to obtain money under
false pretences.

Fernandez et al.
(����)

(...) in which a perpetrator sends an e-mail purporting to be
from the victim’s Internet service provider, bank, or other
company with whom the victim does business. �e e-mail asks
the victim to update his account information. When the victim
complies with the request, he will have unwittingly sent his
personal information to a criminal.

Fette, Sadeh
and Tomasic
(����)

(...) attacks are launched with the aim of making web users
believe that they are communicating with a trusted entity for the
purpose of stealing account information, logon credentials, and
identity information in general.
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author

De�nition

Florêncio and
Herley (����)

(...) a victim is lured into submitting her password to a malicious
site masquerading as a trusted institution (...)

Forte (����)

(...) the objective of which is to trick us into revealing sensitive
information.
(...) they try to convince them to surrender personal information
like passwords and account numbers, through the use of spoof
messages which are masqueraded as coming from reputable
on-line businesses such as �nancial institutions.
Phishing is form of identity the� that combines social
engineering techniques and sophisticated attack vectors to
harvest �nancial information from unsuspecting consumers.

Fumera, Pillai
and Roli (����)
Garera et al.
(����)
GastellierPrevost and
Laurent (����)

By spoo�ng the identity of a company that proposes �nancial
services, phishing attacks steal con�dential information (e.g.
login, password, credit card number) to the Internet users

Geer (����)

(...) phishing, in which e-mails lure unsuspecting victims into
giving up user names, passwords, Social Security numbers, and
account information a�er linking to counterfeit bank, credit
card, and e-commerce Web sites.

Gouda et al.
(����)

In this type of attack, an attacker sends fraudulent emails to
users, pretending to be the system administrator of a benign
website such as an online banking website, and fools users to
take login actions on a malicious website, which looks very
similar to the benign website, but is set up by the attacker. Once
a user tries to login on such a malicious website, his user name
and password will be recorded and possibly later will be used by
the attacker to login on the benign website.

Gross and
Rosson (����)

Phishing involves an attacker, posing as bank, vendor, or other
trusted source, who sends an email asking the recipient to
“con�rm” personally identifying information by entering it on a
website. �is information is then used in identity the�.

Guan, Wu and
Wang (����)

(...) the malicious mail, which mostly contains a URL to
convince the victims to visit a fraudulent website where sensitive
information like credit card numbers and passwords are
requested.

Gupta and
Pieprzyk (����)

Phishing is the process of covertly and illicitly obtaining user
credentials for future gains.

Halevi, Lewis
and Memon
(����)

Phishing is an attack that uses fraudulent electronic mail (email)
that claims to be from a trustworthy source. �e goal of phishing
emails is to get personal information from the users, such as
user ID and passwords. �e attacker can then use this
information to impersonate a user and access the user account
for �nancial gain.

Han et al.
(����)

Phishing employs social engineering to trick a user into
revealing his or her web digital identities to a fraudulent web site.

He et al. (����)

Phishing usually takes a form of a fake webpage whose
appearance is similar to the page of a real website in order to
steal user credentials and identities.
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author
Herzberg
(����)

De�nition
Password the� via fake websites.

Hinson (����)

using spam e-mails,targeted e-mails,short message service
(SMS) text messages, phone calls, and even lea�ets on the
windscreen to fool victims into visiting fake websites and
disclosing their login credentials or other personal information

Hodgson
(����)

Phishing attacks simulate established and reputable
organisation’s Web sites and trick the user into providing
personal information that is then used by the criminal to either
steal from the victim or use the victim’s identity to commit
further crimes.
Phishing is a kind of social-engineering attack in which
criminals use spoofed email messages to trick people into
sharing sensitive information or installing malware on their
computers.

Hong (����)

Huber et al.
(����)
Ilchev and
Ilchev (����)

An attacker tries to lure victims into entering sensitive
information, such as a password or credit-card number, into a
fake website that the attacker controls.
(...) a popular approach used by criminals to acquire sensitive
client data such as personal identi�cation numbers (PINs),
transaction authentication numbers (TANs), bank account
numbers, credit card numbers and passwords.

Jagatic et al.
(����)

Phishing is a form of deception in which an attacker attempts to
fraudulently acquire sensitive information from a victim by
impersonating a trustworthy entity.

Jahankhani
(����)

�is is a technique used to gain personal information for the
purposes of identity the�, using fraudulent e-mail messages that
appear to come from legitimate businesses. �ese
authentic-looking messages are designed to fool recipients into
divulging personal data such as account numbers and passwords,
credit card numbers and Social Security numbers.

Jakobsson and
Ratkiewicz
(����)

persuades a user to release sensitive personal or �nancial
information, such as login credentials or credit card numbers.

Jakobsson and
Stamm (����)

Phishing combines the deceitful techniques of con artists with
the Internet’s scalability to commit identity the� by stealing
credentials.
Phishing is an attack where fraudulent websites impersonate
legitimate counterparts to steal users’ con�dential information.

Jo, Jung and
Yeom (����)
Khonji, Iraqi
and Jones
(����)
Khot,
Kumaraguru
and Srinathan
(����)

Phishing is a type of computer attack that communicates socially
engineered messages to humans via electronic communication
channels in order to persuade them to perform certain actions
for the attacker’s bene�t.
(...) attacker tricks the user into divulging the password
information through fraudulent websites and emails.

Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author
Kim et al.
(����)

De�nition
(...) attempts to steal con�dential user information such as credit
card numbers or passwords and social engineering and spoo�ng
techniques are frequently used.

Kirda and
Kruegel (����)

Phishing is a form of online identity the� that aims to steal
sensitive information from users such as online banking
passwords and credit card information.

Kirlappos and
Sasse (����)

Tricking computer users to disclose personal information, credit
card details, user names, and passwords.

Knight (����)

�e practice is known as phishing, and uses social engineering
and technical subterfuge to steal consumers’ personal data and
bank account details.
Criminals lure Internet users to websites that impersonate
legitimate sites

Kumaraguru,
Rhee, Acquisti
et al. (����)
Kumaraguru,
Sheng et al.
(����)

(...) phishing, in which victims get conned by spoofed emails
and fraudulent websites.

Larcom and
Elbirt (����)

Phishing is the act of convincing users to provide personal
identi�cation information such as credit card numbers, social
security numbers and bank account information for explicit
illegal use.

Lenton (����)

(...) rogue emails usually purporting to be from a bank that
direct them to a bogus website or attempt to identify their
personal details

Levy (����)

Phishing (the act of conning a person into divulging sensitive
information) commonly uses legitimate-looking Web sites that
mimic the online interface of the institution the attacker is
misrepresenting (usually a bank, merchant, or ISP)

Li, Helenius
and Berki
(����)

Phishing is one type of identity the�, where the aim is to steal
con�dential information, e.g. credit card number, credentials
and social security ID numbers, and the list can go on.

Liu, Guanglin
et al. (����)

Phishing is a criminal trick of stealing victims’ personal
information by sending them spoofed emails urging them to
visit a forged webpage that looks like a true one of a legitimate
company and asks the recipients to enter personal information
such as credit card number, password and etc.

Liu, Qiu and
Wenyin (����)

Phishing is a kind of online attack widely used by phishers to
steal users’ accounts and passwords, and other personal
information for illegal appropriation.

Ludl et al.
(����)
Maurer and
Höfer (����)

Phishing is a form of electronic identity the� in which a
combination of social engineering and web site spoo�ng
techniques are used to trick a user into revealing con�dential
information with economic value.
(...) the act of stealing personal data of Internet users for misuse
(...)
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author

De�nition

McFedries
(����)

“Phishing” refers to creating a replica of an existing Web page to
fool users into submitting personal, �nancial, or password data
to what they think is their bank or a reputable online retailer.

McNealy
(����)

�e sender creates e-mails, resembling those from a well-known
companies, requesting that the recipient click on a URL
provided, which links to a dummy company Web site where the
recipient is asked to input personal information. �e e-mail
sender may then use the information for illegal purposes.

Mills and Byun
(����)
Mohebzada
et al. (����)

Moore (����)

Stealing personal information by requesting it via fraudulent
email messages or Web pages
Phishing is a type of social engineering where a potential victim
is sent a message that impersonates a legitimate source or
organization. Phishing attacks typically lure the targets into
revealing con�dential information such as password, credit card
details, bank account numbers, or any other sensitive
information.
Phishing is the process of enticing people into visiting
fraudulent websites and persuading them to enter identity
information such as usernames and passwords. �is information
is then used to impersonate the victim (...)

Moore and
Clayton (����)

Phishing is the process of enticing people into visiting
fraudulent websites and persuading them to enter identity
information such as usernames, passwords, addresses, social
security numbers, personal identi�cation numbers (PINs) and
anything else that can be made to appear to be plausible.

Moran and
Moore (����)

Phishing is the criminal activity of enticing people to visit
websites that impersonate genuine bank websites and dupe
visitors into revealing passwords and other credentials.

Nykodym et al.
(����)

Phishing is a scam to steal valuable information by sending out
fake emails, or spam, written to appear as if they have been sent
by banks or other reputable organizations with the intent of
luring the recipient into revealing sensitive information such as
usernames, passwords, social security numbers, account IDs,
ATM PIN’s or credit card details.
Fraudsters can create fake websites to lure users for the purpose
of collecting their data. (...) Phishing attacks can steal personal
identity information such as username, passwords, and credit
card details from unsuspecting users by masquerading as trusted
entities, such as PayPal sites.

Olurin, Adams
and Logrippo
(����)

Parno, Kuo and
Perrig (����)

In phishing, an automated form of social engineering, criminals
use the Internet to fraudulently extract sensitive information
from businesses and individuals, o�en by impersonating
legitimate web sites.

Paulson (����)

Phishers typically create webpages that look like those belonging
to banks, e-commerce operations, or other businesses on which
users might enter �nancial or accountaccess information. When
a user enters such data on a fake page, the phisher captures the
information and utilizes it to defraud the victim.
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author

De�nition

Piper (����)

Phishing is an attempt provided by vendors using email or
Internet social spaces such as MySpace to obtain sensitive
personal information such as usernames and passwords, social
Security Numbers, credit-card numbers, and others.

Ranganayakulu,
Kavisankar and
Chellappan
(����)

Phishing is the combination of social engineering and technical
exploits which has adverse e�ects aiming at the monetary gain
of the attacker (phisher). (...) Phishing attacks use spoofed emails and fraudulent websites designed to fool recipients into
divulging personal �nancial data such as credit card numbers,
account usernames and passwords, social security numbers, etc.

Ray and Schultz
(����)

Phishing is a technique that many attackers use to trick
computer users into revealing personal or �nancial information
through specially worded email messages or websites.

Ross (����)

(...) in which con artists send e-mails purporting to be from
legitimate organizations, such as banks, in order to inveigle
recipients into revealing personal information.

Ross (����)

Phishing e-mails deceive individuals into giving out personal
information which may then be utilized for identity the�.

De Ryck et al.
(����)

(...) the process that involves an attacker tricking users into
willingly surrendering their credentials (...)

Saberi, Vahidi
and Bidgoli
(����)

Phishing attack is a kind of identity the� which tries to steal
con�dential data like on-line bank account information.

Shahriar and
Zulkernine
(����)

Phishing is a web-based attack that allures end users to visit
fraudulent websites and give away personal information (e.g.,
user id, password)

Emilin Shyni
and
Swamynathan
(����)

A phishing attack is a criminal activity which mimics a certain
legitimate webpage using a fake webpage with an intention of
luring end-users to visit the fake website thereby stealing their
personal information such as usernames, passwords and other
personal details such as credit card information.

Sood, Sarje and
Singh (����)

Phishing is an online identity the� that combines social
engineering and web site spoo�ng techniques to cheat the user
by redirecting his con�dential information to an untrusted
destination.
(...) which are also synonymous with identity the� and
credit/debit card fraud.

Stabek, Watters
and Layton
(����)
Sweeney (����)

�iyagarajan,
Aghila Prof.
and Prasanna
Venkatesan
(����)

Phishing, which is the act of sending an email message
impersonating a respected organization in an attempt to get the
reader to click on the provided link and give personal
information.
In this attack, the attacker tries to mimic as legitimate site and
gather critical information from the user which in turn will be
used to make control of the user’s valuable and critical
information.
Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author

De�nition

Vamosi (����)

Phishing refers to an attempt to collect usernames, passwords,
and credit card data by posing as a legitimate, trusted party.

Varshney, Joshi
and Sardana
(����)

Phishing is a deception technique used by attackers for gaining
personal information from end users, with the help of
fraudulent and spoofed emails, Phished Websites and various
deception techniques. �e aim of the phisher lies in obtaining
personal information or credentials from an end user such as
bank account numbers their passwords, credit card details etc.

Verma,
Shashidhar and
Hossain (����)

Phishing is a social engineering threat aimed at gleaning
sensitive information such as user names, passwords and
�nancial information from unsuspecting victims. Attacks are
typically carried out via communication channels such as email
or instant messaging by attackers masquerading as legitimate
and trustworthy entities.

Vitaliev (����)

fraudulent messages that attempt to withdraw personal and
�nancial information from the reader.
Email-based deception where a perpetrator (phisher)
camou�ages emails to appear as a legitimate request for personal
and sensitive information is known as phishing.

Wang, Herath
et al. (����)
Wenyin et al.
(����)

Phishing is the criminally fraudulent process of attempting to
acquire sensitive information such as user names, passwords,
and creditcard details from a victim by pretending to be a
trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.

Whittaker,
Ryner and
Nazif (����)

We de�ne a phishing page as any web page that, without
permission, alleges to act on behalf of a third party with the
intention of confusing viewers into performing an action with
which the viewer would only trust a true agent of the third party.

Workman
(����)

Phishing is a ruse designed to gain sensitive information from
an intended victim by way of e-mail and Web pages or letters
that appear to be from genuine businesses, that command the
potential victim to supply information to prevent an account
from being closed, or as part of a promotion or give-away called
a gimmie.

Wu, Miller and
Gar�nkel
(����)

Phishing attacks typically use legitimate-looking but fake emails
and websites to deceive users into disclosing personal or
�nancial information to the attacker. Users can also be tricked
into downloading and installing hostile so�ware, which searches
the user’s computer or monitors online activities to steal private
information.
Phishing attacks typically use legitimate-looking but fake emails
and websites to deceive users into disclosing private information
to the attacker.
Phishing is a form of identity the�, where criminals create fake
web sites that masquerade as trustworthy organizations. �e goal
of phishing is to trick people into giving sensitive information,
such as passwords, personal identi�cation numbers, and so on.

Wu, Miller and
Little (����)
Xiang and
Hong (����)

Continued on next page.
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(continued)
Author
Xiang, Hong
et al. (����)

Yearwood et al.
(����)

Yee and Sitaker
(����)

De�nition
Phishing is a form of identity the�, in which criminals build
replicas of target Web sites and lure unsuspecting victims to
disclose their sensitive information like passwords, personal
identi�cation numbers (PINs), etc.
Phishing can be de�ned as a scam by which an email user is
duped into revealing personal or con�dential information which
the scammer can use illicitly. Phishing attacks use both social
engineering and technical subterfuge to steal personal identity
data and �nancial account credentials.
(...) phishing attacks, in which the user is fooled into entering a
password at an imitation site.

Zhang, Hong
and Cranor
(����)

A kind of attack in which victims are tricked by spoofed emails
and fraudulent web sites into giving up personal information.

Zhang, Wu et al.
(����)

By masquerading as a trustworthy entity, phishing is a
criminally fraudulent process of attempting to acquire sensitive
information.
Phishing is a form of social engineering attack, which exploits
human vulnerabilities rather than so�ware vulnerabilities.

Zhou, Leckie
and
Karunasekera
(����)

Table ��: An overview of the articles and papers that de�ne phishing (�=���).

B

PHISHING HEURISTICS QUESTIONS
�e following questions were asked a�er the subjects performed the
task. �e questions were originally in Dutch and translated by the
researchers into English.
�. Are there thoughts that you did not verbalise during the task
itself, but that you want to share now?
�. Can you formulate what the central message of the email was?
�. What was the goal of the email in your opinion?
�. Can you indicate whether you experienced di�culties performing the task at any point during the experiment?
�. Do you remember the salutation (greeting) of the email?
�. Did you consider the salutation usual for an email from this kind
of organisation?
�. Do you remember the valediction of the email?
�. Did you consider the valediction usual for an email from this
kind of organisation?
�. Do you remember the sender of the email?
��. To what extent do you consider the sender reliable?
��. Certain information is given in the email. To what extent do you
consider the given information reliable?
��. At the end of the email, you are requested to perform an action.
Do you recall what you were requested to do?
��. Would you have performed the action?
��. Can you indicate at which moments, in your opinion, you had
to make a decision?
��. Which decision did you make?
��. Why did you make this decision?
��. Which alternatives did you consider?
A�er these questions about the contents, we asked six questions
regarding the study itself.

���

���

�������� ���������� ���������

��. Did you have su�cient time to perform the task?
��. Did you consider it di�cult or annoying to perform the task?
��. Do you think that performing the task would have been easier
without the use of a voice recorder?
��. Do you think that performing the task would have been easier
without my presence?
��. Do you feel that you have were able to su�ciently express your
thoughts and actions?
��. Is there anything else you would like to add?

C

PHISHING EDUCATION TEACHING AND TESTING
MATERIAL
�is appendix includes extra material from Chapter �. Firstly, Section C.� describes several assumptions in the statistical analysis. Secondly,
Section C.� includes the slides of the presentation that was given to the
subjects. Finally, Section C.� includes one of the phishing tests used in
the experiment.
�.� ����������� �����������
Firstly, we checked whether the three phishing tests are equivalent in
terms of testing a subject’s ability to distinguish phishing from legitimate. Even though the tests were developed in a similar manner, the
questions may not be equally di�cult. An independent group t-test was
used on all combinations of tests: ��; ��; and ��. For the comparisons
between tests � and � and tests � and �, the variances were heterogeneous and therefore the Satterthwaite (����) approximation was used in
the t-test.
In a box plot (Tukey, ����), the top of each box represents the ��th
percentile (�3 ), i. e., the median of the upper half of the observations.
�e bottom represents the ��th percentile (�1 ), i. e., the median of the
bottom half of the observations. �e band near the middle of the box
is the median of all observations. �e lines above and below the box
are called whiskers. �e whiskers represent the top or bottom ���, i. e.,
the lower whisker ends at the minimum value and the higher whisker
indicates the maximum value. When the data contains outliers, the
position of the whiskers can be calculated using the Interquartile Range
(���):
��� = �3 - �1

(�)

In the presence of outliers, the position of the lower whisker is calculated
as �1 - 1.5⇥ ���. �e upper whisker is calculated in a similar way:
�3 + 1.5⇥ ���. An observation v is considered an outlier if one of the
two following conditions hold: v < 1.5 ⇥ �3 or v > 1.5 ⇥ �3 . In the
box plot, outliers are indicated using dots.
To use a t-test, two assumptions must be met: (�) the data must be
normally distributed; and (�) there should be homogeneity of variance.
To test whether the data was normally distributed, we used the ShapiroWilk test. A non-signi�cant result on the Shapiro-Wilk test indicates
that the sample distribution is not signi�cantly di�erent from a normal
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distribution. In case of non-normality, the Wilcoxon rank sum test (also
known as the Mann–Whitney test) was used instead (Wilcoxon, ����;
Mann and Whitney, ����). Testing the homogeneity of the variances
was done using Levene’s test. A non-signi�cant result on Levene’s test
indicates that the variances are roughly equal, i. e., not signi�cantly
di�erent. If the variances were heterogeneous, the Satterthwaite (����)
approximation was used, assuming non equal variances.
Linear regression was used for testing relations with multiple independent variables, or when a variable had more than two possible
categories. Several assumptions needed to be checked for each regression (���� Statistical Consulting Group, ����). Firstly, there should be
no unusual and in�uential data. In case of outliers, their e�ect was measured by performing a regression with and without them. �e second
assumption is that the residuals are normally distributed, which was
tested using Shapiro-Wilk test and a visual inspection of the standardised normal probability plot (���� Statistical Consulting Group, ����).
�e homoscedasticity was tested using a visual inspection of a plot of
the residuals versus the predicted values (Osborne and Waters, ����).
Multicollinearity was tested by using the variance in�ation factor (���),
where a value above the cut-o� value of �� indicates the need for further investigation, even though a higher ��� is not bad per se (O’Brien,
����). Linearity was visually checked using scatter plots to plot the
standardised residuals against each of the predictor variables. Finally,
for any two observations, the residual terms should be independent.
�e scores are not independent, since the same pupils �lled in the tests
twice. �e subjects �lled in the tests anonymously, therefore assuming independence will result in conservative estimates regarding the
signi�cance and power (see also Section �.�.�).
To analyse the variables Sex and HasEmail and HasFacebook, a t-test
was used. Both variables were normally distributed and had homogeneity of their variances. �e predictor HasFacebook was not normally
distributed, and therefore the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. For
the predictors with several values a linear regression model was calculated. �ese predictors were: Age (in years); having received a phishing
email (yes, no, or don’t know); and School. �e predictor Age met
the assumptions for a linear regression, whereas the ReceivedPhishing
predictor and School failed the normality of the residuals check. For
the regressions using ReceivedPhishing and School, we used robust
standard errors to estimate the standard errors using the Huber-White
sandwich estimator (StataCorp, ����). �e questions on whether the
subjects have an email address and previously received a phishing message were included in tests � and � only. �erefore, the number of
subjects in the analysis varied due to missing values for some subjects.
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Cyber Criminaliteit
Door Inés Carvajal en Elmer Lastdrager

Wat is Cyber Criminaliteit?

Gewone criminaliteit, maar:
Op de computer
Via het internet
Op een mobiel

C.� ������ �� ������������

In alle soorten en maten
Cyberpesten
Phishing

Hacken
Identiteitsfraude

Cyberpesten

Video over cyberpesten

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWP6Mdnr7is
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Cyberpesten
Wat kun je eraan doen?

•Blokkeer de pester
•Praat erover met een ouder/leraar
•Houd je persoonlijke informatie
persoonlijk

phishing

Video over phishing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcbHo0EOtkA

C.� ������ �� ������������

phishing
Wat is phishing?

Persoonlijke informatie stelen via:
•Email
•Websites
•Telefoon

Wat voor soort informatie?
Waarom?

Hoe herken je phishing?
Controleer de bestemming van je link:
links onderin de browser te zien
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Hoe herken je phishing?
Slechte grammatica/spelling

Hoe herken je phishing?
Dreigende mails

C.� ������ �� ������������

Hoe herken je phishing?
Veilige websites
Vaak bij:
•Waar je moet inloggen
•Webwinkels
•Online banken

Weet je ze allemaal nog?
Slechte grammatica
Verkeerde spelling
Dreigende taal
Link controleren
Eventueel een sleuteltje/https?
Extra tips:
Wees voorzichtig met onbekende afzenders
Klik niet op elke link
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Wat is Hacken?

Computers misbruiken:
Je cijfers op de schoolpc
veranderen
Op een emailadres inbreken
Een website hacken

In het nieuws

12-jarige hacker uit Canada
60 miljoen dollar schade
Hackte voor videogames

C.� ������ �� ������������

Identiteitsfraude

Facebook profiel onder andere
naam
Email account stelen
Creditcard gegevens stelen

Vragen?

���
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�.�

�������� ����

A version of the tests that were printed on paper and distributed amongst
the children, is included below. �e alternative test was slightly modi�ed to include (partly) di�erent brands in a di�erent order.
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